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ABSTRACT
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Structural health monitoring (SHM) employing embedded piezoelectric transducers
has shown potential as a promising solution for inspection of different engineering
structures such as aircraft, bridges, and renewable energy structures. Despite
advancements in the field of ultrasonic SHM, inspection of laminate structures is still a
major challenge due to their susceptibility to various joint defects. This thesis presents a
novel approach to tackle the challenge of inspecting laminate structures using shearmode (d35) piezoelectric transducers that are made of lead zirconate titanate (PZT).
This study begins with the characterization of d35 piezoelectric transducers using
analytical, numerical, and experimental approaches. The results were found to match
well. A finite element (FE) simulation of a laminate structure was developed based on
multiphysics analysis to identify the propagating waves generated by d35 PZT actuators
embedded within the bondline of the laminate structure. The group velocities of voltage
signals as well as the distributions of normal displacements and stresses induced by the
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propagating waves showed that the elastic waves generated by the d35 PZT actuator
exhibit the characteristics of antisymmetric (flexural) waves coupled with strong
transverse shear stress across the thickness of the adhesive layer. The FE results were
validated by testing laminate specimens with bondline-embedded d35 PZTs in a pitchcatch arrangement.
A parametric study was performed to provide design guidelines for d35 PZT sensors
and actuators. The thickness and length of d35 PZT transducers were varied while
monitoring the actuation strength and the sensed voltage signal. It was found that thicker
and shorter d35 PZT sensors can produce stronger signals compared to thinner and
longer d35 PZT sensors. On the contrary, d35 PZT actuators were noticed to exhibit the
opposite response to d35 PZT sensors. The selectivity of d35 PZT sensors was also
investigated in multiphysics simulations by comparing voltage signals obtained from a
bondline-embedded d35 PZT sensor and a surface-mounted conventional (d31) PZT
sensor. It was found that d35 PZTs offer a selective hardware filter that primarily captures
antisymmetric wave modes in the laminate structure while suppressing symmetric wave
modes. Filtering symmetric modes significantly reduced the complexity of signal
processing and this could potentially enhance the process of SHM as well.
Various joint defects including disbonds, cracks, and voids were introduced in the
bondline of laminate structures to investigate the feasibility of embedding d35 PZT
transducers in the bondline of laminate structures for detection of joint defects. It was
observed that antisymmetric waves generated by d35 PZT actuators exhibited strong
interaction with joint defects especially nonlinear defects such as cracks and disbonds.
By placing the transducers within the bondline and at the neutral axis of the laminate
iii

structure, it provided a direct strong coupling between the bondline and the d35 PZT
transducers resulting in high transmission and sensitivity of flexural waves to joint defects.
Several specimens were prepared and tested. The results obtained from experiments and
simulations were found in good agreement.
The proposed approach was also evaluated experimentally for health monitoring of
bondline integrity. A laminate specimen with bondline-embedded d35 PZT and surfacemounted d31 PZT piezoelectric transducers was subjected to a three-point bending test
to create joint defects. Damage indices were implemented to detect the presence of
damage and its severity. The experimental results demonstrate the ability of bondlineembedded d35 PZTs to be used as sensors and actuators for ultrasonic SHM of bondline
integrity. The proposed approach successfully produced promising results for detection
of joint defects that often impose a significant challenge to detect using conventional
nondestructive evaluation techniques. The results presented in this thesis provided
fundamental work towards creating embedded, automated damage detection systems for
laminate structures using bondline-embedded d35 piezoelectric transducers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides a brief introduction to structural health monitoring followed by
its benefits and the current challenges that hinder the growth of SHM to wider
applications. This chapter concludes with an overview of the subsequent chapters.

1.1. Introduction to structural health monitoring
Structural health monitoring has been increasingly growing as a promising technology
for inspection of engineering structures such as pipelines, bridges, aircrafts, and
renewable energy structures. This increasing interest was driven by a high demand for
ensuring safety and durability while also reducing maintenance cost. SHM exhibits the
merits of a promising solution that can make this possible [1]. In recent years, numerous
nondestructive testing and evaluation methods have been developed for damage
detection. For example, ultrasonic techniques that are well-established technologies are
widely used for scanning various kinds of structures. Despite use of nondestructive testing
and evaluation (NDT/E) tools in SHM techniques, there are subtle differences between
SHM and NDT/E.
SHM techniques involve the application of permanent sensors that can perform global
real time monitoring of the state of structural integrity during operation. SHM is expected
to detect defects at an early stage and evaluate their impact on the whole structure. As
shown in Figure 1.1, an ideal SHM procedure involves five levels that begin with the
primary objective of SHM: damage detection, then followed by damage localization,
assessment of damage severity (size), prognosis of remaining useful life, and self-repair
1

or control of damage [2]. The first four levels have been extensively studied in existing
literature and are mostly related to modeling, signal processing and statistical methods.
Self-healing is a newly emerging level to the SHM procedure and is still investigated in a
laboratory setting with no commercially available solutions.

Damage
detection

Damage
localization

Damage
assessment

Life
prediction

Self-healing

Figure 1.1: Levels of structural health monitoring procedure.

Installation of SHM systems is very expensive and often performed on new structures.
The process of damage identification in SHM is mainly based on history of operation in
which measured signals compared against baseline signals to predict damage existence
with reasonable probability and accuracy [2]. For damage identification, there are four
elements that are required prior to the installation of SHM system to a structure: 1)
knowledge of material and geometrical properties of monitored structures; 2) types of
possible defects; 3) potential actuators and sensors to collect data; 4) signal processing
methods to extract information about damage characteristics and overall structural
integrity.

1.2. Benefits of SHM Systems
Safety is the primary factor for the existence of SHM in the first place. However, there
are other important benefits of SHM that have economical, aesthetical, ecological impact
[3]. Some of the benefits of SHM are: 1) reducing downtime and maintenance costs
through early detection of a structural damage; 2) increasing durability while decreasing
economic losses for maintenance, repair, and reconstruction; 3) providing an opportunity
2

to study the performance of new materials and structures in order to create and update
numerical models for more advanced structures. As shown in Figure 1.2, there are mainly
three elements that justify the necessity of SHM systems in a variety of different structures
ranging from civil to aerospace structures.

•e.g. bridges, wind
turbines, aircraft
fuselages

Functionality

•e.g. jet engines,
rocket boosters,
gearboxes

•e.g. spacecraft,
offshore wind
turbines
Remoteness and
Accessibility

Size

Figure 1.2: Main factors to justify the necessity of SHM systems



Size – large structures such as bridges, wind turbines, and aircraft structures are
often associated with high inspection cost using conventional NDT techniques.
Nowadays, even larger structures are being built [4] , e.g., to harvest more power
and to lower operation cost. This makes inspection using NDTs very difficult if not
even impossible [5].



Functionality – structures and components that have critical functionality, and their
failure could result in catastrophic consequences. For example, jet engines,
booster rockets, and gearboxes have SHM systems integrated for fault
identification [6].



Remoteness and accessibility – structures that are located in distant areas, have
limited alternative access, or with no physical access are likely to require SHM
systems to ensure proper functionality. Spacecraft and offshore wind turbines [4]
are common applications in which SHM system is important to fulfill their mission.
3

Also, structures that are expected to be exposed to frequent harsh environmental
conditions are excellent candidate to have a SHM system because it can accelerate the
repair process by providing vital information regarding defective units. As the occurrences
of violent environmental conditions are in the rise, an infrastructure integrated with SHM
systems becomes very desirable. This was also supported by the SHM market growth
from $701.4 Million in 2015 to $3407.7 Million by 2022. Other factors to this growth are
the growing use of composite structures, the need for health monitoring of structures in
hazardous (inaccessible) areas, and the rapidly aging infrastructure [7].

1.3. Challenges in SHM
A significant progress has been achieved in SHM over the last few decades due to
the technological advancements that made smart transducers including piezoceramic,
fibers, and polymers readily available and at low cost. However, there are still several
challenges that hinder wider application of SHM:


High installation cost especially for existing and old structures.



Continuous monitoring of a structure often produces big data sets that impose
challenges in signal processing, transferring, and storing data [8].



No standards available for SHM methods that ensure applicability and repeatability
among different structures, thus a health monitoring strategy has to be
implemented for each structure.



No real solutions available yet to detect defects in joints such as bolted joints,
adhesive joints, riveted joints, etc. NDT methods are still the primary choice.



Inspection of composites with unknown material properties [9].

4



Extraction of damage characteristics via comparison between measured signals
and baseline signals.



Highly fluctuating loads often complicate the detection of damage due to load
interaction effects [6].

Adhesive joints are commonly used in aircraft structures due to specific advantages
in comparison with conventional joining techniques. However, adhesively bonded
structures are susceptible to various types of defects such as cracks, voids, disbonds and
delaminations as well as kissing bonds (weak bonds) that are often difficult to detect using
conventional NDT/E techniques. Therefore, the objective of this dissertation is to tackle
the challenge of detecting joint defects in laminate structures and to develop a health
monitoring solution of bondline integrity based on ultrasonic inspection methods.

1.4. Dissertation Overview
This dissertation is organized in ten chapters. Chapter 1 provides brief introduction to
structural health monitoring, its benefits, and current challenges to widen its applications
in the future. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to various ultrasonic waves
propagating in solid media. The concept of Lamb waves in waveguide structures is also
discussed with more details on solving the Lamb wave equation for symmetric and
antisymmetric modes. The Lamb wave dispersion curves are compared with the
dispersion curves of shear-horizontal waves as well as conventional flexural and axial
waves to foster an understanding of commonly existing modes in solid structures. Stateof-the-art in using antisymmetric waves and shear waves for detection of defects in plates
and joints are discussed. This chapter also highlights research works in which embedded
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sensors in adhesively bonded structures have been pursued. Several damage index
methods that have been implemented in the literature to quantify and to locate defects in
various kinds of structures are reviewed. The chapter concludes with research questions.
Chapter 3 focuses on studying the linear piezoelectric response of three different
transducers: conventional circular, conventional rectangular, and shear-mode plate. The
results of free piezoelectric transducers from experiment are compared with closed-form
solutions and numerical solutions. Chapter 4 investigates the traits of fundamental Lamb
modes under symmetric and antisymmetric actuation to detect structural damage. The
propagation of Lamb waves in a thin plate involving the use of piezoelectric transducers
are simulated using 3D finite element multiphysics analysis to validate a pitch-catch
experiment. A full-field view of elastic wave propagation is discussed to study the
interaction of Lamb waves in a plate. This chapter also presents pulse-echo analysis and
pitch-catch analysis conducted on a damaged plate with a pair of transducers modeled
on both sides to send symmetric and antisymmetric actuation signals. This analysis is
then followed by damage localization using the time-of-flight (ToF) approach.
Chapter 5 investigates the properties of ultrasonic waves generated by embedded
shear-mode piezoelectric transducers made of lead zirconate titanate using finite element
analysis. In Chapter 6, the FE results are validated experimentally by preparing several
specimens with d35 PZTs internally embedded in the bondline. Chapter 7 presents a
parametric study into the sensing and actuation properties of d35 PZTs. The parametric
study includes the effects of d35 PZT size on the strength of actuation and sensed output
signals. The selectivity of d35 PZT sensors was also investigated by generating multiple
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wave modes in the medium. Time-frequency methods such as Discrete Wavelet
Transform and Short-time Fourier Transform are used to process voltage signals.
Chapter 8 investigates the effectiveness of flexural waves to detect damage in
laminate structures through internally embedded d35 PZT transducers in the bondline.
FE method was used simulate multilayered structures with various defects. Experimental
work was performed to validate FE simulations. Chapter 9 is dedicated to study the ability
of d35 PZT for health monitoring of bondline integrity. A quasi-static three-point bending
test was performed to create joint defects, and damage assessment was quantified using
damage index methods. Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes the outcomes and the main
findings of this study while addressing the research questions presented in Chapter 2.
This final chapter concludes with future work that will be necessary to implement the
approach proposed herein to real-life SHM applications.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
This chapter provides a brief introduction to various ultrasonic waves propagating in
solid media. The concept of Lamb waves in waveguide structures is also discussed with
more details on solving the Lamb wave equation for symmetric and antisymmetric modes
in a plate as well as plotting phase velocity and group velocity dispersion curves.
Furthermore, the shear-horizontal waves as well as conventional waves including flexural
and axial waves are also compared with Lamb waves to foster an understanding of
commonly existing waves in structures. State-of-the-art in using antisymmetric waves for
detection of defects in plates and joints are also discussed. This chapter highlights
research works in which embedded sensors inside structures have been attempted. This
is followed by a review of several damage index methods that have been implemented in
the literature to quantify and to locate defects in different types of structures. This chapter
concludes with the scope of this thesis.

2.1. Introduction to Ultrasonic Waves
2.1.1. Elastic waves
Elastic waves are mechanical waves associated with mechanical forces that result in
volume deformation and shape deformation of particles. The motion of waves
(disturbances) generated by a wave source (transducer) is significantly small such that
the particles allow the waves to propagate at ultrasonic speed (greater than 344 m/s)
without causing structural vibration. Thus, the particle velocity which signifies the physical
motion of particles in the medium is quite small in comparison to the wave speed.
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Standing waves, however, could exist in the medium yielding structural vibration under
certain conditions. The frequency of the wave as well as boundary conditions and
geometrical properties of the medium are the primary factors that determine the existence
of standing waves. Elastic waves which travel in all directions and in infinite unbounded
medium are called bulk waves. A specific case of bulk waves is plane waves in which the
propagated waves are invariant with respect to one direction, usually referred as zinvariant. When the wave crest is parallel to the z-axis, all the waves travel in the medium
are independent of z,  / z  0 . The equation of plane waves in terms of displacement is
described as [10]
   H z     H z    H y H x  
u 



k
i  
 j 
x y   y x 
x
y 





ux

uy

(2.1)

uz



In Eq.(2.1), u is the vector displacement,  is the scalar potential of displacement, and

H x , H y , H z are displacement potentials in x, y, and z directions, respectively. The
characteristics of existing waves in the medium is dictated by the boundary conditions.
For instance, surface waves such as Rayleigh waves and Love waves propagate in 3D
medium bounded by one surface, see Figure 2.1.
On the other hand, 3D medium bounded by two surfaces allows for propagation of
compression waves and shear waves which are guided inside the medium. These waves
are usually referred to as guided Lamb waves. When a 3D medium is bounded by another
medium, interface waves such as Stoneley waves propagate between two solid media.
Scholte waves propagate between a solid medium and a liquid medium. More detailed
description is provided in this reference [11]. It is noteworthy to mention that all guided
9

waves including Lamb waves, surface waves, and interface waves result from the
interaction of longitudinal and shear motion components.

a)

b)

d)

e)

c)

f)

Figure 2.1: Distribution of displacements: a) horizontal shear wave, b) vertical shear wave, c)
Rayleigh wave, d) Love wave, e) S0 mode of Lamb waves, f) A0 mode of Lamb waves [10].

2.1.2. Flexural and axial waves
The analysis of flexural wave propagation starts with the governing differential
equations of motion in plates. These equations are often expressed in frequencywavenumber domain to obtain the dispersion relations including phase velocity and group
velocity of propagating waves. The dispersion relations define the behavior and
characteristics of wave propagation as a function of frequency. The theory of flexural
waves in plates is well-established with details on fundamentals and analysis of flexural
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waves presented in references [1,12,13]. The flexural wave equation for plates is given
as
D

 4u
2u
 h 2  0
4
x
t

(2.2)

In Eq. (2.2), h is the plate thickness, ρ is the density, D is the bending stiffness defined
by the following expression,
D

Eh3
12(1  v)

(2.3)

In Eq.(2.3), E is the Young’s modulus, v is the Poisson’s ratio. The flexural (bending)
wavenumber is defined by
 

h
D

(2.4)
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Therefore, the phase velocity can be obtained using the wavenumber-frequency relation,

   v as [12]
1/ 4
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The flexural phase velocity, v (also known as wave speed) depends on the material
properties of the plate, the plate thickness, and the frequency. It can be observed the
phase velocity is proportional to the square root of the plate thickness. The group velocity
is derived using this relation vg    as
1/ 4
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(2.6)

The flexural wave packet can travel twice as fast as the phase of wave within the signal.
The difference between the phase velocity and group velocity indicates that the flexural
waves are highly dispersive.
The analysis of axial waves in plates is relatively simple and quite similar to axial
waves in bars with the only difference of including the Poisson’s effect in the wave speed.
The axial waves in plates have particle motion in the direction of wave propagation and it
is common in literature to refer to axial waves as longitudinal (or pressure) waves. The
wave equation of axial waves in plates is given as,

cL

 2u  2u

0
x 2 t 2

(2.7)

In Eq. (2.7), cL is the axial wave speed defined by the following expression,

cL 

1 E
1  v2 

(2.8)

As can be observed from Eq. (2.8), axial waves do not depend on angular frequency and
that suggests the phase velocity and group velocity of axial waves are identical and axial
waves are nondispersive.

2.1.3. Shear Horizontal Waves
Guided waves are elastic waves propagating at ultrasonic sound speed in an elastic
medium. In a thin plate, shear horizontal waves and Lamb waves can coexist. Shear
horizontal (SH) waves are characterized by particle motion perpendicular to the direction
of wave propagation. SH waves can be symmetric (S0, S1, S2,…) and antisymmetric
(A0,A1,A2,…). The governing equation of SH waves in plates is
12
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In Eq. (2.9), cs is the shear wave speed defined by the following expression,
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The wave speed of symmetric and antisymmetric SH modes given in terms of eigenvalues
are expressed as,
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In Eq. (2.11), h is the half-thickness of the plate,  is the angular frequency, and  h is
the eigenvalue of SH wave mode. It is worth noting from the wave-speed formula in
Eq.(2.11) that the first symmetric SH-S0 mode is not dispersive and as the angular
frequency approaches infinity, the wave speed of all SH modes approaches the shear
wave speed, i.e., SH-S0 wave speed.

2.1.4. Lamb Waves
Interaction of longitudinal waves and vertical shear waves inside the plate thickness
yields guided Lamb waves which can also exist as symmetric Lamb waves (S0, S1, S2,…)
and antisymmetric Lamb waves (A0, A1, A2,…). Rayleigh waves result from the
interaction of P-wave and vertical shear waves near the surface and its speed is
independent of frequency. Love waves, unlike Rayleigh waves, are dispersive and result
from SH waves trapped near the surface [12].
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Eigenvalues of Lamb wave equation yield symmetric and antisymmetric propagation
modes [14]. The wavenumber can take any value including real, imaginary and complex
numbers. Complex wavenumbers with negative imaginary value indicate decaying waves
which are called evanescent and their amplitudes decrease exponentially with distance.
This phenomenon can be observed at a near field of scattering center such as a notch.
However, complex wavenumbers with positive imaginary value indicate exponentially
growing waves. Real wavenumbers which are of interest to plot the dispersion curves
indicate propagation of waves with no damping (harmonic modes).
The Lamb wave equation is highly nonlinear and can only be solved by numerical
methods. To obtain only real solutions, the Lamb wave equation for symmetric modes
can expressed as [14]

tan(qh)
4 2 p tan( ph)

q
(q 2   2 ) 2

(2.12)

For antisymmetric modes,

q tan(qh)  

(q 2   2 ) 2 tan( ph)
4 2 p

(2.13)

In Eq. (2.13), h is half-thickness,  is the wavenumber equal to  v , where  is the
angular velocity, q and p are defined as the following

p2 

2
c 2p

q2 

 2

2
cs2

 2

(2.14)

where c p is the longitudinal wave speed and cs is the shear wave speed. The phase
velocity dispersion curves of a traction-free aluminum plate are plotted in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Phase velocity dispersion curves of symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb wave
modes in a traction-free aluminum plate.

Furthermore, the group velocity dispersion curves can also be derived from the phase
velocity dispersion curves using the following expression [14]

dv 

vg  v v  ( fd )
d ( fd ) 


1

2

(2.15)

In Eq. (2.15), fd is the frequency times thickness, dv d ( fd ) is the derivative of v with
respect to fd . The group velocity dispersion curves of a traction-free aluminum plate are
plotted in Figure 2.3.
The dispersion rate of group velocity can be calculated as

ag 

dvg
d ( fd )
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(2.16)
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Figure 2.3: Group velocity dispersion curves of symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb wave modes
in a traction-free aluminum plate.

The dispersion curves of Lamb waves in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 indicate that certain
wave modes can exist at a given frequency-thickness. For example, at low frequencies
(e.g. 1 MHz) the fundamental Lamb S0 and A0 modes are expected to propagate in the
media while other modes may not exist because their critical frequencies are higher than
1 MHz.

2.1.5. Ultrasonic waves in plates
As previously mentioned, multiple wave modes can coexist in the media depending
on the frequency-thickness product and the transduction mechanism. The phase velocity
and group velocity dispersion curves for 1-mm thick aluminum plate are displayed in
Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5. The material properties of aluminum are provided in Table 1
of the Appendix. The dispersion curves show that all other modes are expected to exist
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at all frequencies except (SH-A0), the first antisymmetric A0 mode of the SH waves.
However, at low frequencies the fundamental Lamb waves (S0 and A0 modes) have the
characteristics of conventional axial waves and flexural waves respectively while at higher
frequencies they differ substantially in plates. At high frequencies, the wave speed of
fundamental Lamb modes will eventually converge to the speed of Rayleigh waves (2.85
mm/μsec). Their behavior will also resemble Rayleigh waves that are only confined to the
free surfaces of the plate. Similarly, it can also be noted from Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5
that the wave speed of SH-A0 approaches the shear wave speed of (SH-S0), the first
symmetric S0 of the SH waves.
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Figure 2.4: Phase velocity dispersion curves of axial waves, flexural waves, Lamb wave S0 and
A0 modes, and fundamental SH modes in 1-mm thick aluminum plate.
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Figure 2.5: Group velocity dispersion curves of axial waves, flexural waves, Lamb wave S0 and
A0 modes, and fundamental SH modes in 1-mm thick aluminum plate.

2.2. Ultrasonic Waves for Damage Detection
2.2.1. Using shear waves to detect defects in plates
At higher actuation frequencies, a complex superposition of wave modes can coexist
in the plates resulting in complex patterns that make interpretation of the data a
challenging task. An advantage of antisymmetric waves, which make them often preferred
over symmetric waves, enables a simple comparison between reflection and transmission
waves from pristine state and damaged state. This phenomenon, which is called mode
conversion, is discussed in Chapter 4. Pau et al. [15] studied the scattered modes from
A0 mode in plates with simple geometric discontinuities consisting of one-sided notch and
double-sided notch. An analytical method based on the principle of reciprocity in
elastodynamics was implemented to determine the reflection and transmission modes
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from a notch at various values of the frequency-thickness product. The analytical solution
was found in close agreement with finite element (FE) results.
Kohler et al. [16] designed a piezoelectric fiber patch (PFP) transducer that can mainly
excite directional shear horizontal (SH0) waves in a plate. It was concluded that the PFP
transducers are highly efficient when the inspection of far distance spots is required.
Traditionally, bends in structures are often inspected with wedge transducers that
produced dispersive Lamb waves. Yu et al. [17] investigated the propagation of shear
horizontal waves in a structure with 90o bend. The velocity of dispersion curves was
extracted revealing the guided SH mode confined in curvature regions maintains its
strength at higher actuation frequencies. Similar findings were reached by Nazeer et al.
[18]. They studied the interaction of SH guided waves with defects in the bend region of
a structure. They found strong relation between the actuation frequency and the
sensitivity of SH0 to inner and outer bend defects.

2.2.2. Using antisymmetric waves to detect joint defects
Adhesive joints are commonly used due to specific advantages in comparison with
conventional joining techniques such as fastening, welding, riveting, etc. Adhesive joints
offer a capability to join non-similar materials, thereby allowing design flexibility that has
led to the use of composites in high performance applications such as aircrafts and
electronic microchips [19].
Adhesive joints are used extensively in construction and repair in various areas for
bonding metallic materials and non-metallic materials together. However, adhesive joints
are susceptible to various types of defects such as cracks, voids, disbond, delamination,
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and most recently categorized type of defect known as kissing bond. Kissing bonds are
one of the most difficult defects to detect using conventional ultrasonic techniques due to
their unique mechanical characteristics [20]. Typical failure of a composite structure with
kissing bonds is at the interface between the adhesive and the adherent which is known
as adhesive failure mode. Kissing bonds often result from seemingly flawless interface
with little bonding strength surrounded by normally well-bonded areas.
In existing literature, kissing bonds have been defined slightly different among
researchers yielding several techniques in creating artificial kissing bonds in test
specimens. There are two approaches commonly used to create kissing bonds: 1) use of
chemical contaminants to weaken the adhesive joint at a predefined region and 2) varying
the compressive normal stress applied on a specimen that has an interface-open-crack,
disbond. Marty et al. [21] conducted an extensive experimental study on detection of joint
defects including kissing bonds through the simulation of defects in the bondline of
aluminum samples using silicon based contamination. Nagy [22] considered using
conventional C-scan configuration to produce longitudinal and shear waves at the
interface of six specimens by varying the angle of incidence. Joint defects were created
in the adhesive bondline by painting spots with a release agent. The sensitivity of shear
waves to artificial joint defects was found higher compared to the longitudinal waves
created at normal incidence.
Kundu et al. [20] have conducted harmonic ultrasonic testing on glass specimens
using two transducers in a pitch-catch arrangement that is similar to C-scan configuration.
The transducers however have been placed at an angle with respect to the vertical axis
in order to produce Lamb waves in the specimens. The transmitting transducer was set
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to send a tone burst signal with a frequency sweep to capture the first seven Lamb modes
at a specific phase velocity. Another specimen with about the same thickness as the
pristine specimen and comprised of two glass plates compressed together by hydraulic
pressure to simulate weak bonds was also tested for monitoring changes in the
propagation of Lamb waves. They found all modes insensitive to the presence of kissing
bond except for the first antisymmetric, A0, but this sensitivity was found limited to just a
certain range of phase velocities.
Studies that have addressed damage detection of layered structures using wave
propagation of antisymmetric Lamb waves from surface-mounted PZT transducers were
performed by several researchers [23–25]. Diaz Valdes and Soutis [23] found the A0 with
a low excitation frequency range (<100 kHz) produced promising results for detection of
delaminations in a composite beam using surface-mounted piezoelectric transducers.
This was followed by FE analyses to qualitatively investigate the interaction of Lamb
waves across the surface of a plate using a linear array of actuators excited at 20 kHz to
ensure the predominance of A0 mode. Similarly, Osmont et al. [24] used low-frequency
A0 Lamb waves (10 and 20 kHz) to detect and localize damage in a foam core of a
sandwich plate with round piezoelectric transducers mounted on the skin. Pau et al. [15]
studied the scattered modes from A0 mode in plates with simple geometric discontinuities
consisting of one-sided notch and double-sided notch. Cuc and Giurgiutiu [26] have
tested and simulated guided Lamb waves in an aluminum lap joint to detect a disbond
using conventional d31 piezoelectric transducers in a pitch-catch configuration. It was
observed a strong attenuation of the S0 Lamb wave mode occurs along the bondline
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compared to the A0 mode. This ability to use guided waves to inspect complex structures
provides a foundation on which to inspect bondlines and their possible failure modes.

2.2.3. Embedded sensors in adhesively bonded structure
Electromechanical impedance (EMI) is a rapidly evolving technique in structural health
monitoring due to its inherent sensitivity to structural stiffness. The EMI response is often
obtained over the first resonance by a frequency sweep. Blanas et al. [27] have
embedded bimorph piezo-composite film in composite plates for detection of acoustic
emission signals. Zhuang et al [28] investigated the feasibility of embedding piezoelectric
sensors into the adhesive bond joints and monitor their EMI in order to predict the
bondline integrity. They tested single-lap shear samples made of aluminum with PZT disc
embedded in the bondline to be quasi-statically loaded in ultimate tension system to
investigate the relationship between the sensor response and the load history on the joint
strength. The static load was increased cyclically until failure while the EMI
measurements were collected under no-loading condition. The piezoelectric transducer
response in a pristine sample was compared with the response of a sample with kissing
bond through calculation of the root mean square deviation (RMSD). They found the
damage index relatively constant for all samples including samples with surface
contaminates until around 80% to 90% of the failure load.
This work was further extended by Dugnani et al. [29] in which they developed a
different method to interpret the EMI response of an embedded piezoelectric transducer
replacing RMSD damage index. The proposed method, named the proposed-minimum
detection method, traces the cross-correlation of two parameters which are the
normalized shift and change in the first radial resonant frequency corresponding to the
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reference response measured prior to any surface degradation caused by the application
of a quasi-static load on samples. This method was found able to predict joint failure
earlier than RMSD method.
Since the electrical impedance of piezoelectric transducer influenced by the acoustical
impedance of the inspected structure, a recent development in narrowband ultrasonic
spectroscopy (NBS) technique was based on monitoring the transducer’s electrical
impedance instead of its resonance frequency. Therefore, a change in the structure’s
acoustical impedance is reflected on the transducer’s electrical impedance. Instruments
such as a bond tester designed according to this concept are commonly used to detect
boundary defects such as disbond and delamination in aerospace structures such as
aluminum and carbon fiber reinforced panel (CFRP) samples [30]. This technique,
however, was proved incapable of detecting kissing bonds in aluminum samples.
Narrowband ultrasonic spectroscopy in a single frequency mode was found unable to
detect the presence of kissing bond due to the very nature of measurements being
performed in a single frequency that isn’t sensitive to this type of defect [30].
Murayama et al. (2011) deployed fiber Bragg grating (FBG) optic sensors into the
adhesive layers of two single-lab joints specimen to monitor the variation of longitudinal
strain distribution inside the adhesive joints [31]. Similarly, Sulejmani et al, (2014)
investigated the use of shear stress optical fiber sensors embedded in the bondline of a
single-lab joint specimen for disbond detection. Disbond in the bondline was created by
tensile cyclic loading. The sensors were found to be sensitive to small disbonds of 100
µm [32]. Yeager et al. (2017) conducted an investigation into the use of surface-mounted
and internally embedded FBG optic sensors for SHM of composite structures. They
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assessed the robustness of FBGs in composites through water exposure, comparison of
manufacturing techniques, and damage detection. It was found that FBG sensors can
survive high temperature curing (185oF) but the resulting micro-bending and microconstriction from manufacturing techniques caused false discontinuities in the strain
response [33].
Pieper et al. [34] have used frequency selective surfaces (SSFs) which are often
designed to operate in reflection or transmission modes as filters. They have embedded
SSFs in multilayered structures to monitor normal and shear strain via electromagnetic
resonant response. It was noted that joint defects at the vicinity of SSF sensors can be
detected with high resolution.

2.2.4. Shear-mode PZT transducers
Recently there has been increasing interest in using shear-mode (d35) PZTs for SHM.
Kamal and Giurgiutiu [35] have studied shear horizontal waves excited with d35
piezoelectric actuators attached to the surface of aluminum plates. They have derived a
closed-form solution to predict the propagation of SH waves in simple structures. The
analytical results were then validated with experimental work using d35 PZTs as well as
conventional d31 PZTs. Some other studies involving the use of shear-mode PZTs as
actuator mechanisms were conducted by some researchers in [36–38]. Benjeddou and
Deu [36,37] have presented a 3D analytical formulation of transverse shear actuation and
sensing to study the static response and the resonant frequencies of a piezoelectric
laminated plate with a d35 PZT sandwiched between two graphite/epoxy plates. A 3D FE
for static analysis of a sandwiched beam with a d35 PZT embedded as the central layer
was presented by Koutsawa et al. [38].
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2.3. Damage Index
Damage index (DI) is a scalar quantity which is essentially the difference between two
signal contents of the same entity being processed using statistical methods. A list of
some commonly used and recently developed statistical methods are included in Table
2-1. In the literature, the damage index method has been used for signals in the time
domain and in the frequency domain. The damage index sensitivity relies heavily on the
signal characteristics and the statistical method implemented to process the signals. The
damage index is typically used to detect the presence of damage and assess its severity.
It can also yield the location of damage when the damage index is calculated at different
locations of a structure.
Table 2-1: Damage index methods used in literature.

Damage index (DI)

Description
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In Table 2-1, Xi is the pristine state at the ith measurement point, xi is the comparison
signal (damaged state) at ith measurement point, ti is the time at ith measurement point,
the jth index for shifting (sliding) the series to measure the similarity between two states,
n is an arbitrary moment order, 𝜎 , 𝜎 are the standard deviations, 𝑋, 𝑥̅ are the mean of
the pristine signal and the comparison signal, respectively.
Taheri and Cheraghi [45] proposed a damage energy index based on empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) to monitor the change in stiffness by using modal analysis of a
structure. The proposed approach was demonstrated on several simulations of a pipe
modeled as a cantilever beam with an array of piezoelectric sensors along its length to
obtain the vibration response including mode shapes and natural frequencies. They found
the damage index can predict the damage location within a range of a pair of sensors.
The damage severity was found proportional to the magnitude of the damage index.
Hu et al. [46] adapted RMSD and correlation coefficient deviation (CCD) damage
indices to detect damage in simply supported concrete structure using EMI of PZTs. They
conducted experimental and numerical studies to verify the effectiveness of EMI method
in predicting the size and location of damage via hosting four PZT transducers on each
quarter of the structure. The EMI response signal before and after inflicting damage were
collected for damage diagnostics. The EMI found sensitive to a half-thickness crack, but
the damage indices show little growth from the pristine state to the damaged state.
Consistent results, however, were observed for larger damage.
Tseng et al. [42] investigated four damage indices on an aluminum specimen with
varying damage (hole) sizes. Covariance (Cov) and correlation coefficients (CC) showed
uniform and consistent decrease with the increase in damage size compared to RMSD
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and MAPD methods. The Cov and CC methods were concluded to be more appropriate
choices to characterize the size of damage. A similar conclusion was supported by
Torkamani et al. [43] in which CC method was found incapable in assessing the damage
severity of a delaminated composite.
Therefore, a damage index based on local statistical features of guided Lamb waves
was proposed by Torkamani et al. [43]. The damage index, called normalized correlation
moment, was tested to detect and assess delamination in laminated composite structures
via numerical simulations and experimental data. It was shown that the proposed method
can outperform CCD method. NCM has low sensitivity to the noise level and is sensitive
to the wave attenuation while CCD is completely insensitive to the attenuation. Wave
attenuation, which is a gradual reduction in magnitude of the wave signal, could happen
due to damage existence, inhomogeneity of the tested material and travel distance.
Giurgiutiu and Rogers [39] have used RMSD to quantify the severity of disbond by
attaching disbond gauges on adhesively bonded rotor blade structure. The damage index
was calculated based on the EMI before and after the damage was introduced to the
structure.

2.4. Summary and Scope of the Thesis
From this detailed survey, it was found that SHM of laminate structures has several
issues that need to be addressed before it could be deployed on real-life structures.
Despite ultrasonic NDT methods such as C-scan and wedge transducers found effective
for detection of joint defects in laminate structures, they are often expensive and require
taking the structure offline for inspection and evaluation. Furthermore, inspection of large
and remote structures is still a challenge for NDTs. This thesis aims to tackle the
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challenge of detecting joint defects in laminate structures using bondline-embedded d35
piezoelectric transducers for the purposes of ultrasonic SHM. The following questions will
be addressed in this thesis.
1. Can embedded piezoelectric transducers in the bondline be used to identify the
presence of damage in an adhesive joint through wave propagation?

2. If so, can the proposed technique detect various types of damage such as voids,
cracks, and disbond?
3. To what extent simulation approach can be beneficial to this study in terms of
validation of the experimental results?
4. Can the proposed technique make use of signal processing methods to detect the
severity of damage? If so, what is the damage detection algorithm?
Despite a relatively large body of work has employed piezoelectric transducers for
damage detection, most the work was concerned with either conventional d31
piezoelectric wafer active sensors or d33 PZT interdigitated transducers. There have
been no studies considering the use of bondline-embedded d35 PZTs for ultrasonic
inspection of laminate structures. This thesis will investigate the sensing and actuation
properties of d35 PZTs that are internally embedded in the bondline of laminate
structures. A parametric study of d35 PZT size will also be performed while monitoring
the strength of actuation and sensed output signals in order to make informed design
decisions about size of d35 PZT sensors and actuators. The feasibility of bondlineembedded d35 PZTs for health monitoring of bondline integrity and detection of different
joint defects in laminate structures will be investigated. These analyses will be conducted
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through FE simulations based on multiphysics analysis in conjunction with several
laminate specimens that will be prepared and tested to validate the FE findings.
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Chapter 3
Characterization of Free Piezoelectric Transducers: Circular,
Rectangular, and Shear-mode Plate
This chapter focuses on studying the linear piezoelectric response of three different
transducers: conventional circular, conventional rectangular, and shear-mode plate. A 2D
analytical analysis of circular piezoelectric transducer polarized along its thickness is
performed for the impedance response and planar electromechanical (EM) resonant
frequencies. Then, the results from closed-form expressions are compared with
experimental and FE results. A 1D analysis of a conventional rectangular transducer
polarized along its thickness was conducted next to obtain axial electrical resonances
and the impedance response. The piezoelectric response is determined experimentally
and numerically, and then a comparison with analytical response is performed. A detailed
2D analysis of a shear-mode transducer is also conducted to derive closed-form solutions
of mechanical and electromechanical responses as well as the impedance response.
Experimental results and FE solutions based on multiphysics analysis are compared with
analytical results.

3.1. Circular Piezoelectric Transducers
This section addresses the piezoelectric response of a circular transducer that is
polarized in the thickness direction. In Figure 3.1, a circular transducer has radius, R, and
thickness, h, with material properties listed in Table 1 of the Appendix. A harmonic voltage
is applied to the bottom and top electrodes inducing an electrical field over the surface
area of the transducer. The piezoelectric response is determined by deriving a closed-
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form expression of the impedance response which is followed by FE and experimental
analysis for comparison purposes.
𝑥
𝑥
𝑥

Figure 3.1: A d31 circular piezoelectric transducer polarized in x3 - direction.

3.1.1. Analytical model
Piezoelectric materials have linear relation between the mechanical and the electrical
components. The general constitutive equations in tensorial form are expressed in IEEE
standard format [1]
E
Tij  cijkl
Skl  ekij Ek

(3.1)

Di  eikl Skl   ikT Ek

(3.2)

E
In Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2), Tij is the mechanical stress, cijkl is the material stiffness

coefficient at zero electrical field, Skl is the mechanical strain, Ek is the electrical field, Di
is the electrical displacement,  ikT is the material dielectric permittivity at zero mechanical
stress, ekij and eikl are the piezoelectric stress coupling coefficients between mechanical
and electrical variables. Since a vertical line across the piezoelectric thickness remains
vertical in vibration, the electrical field can be assumed to be uniform over the transducer,
i.e. E3 x3  0 . This also means that the transducer has uniform radial and circumferential
expansion, thus the analysis can be reduced to a 2D axis-symmetric problem, i.e.
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(.) x2  0 and u2  0 . The stress constitutive equations of the piezoelectric transducer
in polar coordinates can be simplified as:
T11  c11E S11  c12E S 22  e31 E3

(3.3)

E
T22  c21
S11  c22E S 22  e31 E3

(3.4)

T
D3  e31S11  e31S 22   33
E3

(3.5)

In Eq.(3.3) through Eq.(3.5), S11 and S22 are the radial strain and the tangential strain
respectively, T11 and T22 are the radial and circumferential stresses respectively, e31 is the
piezoelectric stress coupling constant. As per stiffness-compliance relation, the stiffness
coefficients for a 2D isotropic material are

c

c

E
11
E
21

c   s

c   vs11E
E
12
E
22

E
11

1


(1  v 2 ) s11E
vs 



v

s11E 
 (1  v 2 ) s E

11
E 1
11

v

2
E 
(1  v ) s11

1

2
E 
(1  v ) s11 

(3.6)

In Eq.(3.6), s11E is the compliance coefficient, and v is the Poisson’s ratio.
The electrical field and the general response of a transducer subjected to a harmonic
alternating voltage are also harmonic and can be expressed as:
ˆ i t
V ( t )  Ve

(3.7)

E3 (t )  Eˆ 3 e i t

(3.8)

u1 (t , x1 )  uˆ1 ( x1 ) e i t

(3.9)
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For a relative free-motion at the axis of symmetry and stress-free boundaries, the
boundary conditions can be stated as:
uˆ1 (0)  0

(3.10)

T11 ( R)  0

Application of Newton’s second law on an infinitesimal element of a circular piezoelectric
transducer shown in Figure 3.2 yields the equation of motion
T11 1
 2u
 (T11  T22 )   21
x1 x1
t

(3.11)

𝑇

𝑥
𝑥
𝑇

𝑇

𝑇

𝑇 +

𝑥

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝑇 +

𝑇 +

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝑇 +

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝑥

Figure 3.2: Infinitesimal polar element in cylindrical coordinate system.

Recall stress-strain relation,
S11 

u1
x1

1 u2 u1
S22 

x1 x2 x1

(3.12)

Substitution of Eq.(3.12) and Eq.(3.6) into Eq.(3.3) through Eq.(3.5) yields
T11  c11E

u1
u
 vc11E 1  e31 E3
x1
x1
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(3.13)

u1
u
 c11E 1  e31 E3
x1
x1

(3.14)

u1
u
T
 e31 1   33
E3
x1
x1

(3.15)

T22  vc11E

D3  e31

Using the general solution given in Eq.(3.9) and substituting the expressions of T11 and

T22 into Eq.(3.11) yields
 2 uˆ1 1 uˆ1 1
2
ˆ


u


uˆ1
1
x12 x1 x1 x12
c 2p

(3.16)

The planar wave speed c p in the material is

c11E

cp 



(3.17)

The wavenumber is defined as:




cp

(3.18)

Rearranging Eq.(3.16) and introducing the wavenumber yields
x12

 2uˆ1
uˆ
 x1 1  ( x12 2  1)uˆ1  0
2
x1
x1

(3.19)

This is a special ordinary differential equation (ODE) called Bessel function which has
variable coefficients and has general series solution as:

uˆ1 ( x1 )  A1 J1 ( x1 )  A2Y1 ( x1 )
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(3.20)

J1 (.) is the Bessel function of the first kind and order 1, Y1 (.) is the Bessel function of the
second kind and order 1, A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants determined from the boundary
conditions. Applying the first boundary condition stated in Eq. (3.10) to Eq.(3.20) yields
uˆ1 (0)  A1 J1 (0)  A2Y1 (0)  0

(3.21)

Because J1 (0)  0 and Y1 (0)  , A2 is zero. Now, applying the second boundary condition
to Eq.(3.13)

T11 ( R)  A1

e E
J1 ( R )
v
 A1 J1 ( R )  31E 3  0
x1
R
c11

(3.22)

Solving for A1 yields

A1 

e31E3
1
E
c11  J o (R )  (v 1)R1J1 (R )

(3.23)

Hence, the general solution is
u1 (t , x1 )  A1 J1 ( x1 )e it

(3.24)

The mechanical resonances of the transducers can also be obtained from Eq.(3.23) by
setting the electrical term to zero and solving the eigenvalue equation. Similar results
have been reported in the existing literature [47].
Electromechanical response: To determine the EM response, the total charge flow
between the top and bottom surface electrodes needs to be calculated by integrating the
electrical displacement in Eq.(3.15) over the electrode area as:


A J ( R)  it
T ˆ
Q   D3 x1dx2 dx1   R2 33
E3 1  2 1 1
e
ˆ
E

R
A
3 33
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(3.25)

The net charge can be expressed in terms of the electrical capacitance, the potential
voltage, and the planar EM coupling factor k p2  2 e312 c11E  33T as:

 k p2
 it
J1 ( R )
ˆ
Q  CV 1 
e
 e31 R J o ( R )  (v  1) J1 ( R ) 

(3.26)

Differentiating Eq.(3.26) with respect to time yields the electric current and dividing the
electric voltage by the electric current yields the impedance.
2

J1 (R )
Vˆ
1  kp
Z 
1


Iˆ iC  e31 R Jo (R )  (v 1) J1 (R ) 

1

(3.27)

The EM response of the circular piezoelectric transducer is governed by the impedance
expression. While varying the frequency of the alternating electrical voltage, the
impedance response indicates the locations of resonances and anti-resonances. Finding
the zeros of Eq.(3.27) yields the EM resonant frequencies whereas the poles of Eq.(3.23)
yield the mechanical resonant frequencies. Both have the same eigenvalue equation
resulting in identical mechanical and EM resonances.
R J o ( R )  (v  1) J1 ( R )  0

(3.28)

For the sake of completeness, the first three eigenvalues and mode shapes are given in
here for a Poisson’s ratio of 0.35.

 
U1n ( x1 )  J1  n x1  ,
 cp 



n
cp



1
(2.0795, 5.3989 ,8.5778,....)
R
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(3.29)

As may be noted from Eq.(3.27), the EM resonances merely depend on structural and
geometrical properties of the transducer and are not affected by the EM material
properties. The EM material properties primarily influence the magnitude of the response.

3.1.2. Finite element analysis
In addition to analytical formation, a 3D numerical simulation was also implemented
in ANSYS to determine the piezoelectric harmonic response of a free circular transducer.
The transducer has a diameter of 6 mm and a thickness of 0.25 mm with material
polarization in z-direction for structural and EM material properties included in Table 1 of
the Appendix. The piezoelectricity of the transducer was simulated by conducting a
multiphysics analysis that couples electrical field and mechanical field simultaneously in
the solution process. The circular transducer was meshed with a coupled-field element,
SOLID226, which has 20 nodes and a maximum of five degrees of freedom, see Figure
3.3. The piezoelectricity option was activated so that each node has four degrees of
freedom including the voltage and the displacements in the global coordinate system.

Figure 3.3: A circular piezoelectric transducer meshed with coupled-field elements.

To simulate the free response, there were no structural loads applied to the
transducer. A coupling voltage was applied on the top and bottom surface of the
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transducer to create the electrodes by coupling the voltage degree of freedom for all
nodes on the top and the bottom area separately. Next, the transducer was subjected to
a harmonic voltage applied on the surface electrodes with a constant magnitude. The
frequency sweep of the applied voltage was from 10 kHz to 1.6 MHz which is expected
to contain the first three EM resonances, and thus the same frequency range was used
to produce the analytical and experimental results for comparison in the next sections.

3.1.3. Experimental setup
A simple fixture constructed to hold the specimen is shown in Figure 3.4a. The fixture
has two bolts connected to a couple of springs that functions as a c-clamp allowing any
necessary adjustment to the pressure on the specimen and the jaw gap. The specimen
was placed between the end-tips of two bolts that gently touching the specimen under
test. A 100  resistor was placed in series to the specimen and connected to a wave
generator at the other terminal. A schematic diagram of the electrical circuit is shown in
Figure 3.4b. The impedance was calculated by the following expression:

Z  Rs

Vi
Vo

(3.30)

In Eq.(3.30), Z is the electrical impedance, Rs is a constant resistance, Vi is the voltage
applied to the circuit, and Vo is the voltage across the sensing resistor and the PZT
element. A MDO3014 Mixed Domain Oscilloscope manufactured by Tektronix was used
to obtain voltage measurements across the specimen and the entire circuit. The tone
burst signal in frequency sweep mode transmitted to the specimen was generated by a
KEYSIGHT 33500B Series wave generator. The alternating voltage was continuously
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varying from the start frequency to the stop frequency. Five round piezoelectric elements
(APC-850) that were tested have an average diameter of 6 mm and thickness of 0.25
mm. They were tested by sweeping alternating voltage frequency from 10 kHz to 1.6 MHz.
The voltage measurements collected from the oscilloscope have been processed to
generate the piezoelectric response, voltage amplitude versus frequency diagram.

100 Ω resistor

PZT element

PZT

Vi

Rs

(a)

Vo

(b)

Figure 3.4: a) Experimental setup and PZT element under test; b) electrical circuit for
approximating PZT impedance [48].

Signal processing: To process the signal obtained from testing, the generated signal
in time domain is first transformed into the frequency domain by applying the Fast Fourier
Transform algorithm. A band-pass filter based on a window function is designed to
attenuate the end effects that caused by a quick change in frequency at the start
frequency,  st , and at the stop frequency,  sp of each frequency sweep. The band-pass
filter response represents the response-sum of high-pass (HP) filter and low-pass (LP)
filter [49].
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 e  j n ,

H d ( e i )   0,

 0,

 st     sp 



 sp     

   st

(3.31)

In Eq.(3.31), H d is the desired filter response. A Kaiser window was integrated into the
filtering process. The coefficients of a Kaiser window were determined by [49]


4n 2
Io   1 

( N  1) 2

W ( n) 
Io ( )




,



( N  1)
( N  1)
n
2
2

(3.32)

In Eq.(3.32), N is the number of sampling points, Io is the modified 0th order Bessel
function of the first kind, and  is the attenuation parameter. A Kaiser window was
selected because it uses an attenuation parameter that is able to control the decay rate
as well as the magnitude of the side peaks. The signal was then de-noised using wavelet
transform in order to enhance the signal resolution. The continuous wavelet transform of
a function, f ( x) , with independent space variable, x, can be defined as [50]:

C (u , s ) 

1
s







 xu 
f ( x ) 
 dx
 s 

(3.33)

In Eq.(3.33), C(u, s) are the wavelet coefficients and  is the analyzing wavelet. The
function, f ( x) is decomposed by the mother wavelet, that is translated/shifted by a
factor of u and dilated/scaled by a factor of s. In practice, the discrete wavelet transform
was used to transform a discrete signal to discrete wavelet coefficients in the wavelet
domain. The de-noising process was conducted by decomposing the signal into wavelet
coefficients using Coifl4 at level 9. It should be mentioned that there are many possible
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choices of the analyzing wavelet  , unlike Fourier Transform that is limited to a single
jt

basis, e . The wavelet coefficients generated in the wavelet domain are comprised of
detailed coefficients (HP filter outputs) and approximation coefficients (LP filter outputs).
Finally, applying the universal threshold to detail coefficients and then reconstructing the
signal using the original approximation coefficients and the processed detail coefficients
yields the results presented in the next section.

3.1.4. Results and Discussion
The results of a circular piezoelectric transducer obtained from the analytical, FE and
experimental approaches are discussed in this section. Table 3-1 summarizes the EM
resonances of the first three modes and the percent difference in FE and analytical results
compared to experimental results. Since the experimental results represent the actual
solution, they were used as a benchmark to compare other results with. There is about
0.73% difference between the experimental and the analytical first resonant frequency.
However, the second and the third experimental resonant frequencies are reported below
the theoretical ones with a maximum difference of about 3%. On the other hand, the
resonant frequencies of FE approach included in Table 3-1 are determined slightly lower
than the experimental resonant frequencies. Overall, the experimental results are in good
agreement with theoretical calculations and numerical solutions.
Table 3-1: Results summary of electromechanical resonances for a circular APC-850
piezoelectric element: closed-form, experiment, and FE.

Mode

Closed-form

#
1
2
3

kHz
343.1
890.8
1415

Experiment
kHz
345.6
883.56
1371.8
41

Error

FE

Error

%
0.73
0.81
3.15

kHz
329.7
847.8
1328

%
4.6
4.05
3.12

As previously mentioned, five circular APC-850 transducers were tested for natural
resonances and the statistics of the first three EM resonances are listed in Table 3-2. The
experimental results were found to be more consistent with smaller standard deviations
than the manufacturer specifications for the same product. As per APC International, the
capacitance and the frequency have manufacturing tolerances of ±20% and ±5%,
respectively. It is expected that the underlying contributors to the standard deviations
calculated in Table 3-1 especially for higher modes are the machining and electrical
tolerances. The diameter and thickness of the specimens have machining tolerances of
±0.25 mm and ±0.025 mm, respectively. As may be noted from Table 3-2, the standard
deviation is relatively small compared to the mean values and the difference between the
extreme values.
Table 3-2: Experimental results summary of EM resonances for five circular APC-850
piezoelectric samples.

Mode
#
1
2
3

Mean

Standard deviation

Maximum

Minimum

348.4
889.4
1383.1

341.7
875.3
1359.1

kHz
345.6
883.5
1371.8

3.1
6.6
10.2

The impedance diagram of a circular piezoelectric transducer was calculated using
Eq.(3.27) and displayed in Figure 3.5. The frequency response shows the first three
planar EM resonances at which the impedance is low while the electric current drawn by
the piezoelectric transducer is maximum. The experimental response shown in Figure 3.5
also indicates the locations of EM resonances at low potential voltage values. Similar
outcomes have been also observed from the FE response which agrees well with the
experimental and the analytical response, see Figure 3.5.
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(b)

Log of |Z( )|

(a)

(c)
Figure 3.5: Piezoelectric response of a circular transducer: a) experiment, b) analytical, c)
simulation.

It should be noted that the anti-resonances which happen at high impedance and high
voltage are also present in the impedance response. The gap difference between the
resonances and anti-resonances is shrinking and becoming negligible for higher modes.
A piezoelectric transducer has better performance at its natural resonances, but due to
stability region being too narrow that may be causing some difficulty to maintain the
transducer operating at natural frequencies. Finally, the EM mode shapes of a circular
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transducer were obtained from a 2D FE modal analysis and are displayed in Figure 3.6.
It shows the radial axisymmetric deformation at the EM resonant frequencies.
a)

c)

b)

Figure 3.6: Finite element EM mode shapes of a circular PZT: a) first mode, b) second mode,
and c) third mode.

3.2. Rectangular Piezoelectric Transducer
A conventional rectangular piezoelectric transducer is considered here to study the
piezoelectric response by varying the frequency of electric voltage applied to the
transducer. In Figure 3.7, the transducer with a thickness polarization has a length 𝑙, width
𝑤, and thickness ℎ. The material properties of the transducer are given in Table 1 of the
Appendix. This section focuses on modeling the behavior of a rectangular transducer
analytically as well as performing a 3D numerical analysis and experimental testing for
purposes of comparison.
𝑥
𝑥

𝑥

Figure 3.7: Schematic of a standard piezoelectric transducer polarized in x3 - direction.
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3.2.1. Analytical model
The piezoelectric transducer is expected to have a predominant axial motion in x1 direction by assuming the ratios of length to width and width to thickness are relatively
large causing uncoupled motion among the principal axes of the transducer. This
assumption renders the problem into 1D analysis and yields the following stress
formulation of the piezoelectric constitutive equations:
T11  c11E S11  e31 E 3

(3.34)

T
D3  e31S11   33
E3

(3.35)

In Eq.(3.34) and Eq.(3.35), S11 is the longitudinal strain in x1 - direction, e13 is the
piezoelectric stress coupling coefficient, i.e., electrical field E3 , applied in x3 - direction
induces mechanical stress T11 , in x1 - direction. The harmonic voltage applied on the
electrodes of the transducer is assumed to induce uniform electrical field over the
transducer, thus the electric field is independent of x1 - direction, i.e., E3 x1  0 . Since
the voltage applied is harmonic, the electric field and the general response are also
harmonic.
ˆ i t
V ( t )  Ve

(3.36)

E 3 (t )  Eˆ 3 e i t

(3.37)

u1 (t , x1 )  uˆ1 ( x1 )eit

(3.38)

Because the transducer has stress-free boundaries, the structural boundary conditions
for this problem can be defined as:
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T11 (l / 2)  0

(3.39)

T11 (l / 2)  0

Application of Newton’s second law on an infinitesimal element of the piezoelectric
transducer shown in Figure 3.8 yields the equation of motion
T11
 2u
  21
x1
t

𝑇

(3.40)

𝑇 +

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝑥
𝑥

Figure 3.8: Infinitesimal axial element in Cartesian coordinate system.

Recall the stress-strain relation,

S11 

u1
x1

(3.41)

Substitution of Eq.(3.41) into Eq.(3.34) and Eq.(3.35) yields

T11  c11E

u1
 e31E3
x1

(3.42)

D3  e31

u1 T
  33 E3
x1

(3.43)

Using the general solution in Eq.(3.38) and substituting Eq.(3.42) into Eq.(3.40) gives the
wave equation
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 2 uˆ1
2
  2 uˆ1
x12
cp

(3.44)

The pressure wave speed cp in the piezoelectric material is defined as:
c11E

cp 



(3.45)

The wavenumber can be expressed as:




cp

(3.46)

Introducing the wavenumber into Eq.(3.44) yields
 2 uˆ1
  2 uˆ1
x12

(3.47)

This is a second order ODE and has a general solution commonly expressed in this form:
uˆ1 ( x1 )  A1 cos( x1 )  A2 sin( x1 )

(3.48)

In Eq.(3.48), A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants to determine from the application of
boundary conditions. Applying the boundary conditions given in Eq.(3.39) to Eq.(3.42)
yields a system of algebraic equations in a matrix form
E
  sin( l / 2) cos( l / 2)   A1  e31 Eˆ3  c11 

 sin( l / 2) cos( l / 2)   A    ˆ

  2  e31 E3  c11E 

(3.49)

Solving the system of linear equations, the constants can be expressed as:
A1  0
A2 

e31 Eˆ 3
 c cos( l / 2)
E
11
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(3.50)

Thus, the general solution is given as:
u1 (t , x1 ) 

e31 Eˆ 3
sin( x1 )eit
 c cos( l / 2)
E
11

(3.51)

Electromechanical response: Integration of the electric displacement given in
Eq.(3.43) over the electrode area yields the total charge,

Q

Q   2e31 A1 sin(l / 2)  l 33 Eˆ3  beit

(3.52)

The total charge can be expressed in terms of the electric voltage given in Eq.(3.36), as
T
well as the transducer electric capacitance, C   33
A h , A  bl , and the EM coupling
T
factor k 312  e312 c11E  33
, to be as follows:

 tan(l / 2)  it
Q  CVˆ  k312
 1 e
l / 2



(3.53)

Differentiation of the net charge with respect to time yields the electric current and dividing
Eq.(3.36) by the electric current yields the impedance, Z .

1  2 tan(l / 2) 
Z
k31
 1
iC 
l / 2


1

(3.54)

Eq.(3.54) predicts the impedance response of the piezoelectric transducer as well as the
locations of the EM resonances and anti-resonances. By finding the zeros of Eq.(3.54), it
produces the eigenvalues which are the EM resonances. Thus, the normalized mode
shapes of the transducer at the EM resonances can be stated in a closed-form
expression.
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 n 
U1EM
x1  ,
n  sin 
 l


n 

n c p
l

,

n  1,3,5,...

(3.55)

The mechanical modes which comprised of symmetric modes and antisymmetric
modes can be determined from Eq.(3.49) by solving the homogeneous system of
equations for nontrivial solutions. For the sake of completeness, the normalized
symmetric and antisymmetric mode shapes are given below.

 m 
U1Sn  cos 
x1  ,
 l


m 

 n 
U1Am  sin 
x1  ,
 l


n 

m c p
l
n c p
l

,

m  2, 4,6,...

(3.56)

,

n  1,3,5,...

(3.57)

It is worth noting from Eq.(3.55) and Eq.(3.57) that the EM modes and the antisymmetric
modes are the same indicating that piezoelectric resonances are independent of
piezoelectric properties.

3.2.2. Finite element analysis
A simulation of rectangular piezoelectric transducer was also conducted to obtain the
EM response when it is subjected to a harmonic voltage at a constant magnitude. The
rectangular transducer has average dimensions of 13 mm x 3 mm x 0.3 mm and was
polarized in the z - direction. Due to only geometrical difference between the rectangular
and the circular transducer, the same boundary conditions and material properties applied
in the analysis of a circular transducer were also applied to this analysis. In Figure 3.9,
SOLID226 element with four degrees of freedom was also used to mesh the model for
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multiphysics analysis. The frequency sweep of the electric voltage applied on the top and
bottom electrodes was from 10 kHz to 700 kHz with 1.5 kHz increment.

Figure 3.9: A rectangular piezoelectric transducer meshed with coupled-field elements.

3.2.3. Experimental test
The same experimental setup used to test the circular specimens in Section 3.1.3 was
also implemented for conventional rectangular specimens. The fixture was adjusted to
have sufficient gap open with little pressure applied on the specimen to hold it steady in
place. Five rectangular APC-850 piezoelectric elements with dimensions of 13 mm x 3
mm x 0.3 mm were purchased from APC International, Ltd. These dimensions were
carefully selected to make sure that the assumption made to produce the analytical
results is reasonably valid when the results of closed-form analysis and FE method are
compared. The frequency sweep mode was selected to apply the alternating voltage with
continuously increasing frequency from 10 kHz to 700 kHz. The collected voltage
measurements across the specimen were processed to produce the EM response using
the algorithm developed in Section 3.1.3.

3.2.4. Results and discussion
The EM resonant frequencies obtained using the three methods discussed in the
previous sections and the percent difference calculated with respect to the experimental
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results are listed in Table 3-3. The statistical results for testing five rectangular
piezoelectric transducers are summarized in Table 3-4. It can be noted that the
experimental resonances were found higher than FE resonances of the first three modes
with a maximum difference of about 2.6%.
Table 3-3: Results summary of EM resonances for a rectangular APC-850 piezoelectric
element: closed-form, experiment, and FE.

Mode

Closed-form

Experiment

Error

FE

Error

#
1
2
3

kHz
111.5
334.6
557.7

kHz
111.1
319.8
526.4

%
0.34
4.60
5.94

kHz
108.5
311.5
512.7

%
2.36
2.62
2.61

Table 3-4: Experimental results summary of EM resonances for five rectangular APC-850
piezoelectric samples.

Mode
#
1
2
3

Mean

Standard deviation

Maximum

Minimum

112.1
323.5
534.1

109.7
317.2
522.9

kHz
111.1
319.8
526.4

1.08
2.33
4.8

On the other hand, the analytical resonances were predicted higher than experimental
resonances with a maximum difference of about 5.9%. A possible reason for this
difference is the geometrical dimensions of the samples caused the assumption that was
made to simplify the analytical analysis into 1D problem less accurate. This finding was
further verified by comparing the experimental results in Table 3-3 against the FE results
which has been produced from a 3D harmonic analysis. The maximum difference
between the actual and the FE resonances is less than 3%. Furthermore, the
experimental impedance response in Figure 3.11 supports this conclusion with several
resonances including the first three longitudinal modes being present over the
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predetermined frequency sweep. Therefore, a better agreement between the analytical
analysis and experiment can be reached by choosing a larger length to width ratio in order
to assure decoupled-motions among the major system coordinates.
a)

6

b)
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Figure 3.10: Piezoelectric response of a rectangular PZT: a) analytical model and b) simulation.

By inspecting the piezoelectric response in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, the analytical
impedance response shows the first three EM resonances along the transducer length,
whereas the experimental response contains all possible resonances along the major
coordinates. It can be noted that the experimental and 3D FE response contain about the
same number of EM resonances at similar locations. To identify these resonances
according to their directions of motion, the piezoelectric response of a FE harmonic
analysis was compared with the experimental response by retrieving the mode shapes at
each resonance in Figure 3.10b.
Experimental response of a rectangular PZT is given Figure 3.11 with annotations
defining the locations of EM resonances based on 3D FE analysis as: ln - longitudinal
mode, w - width mode, Tx - twisting mode about x axis, Tz - twisting mode about z axis,
and Cm - coupled mode. The response in Figure 3.11 shows two twisting modes and a
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width mode take place right before the third longitudinal resonance and a coupled mode
at about 600 kHz. Some of these results have been also verified analytically but not
included in here. For instance, the first width resonance was determined for the same
sample dimensions and predicted a little lower than the third longitudinal resonance. The
first three EM mode shapes based on FE modal analysis are displayed in Figure 3.12.

𝐶
𝑇

𝑇

𝑤

Figure 3.11: Experimental response of a rectangular PZT with annotations defining the locations
of EM resonances based on 3D FE analysis.

a)

c)

b)
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Figure 3.12: FE electromechanical mode shapes of a d31 PZT: a) first mode, b) second mode,
and c) third mode.

3.3. Shear-mode Piezoelectric Transducer
This section discusses the harmonic response of a shear-mode piezoelectric
transducer that is polarized in x1 - direction. In Figure 3.13, the transducer is excited with
electric voltage applied on the top and bottom electrodes causing the transducer
periodically oscillates in accordance with the frequency of the induced electric field, E3 .
The transducer with material properties listed in Table 1 of the Appendix has length l ,
width w, and thickness h. In here, the study focuses on determining a closed-form solution
of the piezoelectric response including the impedance and EM responses and then
comparing the results with a 3D FE simulation and experimental results.
𝑥
𝑥

𝑥

Figure 3.13: Shear-mode piezoelectric transducer polarized in x1 - direction.

3.3.1. Analytical model
For a piezoelectric transducer polarized in x1 - direction with electric field induced in x3
- direction, the transducer is assumed to have a predominant shear motion in x1  x3 plane
and decoupled shear strains among the principal planes. The shear strain is assumed to
be uniform along the transducer length. This implies that the derivative with respect to x1
is zero, i.e.  (.) x1 . The volume of the transducer in vibration remains substantially
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constant meaning that expansion in longitudinal direction must always accompanied by
contraction in the transverse direction and vice versa. These assumptions render the
problem into 2D analysis and yield the constitutive equations in Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2) to
be simplified as:
T5  c55E S 5  e35 E 3

(3.58)

T
D3  e35 S5   33
E3

(3.59)

In Eq.(3.58) and Eq.(3.59), T5 is the shear stress in x1  x3 plane, S5 is the mechanical
shear strain in x1  x3 plane, c55E is the stiffness coefficient, e35 is the stress coupling
constant between electric field applied in x3 - direction and mechanical shear strain in
x1  x3 plane. As per stiffness-compliance relation,

c55E 

1
s55E

(3.60)

In Eq.(3.60), s55E is the shear compliance coefficient, and for a transversely isotropic
material, s55E  s 44E . Since the applied voltage on the piezoelectric transducer induces a
shear motion normal to the direction of the electric field, this means the electric field
confined between the electrodes changes with respect time and space, i.e. E3 x3  0 .
As a result of a harmonic voltage, the electric field and the general response are also
harmonic and can be expressed as:
ˆ i t
V ( t )  Ve

(3.61)

E 3 ( t , x3 )  Eˆ 3 ( x3 ) e i t

(3.62)
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u1 (t , x3 )  uˆ1 ( x3 )e i t

(3.63)

Because the transducer has stress-free boundaries and the voltage across the transducer
is the same as the applied voltage, the mechanical and electrical boundary conditions of
a free piezoelectric transducer can be stated as follows:

T13 (h / 2)  0
T13 (h / 2)  0

(3.64)

ˆ
VE (h / 2)  VE (h / 2)  Ve

it

In Eq.(3.64), VE is the electric potential, and V̂ is the magnitude of electric voltage.
Application of Newton’s second law on an infinitesimal element of a shear-mode
piezoelectric transducer shown in Figure 3.14 in x1 - direction yields the equation of motion
T31
 2u1 ( x3 )

x3
t 2

(3.65)

In Eq.(3.65), T31 is the shear stress and  is the material density. Differentiation of the
general solution in Eq.(3.63) and using shear stress in matrix notation (Voigt notation),
i.e. T31  T5 , yields

T5
 2u1
x3
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(3.66)

𝑇

𝑇 +

𝑇

𝑥
𝑇 +

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑇
𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝑥

𝑥

Figure 3.14: Infinitesimal shear element.

From stress-strain relation, the shear strain tensor in x1  x3 plane can be written in terms
of displacement,
S31 

1  uˆ1 uˆ3 



2  x3 x1 

(3.67)

Since the shear strain is uniform, the derivative with respect to x1 is zero, i.e., u3 x1  0.
Also, the total shear strain S5 is twice the shear strain tensor, i.e., S5  2S13 . Simplifying
the stress-strain relation yields

S5  2S31 

uˆ1
x3

(3.68)

The electric potential and electric field relation is

E3  

VE
x3

(3.69)

Substitution of Eq.(3.68) and Eq.(3.69) into Eq.(3.58) and Eq.(3.59) yields

T5  c55E

uˆ1
V
 e35 E
x3
x3
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(3.70)

D3  e35

u1 T VE
  33
x3
x3

(3.71)

Differentiation of the shear stress and electric displacement with respect x3 yields
T5
 2u1
 2VE
 c55E

e
35
x3
x32
x32

(3.72)

2
D3
 2u
T  VE
 e35 21   33
0
x3
x3
x32

(3.73)

Because shear strain only depends on x3 , the surface area of the electrodes remains
constant. This also means the electric displacement remains constant, i.e., D3  x3  0 .
Substituting Eq.(3.73) into Eq.(3.72) and then substitute the resulting equation into the
equation of motion yields the wave equation
 2uˆ1
2


uˆ1
x32
cs2

(3.74)

The shear wave speed cs in the material is defined as:
c55

cs 

and



c55  c 
E
55

2
e35

 33T

(3.75)

(3.76)

The wavenumber is defined as:




cs

Introducing the wavenumber to Eq.(3.74) yields
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(3.77)

 2 uˆ1
  2 uˆ1
2
x3

(3.78)

This is a second order ODE and has a general solution commonly expressed in this form
uˆ1 ( x3 )  A1 cos( x3 )  A2 sin( x3 )

(3.79)

In Eq.(3.79), A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants and can determined by applying the
boundary conditions. The electric potential can be determined by integrating Eq.(3.73)
twice

VE 

e35

 33T

u1  x3 B1  B2

(3.80)

In Eq.(3.80), B1 and B2 are arbitrary constants. Due to the antisymmetric nature of the
electric potential with respect to the neutral axis, B2 is set to zero. The shear stress is
maximum at the neutral axis and vanishes at the top and bottom surfaces. Thus, applying
the boundary conditions stated in Eq.(3.64) to Eq.(3.70) and Eq.(3.80) yields
c55 A1 sin(  )  c55 A2 cos(  )  e35 B1  0

(3.81)

c55 A1 sin(  )  c55 A2 cos(  )  e35 B1  0

(3.82)

2

e35

 33

A2 sin( )  hB1  Vˆ

In Eq.(3.81) through Eq.(3.83),

  h /2

(3.83)

T
and c55  c55E  e352  33
. Elimination of A1 terms

by adding Eq.(3.81) and Eq.(3.82) yields the following system of linear equations in a
matrix form:
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 c55 cos(  ) e35 
 e
  A2    0 
 2 35 sin(  ) h   B1  Vˆ 
 
  33


(3.84)

Solving the system of equations, the constants can be expressed as:
A2 

e35Vˆ
c55 h cos(  )  2

2
e35

 33T

sin(  )

c55 Vˆ
B1 
2
e35
c55 h  2 T tan(  )

(3.85)

 33

Therefore, the general solution is given as:
u1 (t , x3 )  A2 sin( x3 ) e i t

(3.86)

Electromechanical response: To determine the electric displacement, differentiate
Eq.(3.80) and then substitute it into Eq.(3.71) yields
T
D3    33
B1

(3.87)

The net charge flow between the electrodes can be determined by integrating the electric
displacement over the surface area of the electrode




c55
 e i t
Q   33lb 
2
e35


 c55 h  2  T tan(  ) 
33



(3.88)

Rearranging Eq.(3.88) and expressing the total charge in terms of the electric
T
capacitance, C   33
A / h , A  lb yields
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T
 i t
 33
c55E  h
ˆ 
Q   hVC
 T E
e
2
  33 c55  h  2e35 tan(  ) 

(3.89)

Differentiating the net charge with respect to time and introducing the shear
electromechanical coupling factor k352  e352  33T c55 yields the electric current
1

ˆ k 2 tan( ) 1 eit
I  iVC
 35 






(3.90)



2
2
2
It should be noted that k35  k35 k35 1 and k352  e352  33T c55 . Therefore, dividing Eq.(3.61)

by Eq.(3.90) yields the electric impedance
Vˆ
1  2 tan(  ) 
Zˆ  
k
 1
ˆI iC  35 


(3.91)

The impedance response of the piezoelectric transducer can show the EM resonances
and anti-resonances while varying the frequency of the applied voltage. Setting Eq.(3.91)
to zero yields the eigenvalue equation.
k 352 tan(  )    0   nEM  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,....

(3.92)

The normalized mode shapes of the transducer at the EM resonant frequencies can be
determined by finding the numerical solution of Eq.(3.92) for k35  0.59 which yields

 h 
U1EM
x3  ,
n ( x3 )  sin 
 2 

 EM  1.3069, 4.6364, 7.8088,...

(3.93)

It is worth noting that the system of equations in Eq.(3.81) through Eq.(3.83) can also give
the mechanical response by setting the electrical terms to zero. Subtraction of Eq.(3.81)
and Eq.(3.82) yields the eigenvalue equation of mechanical symmetric modes.
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sin(  )  0   sy  n


2

, n  2, 4, 6

(3.94)

Hence, the normalized symmetric modes when A2  0 are

 n 
Unsy1  cos  x3  ,
 h 

n 

 ncs
h

n  2, 4,6,...

,

(3.95)

Addition of Eq.(3.81) and Eq.(3.82) yields the mechanical antisymmetric eigenvalue
equation.
cos(  )  0   ay  m / 2, m  1, 3, 5

(3.96)

The normalized antisymmetric modes when A1  0 are

 m 
U may1  sin 
x3  ,
 h 

m 

 mcs
h

,

m  1,3,5,...

(3.97)

It should be noted that the EM resonances depend on the electromechanical coupling
factor unlike standard piezoelectric transducers which only depend on structural
properties and geometrical properties. The EM modes and mechanical antisymmetric
modes are similar, but the EM resonances are predicted always higher than the
mechanical antisymmetric resonances due material stiffening behavior resulting from
integrating the EM material properties. Shear-modes of piezoelectric plates were studied
in references [35,51,52].

3.3.2. Finite element analysis
The finite element method (FEM) is an alternative approach to analytical methods and
can be used to simulate complex structures and solve problems that are very demanding
and cumbersome to analyze by analytical methods. In recent years, a FEM has been
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used to solve multiphysics problems. The advanced elements used in such analyses are
called coupled-field elements. In this section, the multiphysics problem is a piezoelectric
transducer which simulates the interaction of elastic, dynamic, and electric fields that
occur simultaneously on atomic scale. The linear piezoelectricity strongly couples the
equations of elasticity to the charge equations of electrostatics by piezoelectric constants.
 E
e   S 
T   c 





T
  T    E
D   e

(3.98)

In Eq.(3.98), T is the stress vector, D  is the electric displacement vector (also referred
E
to as flux density vector), c  is the elasticity matrix at a constant electric field,  e  is the
T
piezoelectric stress matrix,   is the dielectric matrix at a constant stress, S and E

are the elastic strain vector and the electric field intensity vector, respectively.
To model the piezoelectric response, an appropriate coupled-field element must be
selected to conduct multiphysics analysis. The coupled-field element should have the
capability to couple mechanical and electrical components so that change in mechanical
field will induce a change in electrical field and vice versa. The FE program ANSYS was
used to simulate a 3D piezoelectric transducer using a brick coupled-field element called
SOLID226. Since the frequency response of the EM impedance was of interest, harmonic
analysis was conducted with an alternating electric voltage. To model a shear-mode
piezoelectric transducer, a square plate with the dimensions 15 mm x 15 mm x 1 mm was
created and meshed using the coupling field element, SOLID226, as shown in Figure
3.15.
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Figure 3.15: A square shear-mode PZT meshed with coupled-field elements.

In Table 1 of the Appendix, the structural and electromechanical material properties
of a piezoelectric transducer polarized in x1 - direction were used to define the elasticity
matrix, the piezoelectric stress coupling constants and the permittivity matrix as in Eq.(1)
of the Appendix. To simulate the EM response of a free transducer, there were no
mechanical boundary conditions applied to the model. To create electric terminals on the
top and bottom surfaces of the transducer, the voltage degrees of freedom for the nodes
at the top surface were coupled so that all nodes were forced to take the same voltage,
creating the top electrode. Similarly, a coupling voltage was also applied on the bottom
nodes to create the bottom electrode. Two electrical loads in the form of electric voltage
were then applied on the surface electrodes to excite the transducer with a sinusoidal
alternating voltage at a frequency sweep ranging from 10 kHz to 7 MHz.
The analytical and experimental results presented in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.3 were
also produced with the application of the same frequency sweep for comparison
purposes. The piezoelectric response was expected to be primarily influenced by the
number of elements across the thickness of the transducer. Therefore, a convergence
analysis was carried out to assure the appropriate number of divisions. In Figure 3.16,
the analysis was conducted by monitoring the third EM frequency as converging to the
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correct solution while increasing the number of divisions from 3 to 15 elements. Smaller
change in the frequency was noticed in the results beyond 10 elements, therefore the
convergence analysis was concluded at 15 elements, and thus the numerical analysis in
here was conducted with 15 divisions.

Figure 3.16: Convergence analysis of shear-mode piezoelectric transducer.

3.3.3. Experimental test
Shear-mode piezoelectric specimens were tested using the same experimental setup
for the circular and rectangular specimens in Section 3.1.3. The fixture was adjusted to
assure pressure-free testing while the specimen gently clamped in place to assure good
electrical connection and prevent rigid body motion. Ten shear-mode piezoelectric
elements with dimensions of 15 mm x 15 mm x 1 mm were tested to obtain the
piezoelectric response and the locations of EM resonances. These elements were made
of APC850 material (equivalent to Navy II) and manufactured by APC International, Ltd.
Since the oscilloscope was limited to 10 million samples, the voltage frequency range
was divided into two frequency sweeps in order to assure the piezoelectric response
produced with sufficient resolution while also avoiding aliasing effects. The stop frequency
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of the first sweep is the start frequency of the next sweep. The sweeping time for each
frequency sweep was set to cause smooth transition while the voltage frequency
increasing from the start frequency to the stop frequency. The voltage applied across the
specimens was varied continuously from 10 kHz to 7 MHz. The voltage measurements
collected from the oscilloscope were also processed using the same proposed algorithm
in Section 3.1.3 and the results included in the next section for discussion.

3.3.4. Results and discussion
The EM resonant frequencies of a shear-mode transducer based on theoretical,
experimental, and FE approach are provided in Table 3-5. The experimental resonances
are the average values of ten specimens with statistical results listed in Table 3-6. The
experimental results were also used as a benchmark for calculating the percent difference
among other implemented methods in here. From Table 3-6, the maximum difference
calculated in experimental resonances is about 10% at the third mode. Similarly, in FE
results, the third mode has the maximum difference compared to the experimental
resonances. It should be noted that theoretical resonances diverge from experimental
ones and the difference increasing for higher modes. FE results appeared in good
agreement with analytical results resulting in negligible difference in higher modes.
Table 3-5: Results summary of electromechanical resonances for a shear-mode APC-850
piezoelectric element: closed-form, experiment, and FE.

Mode

Closed-form (MHz)

Experiment (MHz)

FE (MHz)

1
2
3

0.879
3.028
5.092

0.888
3.139
5.637

0.853
3.001
5.051

Since the analytical and FE results are in a good agreement, possible reasons causing
this difference in comparison to experiment could be the transducer thickness as well as
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structural and electromechanical properties as these were found to be the primary
parameters affecting the shear piezoelectric response. The standard thickness tolerance
of a shear-mode element is ±0.05 mm and using the minimum possible thickness in the
analytical analysis can significantly shift the locations of electromechanical resonances
closer to the actual resonances. Furthermore, the statistics of experimental results in
Table 3-6 as well as the data provided by APC International for another ten elements
suggest that a patch of piezoelectric elements could have some variations in material and
geometrical properties from another patch.
Table 3-6: Experimental results summary of electromechanical resonances for ten shear-mode
APC-850 piezoelectric samples.

Mode
#
1
2
3

Mean

Standard deviation

Maximum

Minimum

0.903
3.202
5.692

0.873
3.050
5.569

MHz
0.890
3.139
5.637

0.0087
0.0437
0.0504

On the other hand, the overall response of the experimental and FE approach in
Figure 3.17 are comparable and show decreasing in amplitude of shear motion in higher
modes. The locations of electromechanical resonances and anti-resonances can also be
identified from the piezoelectric response. The FE mode shapes including the total
deformation at 30 kHz are displayed in Figure 3.18. It can be noted from the natural mode
shapes that the d35 PZT element undergoes almost negligible displacement at the neutral
axis with sinusoidal behavior across the thickness. The analytical approach discussed in
Section 3.3.1 has yielded mode shapes which are similar to the ones produced by
Eq.(3.93). Additionally, the higher modes show limited displacement indicating it may not
be advantageous to actuate at these frequencies. On the contrary, the actuation of d35
PZT at 30 kHz induces linear displacement across the thickness with maximum
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displacement at the top surface and minimum displacement in the bottom surface. This
analysis will be further discussed in the wave propagation analysis in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.17: Piezoelectric response of shear-mode piezoelectric transducer.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 3.18: FE mode shapes of free d35 PZT element: a) first at 835 kHz; b) second at 3001
kHz; c) third at 5051 kHz; d) total deformation (mm) at 30 kHz.

3.4. Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, three different transducers were discussed. A 2D analysis of circular
transducer was conducted for electromechanical response and a closed-form expression
for the impedance response. An experiment using five circular elements was performed
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and the collected data were processed to obtain the piezoelectric response. A FE
simulation based on multiphysics analysis was also performed and the obtained results
were compared with experimental and analytical results. A rectangular transducer was
analyzed based on 1D analysis and compared with experimental results obtained from
five specimens. A numerical simulation using 3D coupled-field analysis was created and
the impedance response of a rectangular transducer was determined. For a shear-mode
piezoelectric transducer, a closed-form expression of the impedance response was
derived based on 2D analysis and the solutions were compared with a 3D numerical
models and experimental results.
It was found that the EM resonant frequencies of a d31 circular and rectangular PZT
transducers are independent of EM material properties and only influenced by
geometrical and structural material properties. The EM resonant frequencies of a shearmode transducer depend on geometrical and structural material properties as well as EM
material properties, specifically the shear piezoelectric coupling factor. Thus, it should be
noted the piezoelectric coupling factor of a shear-mode transducer can be determined
from the EM resonances as well.
For a circular d31 PZT transducer, it was found that the experimental results and FE
solutions were both in good match with the analytical calculations. For a rectangular d31
PZT transducer however, it was observed that the FE impedance response replicates
much better the experimental response than the analytical analysis. The deviation was
attributed to low-aspect-ratio specimens which lessen the accuracy of 1D analysis
assumption. For a shear-mode transducer, it was noted that the natural EM resonances
of analytical analysis were in good agreement with the FE resonances with negligible
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difference in higher modes whereas a comparison with experimental resonances yielded
about 10% difference. The difference was attributed to high sensitivity of shear-mode
transducer to geometrical and piezoelectric material properties that influence the EM
resonant frequencies.
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Chapter 4
Guided Lamb Waves in Thin Plates
This chapter investigates the traits of fundamental Lamb modes under symmetric and
antisymmetric actuations to detect structural damage. The analysis begins with validation
of FE approach that is used in the subsequent sections. The propagation of Lamb waves
in a thin plate involving the use of piezoelectric transducers simulated using 3D finite
element multiphysics analysis to validate a pitch-catch experiment. A full-field view of
elastic wave propagation is discussed to foster an understanding of the interaction of
Lamb waves in plates. The next section presents pulse-echo analysis conducted on a
damaged plate with a pair of transducers modeled on both sides to send symmetric and
antisymmetric actuation signals. This analysis is then followed by damage localization
using the time-of-flight method. The following section presents a pitch-catch analysis of a
plate with the same damage characteristics used in pulse-echo method. The damage
location predicted from the scattered Lamb modes is then compared with the actual
damage location.

4.1. Validation of FE Approach
This section serves as a validation unit for a FE approach that is used throughout this
chapter to simulate ultrasonic wave propagation in a thin plate. A 3D multiphysics analysis
as well as 2D structural analysis are conducted to simulate guided Lamb waves from the
transmitter (actuator) to the receiver (sensor). The waveform responses are then plotted
against experimental response for validation of the FE modeling method.
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31.75 mm

PZT-1

76.2 mm

PZT-2

152.4 mm

76.2 mm

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of a 1 mm aluminum plate with two 6 mm round PZT
transducers attached in a pitch-catch configuration.

4.1.1. Finite element analysis
3D FE modeling: In Figure 4.1, an aluminum plate with two round PZTs attached on
the surface are simulated in a commercial FE software, ANSYS 17.0. To simulate
electromechanical response of the PZTs, 3D multiphysics analysis is conducted using a
10-node coupled-field solid element, SOLID227. This element has five degrees of
freedom including voltage, temperature, and nodal displacement in global coordinates.
The plate was meshed with structural solid element (SOLID187) with 10 nodes which
makes it suitable to transmit elastic waves from and to the transducers.
To define the interface regions between the transducers and the plate as fully bonded
components, contact elements (CONTA174) and target elements (TARGE170) are used
to mesh the interface regions. The mesh at the interface is further refined to improve
solution accuracy and convergence. PZT-1 was simulated as an actuator through the
application of voltage coupling and alternating voltage on all nodes located on its top and
bottom surfaces. PZT-2 is simulated as a sensor through the application of coupling
voltage on nodes located at both sensors’ surfaces while voltage is set on the bottom
surface. The piezoelectric material properties used for both transducers are provided in
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Table 1 of the Appendix. The actuation signal is plotted in Figure 4.2a. The signal
captured by the sensor is plotted in Figure 4.2b.
a)

b)

Figure 4.2: Pitch-catch method of aluminum plate with two surface-mounted d31 PZTs: a)
actuation signal at 300 kHz; b) 3D FE sensor signal.

Elastic waves combine according to the principle of superposition of harmonic waves
result in a stationary vibration pattern known as a standing wave. Standing waves are
expected to be generated in the medium when superposition of waves occurs at
frequency that relatively close to the natural frequencies of the plate. In Figure 4.3, the
distribution of wave propagation in the plate from the actuator to the sensor is displayed
beginning at 4 μsec to the time at which the signal arrives the sensor, at about 32 μsec.
The guided waves reach the horizontal boundaries at 10 μsec, and the reflected waves
at both ends interfere with the part of the wave that still moving towards the boundaries.
It can be noted from Figure 4.3 at 20 μsec the wave interference is neither fully
constructive nor destrutive, but the vibrational (pressure) nodes and displacement
antinodes of the standing waves can easily be obsereved.
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Figure 4.3: Total deflection full-field view of elastic wave propagation in 1 mm aluminum plate at
(up to down): 4 μsec, 6 μsec, 10 μsec, 20 μsec, and 32 μsec.
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In the region near the actuator, the wave pulse (packet) no longer exists in its original
form as the structural vibration is continuously being developed throughout the plate. Due
to boundary reflection from top and bottom surfaces, the actuation signal is only
preserved in the direction in which it is traveling to the sensor. Thus, it can be also noted
from Figure 4.3 that at 32 μsec a strong reflection signal from the top edge is expected to
reach the sensor next.
2D FE modeling: To investigate whether the waveform response can be obtained via
2D analysis with reasonable accuracy in comparison to 3D multiphysics, 2D FE structural
analysis is conducted herein.
d31 PZT
76.2 mm

152.4 mm

d31 PZT

76.2 mm

304.8 mm

Figure 4.4: 2D schematic diagram of a 1 mm aluminum plate with two d31 PZT transducers.

In Figure 4.4, a 1 mm aluminum plate is shown along with two d31 piezoelectric
transducers 152.4 mm apart and at an equal distance from the boundaries. As early
discussed in Chapter 3, when voltage V applied on a piezoelectric transducer, it induces
an electric field E which induces mechanical strain that is governed by the piezoelectric
coupling relation as
s1  d 31 E3

(4.1)

where E3  V / h , and h is the thickness. This strain is transmitted to the structure through
the bonding layer predominantly in the form of shear stress. Thus, the actuation signal
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which has been used in 3D analysis can be calculated in terms of displacement using Eq.
(4.1).
To simulate the traction from the actuator, a nodal displacement is applied to the end
nodes corresponding to the location of the actuator. The plate was meshed using
PLANE183 which is an 8-node element with two degrees of freedom at each node:
translation in x and y directions. Due to high width-to-thickness ratio, a plane strain
condition was set for the analysis. The waveform response captured at the sensor is
normalized and plotted in Figure 4.5a. The signal received within 50 μsec period is
compared to the signal captured through actual modeling of PZT transducers in 3D
multiphysics analysis. It is worth mentioning that this simple model of PZT-structure
interaction known as pin-force model represents the first order approximation of PZT
interaction with the plate. It is expected to produce reasonable results at low actuation
frequencies [1].

4.1.2. Experiment
To validate the results obtained from FE simulation, a plate with two piezoelectric
transducers attached in a pitch-catch configuration is carried out. The dimensions of the
plate and the piezoelectric transducers are similar to the ones given in the FE modeling
section.
A waveform generator was used to excite the structure with a 5-peak modulated signal
at 300 kHz carrier frequency and 54 Volt peak-to-peak voltage. The actuation signal
obtained from the oscilloscope was plotted in Figure 4.2a. At this given frequency, the
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first symmetric mode is expected to arrive first to the sensor. Thus, the main wave packet
in Figure 4.5b is the S0 Lamb mode.
It has been discussed in Chapter 2 that Lamb waves are dispersive meaning that their
speed depends on the frequency-thickness product, fh . However, the S0 Lamb mode
hardly exhibits the dispersion effect and that is due to low actuation frequency. At low
frequency, the S0 inherits the characteristics of axial waves in a plate which are nondispersive waves. The A0 mode however exhibits the characteristics of flexural waves in
plate which are highly dispersive. The concept of dispersion rate of fundamental Lamb
modes is further discussed in the next sections.
a)

b)

Figure 4.5: Pitch-catch method of aluminum plate with two d31 PZTs for waveform obtained
from: a) 2D FE structural analysis; b) experiment.

The extra wave packet received at the beginning of the waveform (see Figure 4.5b)
is induced due to electromagnetic coupling of the wires. This concept will not be discussed
herein because of irrelevancy to the propagation of elastic waves. Comparing
experimental response to the 3D FE response indicates a good agreement in the overall
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shape of the wave packet. The experimental response is about twice in magnitude as
compared to the FE. There are several factors including geometrical and
electromechanical tolerances could contribute to this discrepancy.
Likewise, it can be observed from Figure 4.5a that 2D FE model exhibits no side peaks
after the wave packet fully received and that is because waves reflected from the width
boundaries which are expected to arrive next are omitted due to the nature of 2D analysis.
Therefore, this causes the waveform response to have higher resolution compared to 3D
multiphysics and experimental response. On the other hand, it may be realized that the
FE method simulates the actual testing with reasonable accuracy that makes it a suitable
approach to carry over to the subsequent analyses.

4.2. Pulse-echo Method with d31 PZT Transducers
To study the influence of damage on fundamental Lamb modes, a 2D aluminum plate
was modeled in ANSYS17.0 with a pair of piezoelectric wafer active transducers mounted
at the center in order to excite symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb modes. It is assumed
that the ratio of width to thickness is large enough to satisfy the plain strain condition for
2D structural analysis.
In Figure 4.6, the structure is modeled with no damage to obtain a baseline signal.
Another model is created with a single damage (notch 1) which is 0.5 mm deep and 0.25
mm wide located at 100 mm from the actuators. To investigate the effect of multiple
defects on damage diagnostics, another identical damage (notch 2) is introduced at 50
mm to the right of notch 1. The generated signals are processed to study the concept of
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scattered Lamb modes under the influence of damage. Additionally, the signals are
further processed to identify the damage location using the time-of-flight method.
100 mm

50 mm
0.5 mm

10 mm Pair-PZTs

notch 1

notch 2

200 mm
Figure 4.6: Notched plate with a pair of PZT transducers attached at the center.

4.2.1. Pulse-echo method: symmetric actuation
As mentioned earlier in Section 4.1, the mechanical strains induced by d31
piezoelectric actuators can effectively be simulated as shear forces. Therefore, nodal
displacement components are applied on both sides to simulate the shear force exerted
by the actuators at the center of the plate. They are excited symmetrically to propagate
the S0 mode in the plate with 3-peak Hann windowed tone burst signal with a center
frequency of 300 kHz. The Lamb wave dispersion curves in Figure 4.7 indicates two Lamb
modes are predicted at this center frequency. As mentioned earlier, the actuation signal
is modulated with Hann window yielding a wave packet that contains a group of waves
traveling at different speeds. A wave packet with higher variation in wave speed, it is
predicted to be more dispersive, becoming wide. The frequency of the actuation signal
ranged between 100 kHz and 500 kHz.
In Figure 4.7c, the dispersion rate curve of group velocity shows the relation between
excitation frequency and the dispersion rate of fundamental Lamb modes. The wave
speeds of S0 and A0 are highlighted in the group velocity dispersion curves at the center
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frequency of the modulated actuation signal, see Figure 4.7b. However, the dispersion
rate curves in Figure 4.7c indicates the A0 mode is highly dispersive over the excitation
frequency range and that reveals using the wave speed at the center frequency is not
expected to produce accurate results. Therefore, the wave speed of A0 at 500 kHz should
be used for the analysis of damage localization. The wave speed can be analytically
determined using Lamb wave equation as 2.841 mm/μsec. On the contrary, the S0
exhibits negligible dispersion effect over the frequency range of the modulated signal.
The wave speed of S0 at 100 kHz can be determined 5.062 mm/𝜇sec.
a)

b)
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Figure 4.7: Dispersion curves of Lamb modes marked at 300 kHz: a) phase velocity; b) group
velocity; c) normalized curves of dispersion rate.
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The strain wave signals at the center were plotted for a pristine plate in Figure 4.8a1. The first wave packet in the axial (longitudinal) strain wave is the actuation signal which
is followed by the S0 mode reflection from the boundary. Similarly, these two wave
packets are present in the axial strain signal from the damaged plate with a single notch
in addition to two more wave packets induced by the notch. They are identified as the S0
mode reflection and the A0 mode reflection in Figure 4.8b-1.
Despite that S0 mode was only actuated, all possible modes at this center frequency
exist in the plate due to the interaction of the incident wave with the inflicted damage
causing mode conversion. The axial strain wave signals from both actuators are further
processed to isolate the antisymmetric content and plot the shear strain wave signals.
They are obtained by calculating the difference between the axial strain signal from the
top and bottom sensors.
In Figure 4.8a-2, the shear strain indicates complete absence of antisymmetric modes
for the pristine plate. On the other hand, the shear strain signal for the damaged plate
with notch 1 exhibits the A0 reflection from the notch reaches the center first and the A0
reflection from the boundary reaches next as illustrated in Figure 4.8b-2.
Another case of damaged plate with double notch is also considered to investigate
feasibility of the pulse-echo approach on identifying multiple damage via processing of
fundamental Lamb modes. The second notch is introduced to the right of the first notch
at 50 mm distance as shown in Figure 4.6. The plate is excited with the same actuation
signal as the one used for the pristine plate and the damaged plate with a single notch.
The axial strain signal and the shear strain signal are plotted in Figure 4.8c. The S0
reflection from notch 1 arrives first followed by a superposed wave packet of the A0
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reflection from notch 1 and the S0 reflection from notch 2. The two modes are overlapped
because the wave speed of S0 mode is higher than the wave speed of A0 mode.

a-1

a-2

b-1

b-2

c-1

c-2

Figure 4.8: Axial (black) and shear (red) waveforms of a plate with a pair of PZTs at the center
induced symmetric actuation: a) pristine plate; b) plate with single notch; c) plate with double
notch.
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In Figure 4.8c-2, the A0 mode from notch 1 is extracted from the superposed wave
packet and exhibits very good agreement to the A0 mode obtained from case 2. The S0
reflection from the boundary arrives next and partially superposed of the A0 mode that is
induced from the reflection and transmission of the actuation signal from both defects.
Despite the location and size of damage being known beforehand, processing the signal
of Lamb waves in structure with several defects poses a challenge to extract the damage
characteristics.

4.2.2. Pulse-echo method: antisymmetric actuation
To propagate flexural waves in a plate, antisymmetric actuation is modeled by
inducing surface traction at nodes corresponding the location of the actuators causing
rotation about z - axis. The signal actuation is the same to the one used in the symmetric
model analysis.
In Figure 4.9, the axial strain wave signals from both actuators are further processed
to isolate symmetric contents (axial strain waves) and the antisymmetric contents (shear
strain waves). The shear strain waveform at the center is plotted for the pristine plate in
Figure 4.9a-1. The first wave packet in the pristine plate is the actuation signal which is
followed by the reflection from the boundary while complete absence of symmetric modes
is observed in Figure 4.9a-2.
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Figure 4.9: Shear (red) and axial (black) waveforms of a plate with a pair of PZTs at the center
induced antisymmetric actuation: a) pristine plate; b) plate with single notch; c) plate with double
notch.
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In case of plate with single damage, two extra wave packets are generated due to the
presence of damage as shown in Figure 4.9b-1. In Figure 4.9b-2, the first wave packet
is S0 reflection which arrives first then followed by the second S0 mode which is
transmitted through the notch, reflected back by the boundary and transmitted through
the notch again then arrives at the center. Thus, the second A0 mode which is a scattered
mode from the second transmitted S0 can be observed in Figure 4.9b-1. The A0 mode
reflection from the notch arrives at the center then followed by the transmission A0 mode.
In Figure 4.9c, the first arrivals in a plate with double damage are the S0 and A0 from
notch 1. The second damage caused multiple superposed wave packets to exist beyond
the first arrivals in Figure 4.9c. This multimodal superposition phenomenon often imposes
high uncertainty on the details of existing damage and the overall structural integrity.

4.2.3. Damage localization
The damage location can be calculated using either S0 reflection or A0 reflection. In
order to predict the damage location from the waveform response, the ToF of A0 mode
was used in symmetric actuation while the ToF of S0 used in antisymmetric actuation.
Using displacement-velocity relation, the location of damage can be calculated as

1 1
Ld  ToF   
 cS0 cA0 

1

(4.2)

In Eq.(4.2), ToF is the time of flight for the actuation signal to reach damage plus the time
for a reflected scattered mode (S0 or A0 mode) to travel from damage to the transducer,
c S 0 is the wave speed of S0, c A0 is the wave speed of A0, and L d is the distance between
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the actuator and damage. It is worth mentioning that in case the actuation signal and the
scattered mode have the same speed, Eq.(4.2) can be simplified as
 1
Ld  ToF  2 
 c

1

(4.3)

In Eq.(4.3), c is the wave speed.
A summary of results including ToF, damage location and error with respect to the
actual damage location are listed in Table 4-1. A 5% threshold of the maximum voltage
was used to determine the arrival time of scattered mode at which the wave packet signal
reaches the sensor. The error was calculated with respect to the actual distance between
the actuator and notch 1 which is 95 mm. In symmetric actuation, the damage location
using the ToF of A0 in plate with single damage analysis is predicted at 97.7 mm from the
source with 2.8% error. Likewise, there is about 1% error in the predicted location of notch
1 when notch 2 introduced on the surface of the plate. In antisymmetric actuation
however, the results show higher error in damage location of notch 1 compared to
symmetric actuation. Since the S0 and A0 mode travel the same distance in all model
cases, the ToF is expected to be very similar. Therefore, the high error in antisymmetric
actuation can be predominantly attributed to the thresholding method implemented herein
to determine the arrival time.
Table 4-1: Damage localization of notch 1 in pulse-echo method.

Symmetric Actuation
Case
Single damage
Double damage

Antisymmetric Actuation

ToF(A0)

Ld

Error

ToF(S0)

Ld

Error

μsec

mm
97.7
95.9

%
2.8
1.0

μsec

mm
104.1
106.1

%
9.6
11.7

53.7
52.7
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57.2
58.4

4.3. Pitch-catch Method with d31 PZT Transducers
The pitch-catch method is another commonly used technique in SHM to detect
changes in ultrasonic wave response that takes place between two piezoelectric
transducers. The damage detection process is performed through the comparison of
guided waves in terms of amplitude, phase, time of flight, and dispersion against a
baseline signal. More details on this method were discussed in Chapter 2.
To study the guided Lamb waves scattering from a notch in a pitch-catch
configuration, a 2D aluminum plate with piezoelectric transducers mounted in pair at 100
mm and at 300 mm is considered (see Figure 4.10). Therefore, symmetric and
antisymmetric excitation can be performed to propagate axial (longitudinal) waves and
flexural waves in the plate. It is assumed that the plain strain condition is satisfied for 2D
structural analysis.
A 1 mm aluminum plate is modeled damage-free to obtain a baseline signal for
comparison with two damage scenarios. The damage characteristics discussed in pulseecho models are used in this method as well. Notch 1 located at the center of the plate is
0.5 mm in depth and 0.25 mm in width. Notch 2 is located 50 mm from the sensors. The
signals obtained from the models are processed to study the traits of Lamb waves under
symmetric and antisymmetric actuation for damage evaluation.
notch 1 notch 2

10 mm Pair-sensors

50 mm

100 mm

0.5mm

10 mm Pair-actuators

100 mm

100 mm

50 mm

Figure 4.10: A notched plate with a pair of PZT transducers.
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4.3.1. Pitch-catch method: symmetric actuation
The actuators are simulated herein as shear traction along the surface at the
predefined locations. They are excited symmetrically to propagate the S0 mode in the
plate with 3-peak Hann windowed tone burst signal with a center frequency of 300 kHz.
The waveform responses of three cases including pristine plate, damaged plate with
single notch, and damaged plate with double notch are obtained from the pair-sensors as
shown in Figure 4.11. The excitation frequency shown in the group velocity dispersion
curve in Figure 4.7b suggests the existence of fundamental Lamb modes at the given
excitation frequency.
In Figure 4.11a-1, the first wave packet in the baseline response is the S0 actuation
signal followed by the S0 reflection from the boundary. The waveform response from
damaged plate with a single notch shows the S0 transmission from the notch reaches the
sensors first then the A0 transmission followed by their corresponding reflections from the
boundary as illustrated in Figure 4.11b-1. The shear strain signal exhibits the A0 wave
packet from the notch and its corresponding reflection in Figure 4.11b-2 while a complete
absence of shear waves in the pristine response in Figure 4.11a-2.
It can be noted from Figure 4.11c-1, introducing another notch at 50 mm to the right
of the first notch yields the S0 transmission and two A0 modes from notch 2 and notch 1,
respectively. The A0 modes extracted from the axial strain signals are labeled in Figure
4.11c-2. As can be observed, the resolution of waveform responses from the pitch-catch
method is significantly higher as compared with the waveform responses from the pulseecho method especially for identifying the number of defects present in the structure.
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However, despite the scattered modes are partially superposed, this scenario could be
made more challenging if the defects are further close together.

a-1

a-2

b-1

b-2

c-1

c-2

Figure 4.11: Axial (black) and shear (red) waveforms of a plate excited symmetrically with a pair
of PZTs: a) pristine plate; b) plate with single notch; c) plate with double notch.
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4.3.2. Pitch-catch method: antisymmetric actuation
In antisymmetric actuation, a pair of actuators located 100 mm are excited antisymmetrically with the same actuation signal used in symmetric actuation with the
exception of applying opposite nodal displacement to induce rotation about z - axis.
Likewise, the waveform responses of three cases including pristine, damaged plate with
single notch, and damaged plate with double notch are received by the pair-sensors after
traveling 190 mm. In Figure 4.12a-1, the actuation signal received by the sensors exhibits
the dispersion phenomenon with several counts. Similarly, the dispersed actuation signal
of damaged plate with a single notch preserves its shape but exhibits some loss of energy
in the form of attenuation due to wave scattering as displayed in Figure 4.12b-1. It can be
observed from Figure 4.12b-2 the first mode reaches the pair-sensors is the S0
transmission from notch 1 followed by its reflection from the boundary.
The actuation signal is further attenuated in the waveform response of damaged plate
with double notch in Figure 4.12c-1. The loss of energy converted into two S0 modes
being produced for each notch as shown in Figure 4.12c-2. Because the distance
between the two notches is relatively small, the wave packet of S0 modes exhibit overlap
waves in the waveform response. However, identifying number of damage using a pitchcatch method depends on several parameters that can influence the resolution and
accuracy of damage identification including distance among defects, distance between
the defect and sensors, size of damage, signal actuation characteristics (excitation
frequency, number of counts, number of samples, windowing method). As per the
literature review, identifying number of damage using Lamb waves is still ongoing issue
[45].
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Axial strain, m/m
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a-2

b-1

Axial strain, m/m

Shear strain, m/m

b-2

c-1

c-2

Figure 4.12: Shear (red) and axial (black) waveforms of a plate excited anti-symmetrically with a
pair of PZTs: a) pristine plate; b) plate with single notch; c) plate with double notch.
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4.3.3. Damage localization
In pitch-catch configuration, the transmitted scattered mode is of interest to predict
damage location through the use of the ToF method. As earlier discussion on symmetric
actuation, the S0 mode transmits through the notch accompanied with some (or
negligible) distortion that is dependent on the characteristics of damage itself. However,
it can be noted from Figure 4.11 that the ToF of the S0 mode in the pristine status and
the damaged status are about the same which makes it not sensitive to the damage
location. Therefore, the ToF of the scattered mode, A0, should be used to identify the
damage location as
LdA0 

c A0 ToF  l
c A0 c S 0  1

(4.4)

In Eq.(4.4), LAd is the location of damage using the A0 mode, ToF is the total time for the
0

S0 mode (actuation signal) to reach the damage plus the time of the A0 mode (transmitted
scattered mode) to travel from the damage to the sensor, l is the distance between the
transducers. On the other hand, the ToF of S0 should be used in case of antisymmetric
actuation as
LSd0 

c S 0 ToF  l
c S 0 c A0  1

(4.5)

In Eq.(4.5), LSd is the location of damage using the S0 mode, ToF is the total time for the
0

A0 mode (actuation signal) to reach the damage plus the time of the S0 mode (transmitted
scattered mode) to travel from the damage to the sensor.
The signal generated by the actuators travels 95 mm before it reaches notch 1
because each actuator has a length of 10 mm. Since the actuation signal predominantly
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starts propagating in the plate at the edge of the actuator, the signal travels 95 mm to
reach notch 1 (center of the plate) and another 95 mm to reach the sensor, l  190 mm.
The error was calculated with respect to the actual distance between the damage and
notch 1 which is 95 mm. Results summary for identifying the location of damage in a
pitch-catch configuration are provided in Table 4-2. A 5% threshold of the maximum
voltage was used to determine the arrival time. With the exception of symmetric actuation
of plate with double damage, all other cases show the damage location is predicted with
small error.
Table 4-2: Damage localization of notch 1 in pitch-catch method.

Symmetric Actuation
Case
Single damage
Double damage

Antisymmetric Actuation

ToF(A0)

Ld

Error

ToF(S0)

Ld

Error

μsec

mm
95.1
114.9

%
0.1
21

μsec

mm
96.8
97.5

%
1.9
2.6

52.2
43.9

52.5
52.6

As can be observed from Figure 4.11c-2, the A0 mode from notch 2 arrives first
followed by A0 mode from notch 1 with mode overlapping that results in difficulty to
determine the arrival time for A0 from notch 1. Therefore, there is about 21% error in the
predicted damage location of notch 1. This challenge, however, is not observed in
antisymmetric actuation because the S0 from notch 1 arrives first. It is important to
mention identifying the location of damage with reasonable accuracy is a challenging
problem because there are several parameters involving material properties, numerical
computation and signal processing have pronounced impact on the final outcomes. For
instance, a little shift in the ToF predicted by a thresholding method or the wave speed
using Lamb wave equation could result in erroneous findings. This problem investigated
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herein is simplified enough to demonstrate some possible challenges that may be
encountered to achieve this purpose using Lamb waves.

4.4. Summary and Conclusions
To validate the FE modeling procedure carried out throughout this chapter, ultrasonic
guided waves in a thin aluminum plate were simulated by using 3D multiphysics analysis
and 2D structural analysis for comparison with experimental wave signals. Additionally, a
full-field distribution of wave propagation was also discussed to foster an understanding
of Lamb modes interaction in plates. The waveform responses from FE methods and
experiment were found comparable with reasonable agreement.
To study the concept of wave scattering under the influence of damage, two common
methods were used pulse-echo method and pitch-catch method. d31 PZTs were
simulated in pair to excite the structure symmetrically and anti-symmetrically. The
actuation signal, 3-peak Hann windowed at 300 kHz, were kept the same in all models
for comparison purposes. The waveform response of a pristine plate was compared
against the response of a plate simulated with a single damage and another plate with
double damage as well. The axial waves and the shear waves were plotted separately in
order to identify the fundamental Lamb modes propagating in the plate. Despite a single
mode of actuation was applied to excite the structure, all possible fundamental Lamb
modes were present due to the characteristics of existing damage in both pitch-catch and
pulse-echo analyses. Pitch-catch method, however, was found to produce higher
resolution waveform responses compared to pulse-echo method. It was observed the
superposition of multimode Lamb waves could present a challenge to isolate existing
individual modes and analyze their characteristics. Therefore, extracting the damage
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characteristics from multimode waveforms requires a robust signal processing algorithm
to accomplish this purpose with minimal uncertainty. This challenge often escalates when
multiple defects with different damage characteristics exist between two transducers in
the structure.
The scattered Lamb modes were processed to identify the damage location of notch
1. The ToF method was implemented to identify the location of notch 1 from the actuators
in both configurations. A 5% threshold was used to determine the arrival time of a
scattered mode. It was observed using the wave speed determined from the Lamb wave
equation in conjunction with FE waveform responses can yield accurate results. The
majority of the error found in damage localization is attributed to the thresholding method
while numerical convergence is expected to contribute little as well. A promising method
to overcome this challenge is to use time-frequency approach in order to track the center
frequency of a wave packet rather the arrival time. This method will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Properties of Ultrasonic Waves Induced by d35 PZT Actuators:
Simulation Study
This chapter investigates the characteristics of ultrasonic waves generated by
embedded shear-mode PZT transducers in structures. This study uses FE method
throughout the analysis. The first section begins with FE modeling procedure of a
multilayered structure using 3D multiphysics analysis followed by 2D multiphysics
analysis in order to ensure appropriate modeling of ultrasonic antisymmetric (flexural)
waves for the subsequent analyses in the following chapters. This chapter concludes with
summary and conclusions which highlight the main findings of this study.

5.1. Numerical Simulations
This study begins with numerical analysis exploring the waveform generation and
propagation of flexural waves in a laminate structure with shear-mode lead zirconate
titanate (d35 PZT) piezoelectric transducers embedded in the bondline. Fundamental
understanding of these waves generated and sensed by d35 PZT piezoelectric
transducers in laminate structures is necessary to accurately model their behavior. This
is crucial for effectively evaluating their capability to detect various joint defects and
developing a robust signal processing algorithm for SHM.
The laminate structure consists of two d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers placed in
the bondline of two aluminum substrates bonded together with a layer of adhesive. The
overall geometry of the laminate structure is shown in Figure 5-1. The d35 PZT
piezoelectric transducers with material properties given in Table 1 of the Appendix have
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a square cross-section of 15 mm and a thickness of 1 mm. The two substrates made of
aluminum 6061-T6 are 250 mm in length, 80 mm in width, and 1 mm in thickness. The
d35 PZTs are placed 115 mm apart with 40 mm distance from top and bottom boundaries
and 67.5 mm from left and right boundaries. The adhesive layer that assembles the
laminate structure together is 1 mm thick with material properties provided in Table 1 of
the Appendix. The configuration of d35 PZT transducers as well as the dimensions of the
laminate structure were determined based on the wave reflection analysis to avoid
reflection overlap with the first wave packet arrival. The FE simulation results were then
processed using a signal processing algorithm based on time-frequency methods.

40 mm

y

15 mm square d35 PZTs

PZT-1

67.5 mm

PZT-2

115 mm

𝑥

67.5 mm

3 mm

𝑥

3 mm

𝑧

1 mm AL
1 mm adhesive
1 mm AL

Figure 5-1: Schematic diagram of an aluminum multilayered structure with two shear-mode PZT
transducers placed in the bondline.
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5.1.1. 3-D Finite element modeling
A 3D numerical simulation of the laminate structure was implemented to simulate the
propagation of flexural waves emitted from d35 PZT piezoelectric actuator. The numerical
simulation was performed on ANSYS 17.0. The piezoelectricity of the PZT transducers
was simulated by conducting a multiphysics analysis that couples electrical field and
mechanical field simultaneously in the solution process. The piezoelectric elements are
modeled as having a linear relation between the mechanical and the electrical properties.
The material properties of a piezoelectric transducer polarized in x-direction given in IEEE
standard format [51] were used to define the elasticity matrix, the piezoelectric stress
coupling matrix, and the permittivity matrix in Eq.(1) of the Appendix.
To model the electromechanical behavior of the d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers,
the FE multiphysics analysis was performed using a 20-node coupled-field solid element
(SOLID226) which has piezoelectric capabilities including direct and converse
piezoelectric effects. This element has five degrees of freedom (DOF) per node including
voltage, temperature and nodal displacement in three coordinate directions. The
aluminum plates and the adhesive layer were meshed with a structural solid element,
SOLID185. The DOF of structural elements only include nodal displacement in coordinate
directions.
The contact behavior between the adhesive and the aluminum layers were defined as
fully bonded joints to prevent sliding and separation between the laminate layers. Contact
elements (CONTA174) and target elements (TARGE170) were used to mesh all interface
regions. In general, it is required to have a mesh size that is at least 1/10 of the wavelength
to accurately simulate the wave propagation [53]. Thus, the element size of the couple-
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field elements and structural elements were set 0.5 mm. The piezoelectric actuator
defined as PZT-1 in Figure 5-1 was excited with a 5-peak Hann windowed signal at 30
kHz through the application of alternating voltage on all the nodes located on its top and
bottom surfaces. The piezoelectric sensor defined as PZT-2 was simulated through the
application of a voltage coupling on its top surface and a constant voltage on its bottom
surface. To prevent rigid body motion, the bottom corners of the laminate structure were
fixed in all directions. Furthermore, a numerical damping of 0.1 was set to stabilize the
numerical integration scheme for the transient dynamic analysis. More details on
multiphysics modeling are available in ANSYS17.0 documentation [54].

5.2. Actuation and Sensing of Flexural Waves
The actuation signal and the received signal by d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers
were plotted in Figure 5-2. The first wave packet in the received signal can be identified
as the actuation signal followed by its reflection from the boundaries. The time of flight
(TOF) of the flexural waves to travel 115 mm from the actuator to the sensor was
estimated 104 µsec by using 1% threshold of the maximum voltage. The group velocity
of the flexural waves propagating in the laminate structure was calculated approximately
1105.8 m/sec.
The flexural waves are dispersive waves meaning that the wave speed changes with
frequency. The effect of dispersion phenomenon is always manifested on the shape and
amplitude of a propagating wave packet by being widened because the wave packet
contains a range of frequencies introduced by the windowing process. Therefore, to
qualitatively examine the dispersion effect of the flexural waves, the time-frequency
spectrums of the actuation signal and the received signals were determined using the
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Short-time Fourier Transform. The spectrums were displayed in Figure 5-3. By comparing
the spectrums of the actuation signal with the first wave packet in the received signal, the
dispersion effect on the first arrival is slightly noticeable and that can be attributed to the
short distance between the PZT transducers.

Figure 5-2: Simulation of laminate structure: a) actuation signal at 30 kHz; b) received signal.
a)

b)

Figure 5-3: Time-frequency spectrums of: a) actuation signal, and b) received signal from d35
PZT sensor.

In Figure 5-4, the distributions of elastic strain wave propagation from the actuator to
the sensor in x - direction are displayed at 80 μsec for each layer of the laminate structure:
top plate, adhesive layer, and bottom plate. Each wave appears as a semicircle with
different magnitudes traveling and spreading in a conic shape from the source actuator.
It can also be observed from the simulation snapshots that the d35 PZT actuator creates
directional waves which propagate in two opposite directions. Furthermore, there is
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almost a complete absence of the flexural waves in the transverse direction (z - axis) with
respect to the source reinforcing the directionality of d35 PZT actuators to generate
flexural waves mainly concentrated along the direction of wave propagation. The
amplitude of the strain waves in the substrates are the same but their distributions are
antisymmetric about the adhesive layer.

Figure 5-4: Full-field view of elastic strain wave propagation in x - direction at 80 μsec (top to
bottom): top plate, adhesive, and bottom plate.
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This behavior can also be observed from the distributions of normal displacements
and in-plane shear stress of flexural waves at 30 kHz shown in Figure 5-5. The
distributions of flexural waves were calculated for a set of nodes along the thickness
located at 100 mm from the left vertical boundary and 40 mm from the horizontal
boundary. The distributions were obtained at 80 µsec. The shaded region in Figure 5-5
represents the position of the adhesive layer with respect to the upper and lower
substrates.
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Figure 5-5: Through-thickness distributions of flexural waves in laminate structure at 80 µsec for
normalized: a) axial displacement; b) vertical displacement; c) in-plane shear stress.

In Figure 5-5a, the normal distribution in the direction of wave propagation shows
linear displacement through each layer indicating the top plate under maximum tension
while the bottom plate under maximum compression. The adhesive layer and the whole
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laminate structure undergo the action of flexural forces induced by the d35 PZT actuator
embedded in the bondline. In Figure 5-5b, the distribution of lateral displacement is
maximum at the neutral axis, but the difference between the extreme values is negligible
suggesting a uniform sinusoidal lateral displacement over the period of wave propagation
in the laminate plate.
The distribution of transverse shear stress in Figure 5-5c shows a constant and
comparatively high stress over the thickness of the adhesive layer while an increasing
shear stress profile from the outer surface to the interface region in the aluminum
substrates making the location of d35 sensors within the bondline an optimal location to
sense and actuate flexural waves with minimal loss of energy. The full-field distribution of
laminate layers as well as the distributions of normal displacements and in-plane shear
stress exhibit the profile of flexural waves demonstrating the capability of d35 PZT
transducers to effectively actuate and sense flexural waves within the bondline of
laminate structures.
In Figure 5-6, the distribution of elastic wave propagation in the adhesive layer from
the actuator to the sensor is displayed at various time instances. It can be observed at 40
µsec, the shear-mode actuator creates directional waves which travel in two opposite
directions predominantly along the centerline of the multilayered structure. The
antisymmetric waves are expected to travel along x - direction with vertical displacement
in z - direction. The symmetric Lamb waves however have the wave propagation and
particle displacement in x - direction. It is worth noting the shear-mode PZT sensor
predominantly captures antisymmetric waves in the media.
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Figure 5-6: Total deflection full-field view of elastic waves propagation in the bondline at (top to
bottom): 40 μsec, 65 μsec, 80 μsec, and 125 μsec.
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The distribution of ultrasonic waves in the adhesive layer shows each wave is
represented as a semicircle at different magnitudes and travels in a cone form from the
source. It can be noted that the wave fronts of the outermost semicircle which has traveled
farthest from the source reaches the horizontal and vertical boundaries at about 80 µsec.
At about 125 µsec, the reflection from the boundaries interferes with the new emitted
waves resulting in a profile distortion of the propagated waves.
Consequently, the interference in the outer waves caused the waves to alter their
profile into a form of vertical lines at this time instance. Because the reflection from the
right vertical boundary caused destructive interference, the intensity of the waves
traveling towards the right vertical boundary appears to be reduced in magnitude as
compared to the waves propagating in the other direction. Thus, the actuation signal and
its intensity are persevered in the horizontal direction in which the wave is traveling
towards the sensor. It is also worth noting from Figure 5-6 there is a complete absence
of the antisymmetric waves in the transverse direction (y - axis) with respect to the source.
Therefore, a damage located in the blind spot is not expected to be reflected on the
received signal. On the other hand, there are shear horizontal waves excited by the
actuator in y - direction. They are directional waves traveling in y - direction with a particle
displacement in x - direction.

5.3. 2D FE Modeling
Multiphysics analysis: 3D multiphysics models often require high performance
computing machines. Reducing the computational time while also maintaining reasonable
accuracy is often a desirable choice in numerical analyses. To reduce the computational
time, 2D multiphysics analysis was conducted for comparison of waveforms obtained
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from 2D multiphysics and 3D multiphysics analysis. The width-to-thickness ratio of the
multilayered structure shown in Figure 5-1 is relatively large such that the plane strain
condition can be satisfied for the 2D analysis. The shear-mode PZTs were simulated as
piezoelectric bodies using a coupled-field element, PLANE223. This element has 8 nodes
with four degrees of freedom per node including temperature, voltage, and nodal
translations in x and y directions. The modeling procedure of shear-mode PZT
transducers is similar to the procedure of 3D multiphysics analysis discussed in the
previous section. The actuator was modeled through the application of voltage coupling
and alternating voltage on the nodes located at the top and bottom edges. The sensor
was simulated by applying voltage coupling and a constant voltage on one edge.
The aluminum and the adhesive were meshed with a higher order 2D element,
PLANE183. This element is well suited for this application because it has quadratic
displacement behavior with 8 nodes having two degrees of freedom at each node
(translations in x and y coordinates). The same actuation signal that was used in 3D

Voltage, V

multiphysics model was also used herein for comparison purposes.

Figure 5-7: Comparison between 3D FE and 2D FE waveform signals received by bondlineembedded d35 PZTs.
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The voltage signals produced by the bondline-embedded d35 sensor from 3D FE and
2D FE simulations are superimposed in Figure 5-7 for comparison. By simulating the
laminate structure using a 2D model the computation time was reduced by a factor of
300. The two voltage signals shown in Figure 5-7 show a good agreement in their overall
shape and amplitude of the first wave packet. The second wave packet in each signal
was closely inspected and found to be due to reflection from the boundaries. The
differences of the phase and amplitude of the second wave packet between the 3D and
2D models were attributed to the combination of the damping factor applied to the 3D
model to ensure convergence and the modeling nature of 2D and 3D models. The 2D
simulation inherently imposes a plane strain condition in the y - direction effectively
modeling straight crested waves rather than conically propagating waves. The first arrival
wave packet is very similar in form between the two simulation results. The phase lead in
the 2D signal represents slightly faster wave propagation with a time difference of about
6 µsec resulting in 1169.5 m/sec group velocity for the FE flexural waves. The key result
was that the signal from the first wave packet produced by 2D and 3D models were found
to be comparable in shape and frequency content with minor time and amplitude
differences.
Table 5-1: Comparison of computational resources for 2D and 3D models of laminate
structures.

Total number of DOF

2D Model

3D Model

720441

2258508

3112

900161

CPU time (sec)

By simulating the laminate structure using a 2D model, a significant reduction in
computational time was reported in Table 5-1 as compared to 3D model. The overall
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behavior of flexural waves obtained from 2D FE simulation and experiment was
comparable indicating 2D model is reasonably accurate for detection of joint defects in
laminate structures.
Structural analysis: For the sake of completeness, this section focuses on
investigating the applicability of simulating the structural shear forces induced by shearmode PZTs for comparison of waveforms obtained from multiphysics analyses. In Figure
5-8, the multilayered structure with two shear-mode PZTs placed in the bondline is
considered herein for structural analysis. The shear strain induced by the actuator was
calculated using the piezoelectric coupling relation given as
s5  d35 E3

(5.1)

This shear strain is transmitted in the bondline in a form of vertical shear waves
propagating in x - direction and a particle displacement in z - direction. Therefore, the
traction forces from the actuator were simulated via a nodal displacement applied to the
nodes corresponding the location of the actuator. This modeling approach often known
as pin-force model is the first order approximation of structural mode shape of a shearmode PZT. Thus, it is only valid for low actuation frequencies that are below the first
natural frequency of the shear-mode PZT. The antisymmetric Lamb waves which are of
interest to this study are expected to be present in the 2D multilayered structure. On the
other hand, shear horizontal waves are expected to be completely absent because their
propagation direction in y - direction.
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Voltage, V
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Voltage, V

Figure 5-8: A laminate structure with shear traction simulating forces induced by a shear-mode
PZT placed in the bondline.

c)

Figure 5-9: A laminate structure with shear-mode actuation for waveforms from: a) 3D
multiphysics; b) 2D multiphysics; c) 2D structural analysis.

The actuation signal as well as waveform responses from structural analysis and
multiphysics analyses are plotted in Figure 5-9. A 5-peak actuation signal modulated by
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Hann window at 30 kHz was kept the same in all models to produce flexural waves in the
bondline. Comparing the waveforms from 3D and 2D multiphysics models shows a good
agreement in the overall shape of the first wave packet. The second wave packet which
is a reflection from the left vertical boundary to the source is over-damped in 3D model.
On the other hand, the Lamb waves which are of interest are represented with 2D
analyses with reasonable accuracy. The overall behavior of flexural waves obtained from
both models is comparable. The waveform response of a pin-force model is displayed in
Figure 5-9c. It can be noted that the signals received from 2D structural model and 2D
multiphysics model are in good agreement indicating both models are suitable.

5.4. Characteristics of Flexural Waves
From 2D FE multiphysics model, the distributions of normal displacements and
stresses of flexural waves in the laminate structure induced by d35 PZT actuator at 30
kHz are displayed in Figure 5-10. The distributions were obtained at 138.3 µsec. The 1D
through-thickness distributions were calculated for a set of nodes located at the middle of
the structure (152.5 mm) and the shaded regions represent the position of the adhesive
layer with respect to the upper and lower substrates. The 2D full-field views for stress
components were calculated for a section of the laminate structure located between 147.5
mm and 157.5 mm.
In Figure 5-10a and Figure 5-10b, the normal displacement in x - direction shows
linear displacement over each layer with zero displacement at the neutral axis resulting
in maximum tension in the upper plate and maximum compression in the lower plate. The
distribution of normal displacement in y - direction shown Figure 5-10c is maximum in the
substrates and minimum in the adhesive layer, but due to negligible difference between
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the extreme values the lateral (y) displacement , it can be considered uniform through the
thickness over the period of wave propagation.
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Figure 5-10: 1D through-thickness distributions (left) and 2D full-field view (right) of flexural
waves in laminate: a) axial displacement; b) stress in x - direction; c) lateral displacement; d)
stress in y - direction; e) and f) in-plane shear stress.

It may be noted from Figure 5-10a through Figure 5-10d that the magnitude of lateral
(y) displacement is about five times larger than the axial (x) displacement, but the normal
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lateral (y) stress is negligible compared to the axial (x) normal stress. The distribution of
shear stress in Figure 5-10e and Figure 5-10f shows an increasing shear stress from the
outer surface to the interface region in the aluminum substrates while the adhesive layer
maintains a constant and comparatively high shear stress.
The propagating waves exhibit the characteristics of flexural waves which induce high
lateral (y) displacement coupled with maximum axial (x) stress in the outer surface and
maximum transverse shear stress near the neutral axis of the structure. In summary, a
good agreement between experimental and FE voltage signals was achieved supporting
the effectiveness of d35 PZT transducers to actuate and sense flexural waves while being
embedded the bondline of laminate structures as well as validating the FE modeling
procedure for the subsequent analyses throughout this study.
The tuning of a particular wave mode is of considerable importance in damage
detection, thus flexural waves generated by shear-mode PZTs were tuned by varying the
actuation frequency. In Figure 5-11, the distributions of through thickness displacements
and in-plane stresses obtained from nodes located at the middle of the structure (152.5
mm) were plotted for three different frequencies including 20 kHz, 30 kHz, and 40 kHz.
The shaded region in Figure 5-11 indicates the location of the adhesive layer with respect
to the aluminum substrates. It can be observed from Figure 5-11 an increase in the
actuation frequency resulted in magnitude reduction of all normal displacement and stress
components. The voltage reduction observed from d35 PZT sensor signal is expected to
be predominantly caused by reduction in in-plane shear stress specifically across the
thickness of the adhesive layer. A decrease in frequency caused the shear stress
distribution to have the maximum shear stress concentrated within the adhesive layer.
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Figure 5-11: Comparison of through-thickness displacements and in-plane stresses of flexural
waves at: 20 kHz, 30 kHz, and 40 kHz.

As previously mentioned in the literature, waveforms that generate shear strain have
been found to be very effective for detecting joint defects by several researchers
[20,22,55]. Therefore, it is important to note that the high level of change of shear stress
in the bondline as compared with other existing stresses in the laminate structure provides
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an opportunity to design d35 transducer such that the strength of the in-plane shear stress
is focused along the thickness of the adhesive layer for inspection of bondlines.

5.5. Summary and Conclusions
A 3D multiphysics simulation of a laminate plate consisting of two d35 PZT
transducers sandwiched between two aluminum layers was implemented. A signal
processing algorithm based on time-frequency analysis was used to qualitatively examine
the dispersion effect of the flexural waves. Full-field distribution of flexural waves in each
layer was also investigated to identify the characteristics of propagating waves generated
by d35 PZT actuators. The multilayered structure was also simulated using 2D
multiphysics analysis and then compared with waveforms obtained from 3D multiphysics
analysis and 2D structural analysis. The overall behavior of flexural waves obtained from
all FE models was found comparable. The tuning analysis was performed by varying the
actuation frequency and examining the distributions of normal displacement and stresses
across the laminate thickness. It was also noted that the strength of shear stress can be
concentrated across the thickness of adhesive layer at lower actuation frequencies.
Therefore, this provides an opportunity to design d35 PZT actuators such that they
generate strong in-plane shear strains that target the bondline region for adhesive joint
evaluation.
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Chapter 6
Properties of Ultrasonic Waves Induced by d35 PZT Actuators:
Experimental Validation
This chapter presents an experimental study into the sensing and actuation properties
of shear-mode (d35) piezoelectric transducers internally embedded in the bondline of
laminate specimens. It begins with describing a signal processing algorithm used for denoising and transform experimental waveform signals into time-frequency domain. The
directionality of d35 PZT actuators was also investigated by comparing waveform signals
from a plate-like specimen with a beam-like specimen. The results of this study indicate
that d35 PZTs embedded in the bondline have multiple properties that can potentially be
employed for ultrasonic SHM.

6.1. Signal Processing Algorithm
Waveform signals are processed using a signal processing algorithm based on timefrequency analysis. The time-frequency analysis is an essential approach in signal
processing of non-stationary signals such as guided waves. They are used to provide
local information of the processed signal that is of importance to monitor the integrity of a
structure. The Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) is a major algorithmic signal
processing method that is commonly used in SHM to extract relevant details on the
structural health. The basic concept of STFT is developed from the conventional Fourier
Transform (FT). A non-stationary signal is divided into short enough time intervals using
a fixed modulation window that are essentially stationary signals [56]. A windowing
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process on a segment produces a modified signal at a fixed time. This windowing process
is performed as follows
S w (  t )  s ( ) w(  t )

(6.1)

In Eq.(6.1), s( ) is a short segment of the original signal, w(  t ) is the modulation
window, and S w (t ,  ) is the modulated signal at time,   t . The FT of Sw yields
1
S w (t ,  ) 
2



e

jt

S w (t , )dt

(6.2)



In Eq.(6.2), S w (t ,  ) is called the Short-time Fourier Transform. By squaring the
magnitude of the STFTs, the time-frequency distribution can be obtained as [56]
2

Pw (t ,  )  S w (t ,  ) 

1
2



 s( ) w(  t )e

 j

d

(6.3)



In Eq.(6.3), Pw (t ,  ) is also called the spectrogram which contains all time-frequency
spectra over the entire time domain. The STFT is a popular time-frequency method in
SHM due to its simplicity, robustness, and ease of implementation. Discrete Wavelet
Transform was also integrated into this algorithm to improve the signal to noise ratio for
experimental signals. The continuous wavelet transform of a function,

f ( x) , with

independent space variable, x , can be defined as [50]
C (u , s ) 

1
s







 xu 
f ( x ) 
 dx
 s 

(6.4)

In Eq.(6.4), C(u, s) is the wavelet coefficients and  is the analyzing wavelet. The
function, f ( x) is decomposed by the mother wavelet,  that is translated/shifted by a
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factor of u and dilated/scaled by a factor of s. In practice, the discrete wavelet transform
is used to transform a discrete signal to discrete wavelet coefficients in the wavelet
domain. Herein, the de-noising process was conducted by decomposing the signal into
wavelet coefficients using Coiflet family. There are extensive number of wavelet bases
and choosing the appropriate wavelet depends on its ability to efficiently produce
maximum number of wavelet coefficients that are close to zero [50].

6.2. Plate-like Specimen
6.2.1. Specimen preparation and experimental setup
This experiment was performed as a proof of concept that validates the capability of
bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers to effectively sense and actuate flexural waves
in laminate structures. A schematic diagram of the laminate specimen is shown in Figure
5-1. The laminated specimen considered here is also consisted of two d35 PZTs
sandwiched between two 1 mm thick aluminum sheets which were bonded together with
an approximately 1 mm thick adhesive layer. The 6061-T6 aluminum sheets were
machined to 250 mm x 80 mm in size. The shear-mode PZTs were 15 mm square with a
thickness of 1 mm. The selection of these PZTs was based on their affordable cost as
well as adequate geometrical and electromechanical tolerances. With the current
technology, the availability of thinner PZTs can be achieved with high precision without
compromising their mechanical and electrical characteristics. The PZTs were adhered to
one aluminum sheet that would serve as a common ground using CW2400 conductive
epoxy which has an excellent electrical conductivity and strong mechanical properties
[57].
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The d35 PZTs were placed 115 mm apart with their polarization direction aligned
along x-direction as shown in Figure 5-1. A factor in selecting this design layout was the
desire to avoid overlapping signals from reflections. A 30 AWG magnet wire was used for
the leads and adhered to the individual terminals of the PZTs using the same conductive
epoxy. A two-part paste adhesive Hysol EA9394 with material properties given in Table
1 of the Appendix was then used to bond the aluminum sheets together [58]. This epoxy
also served as an insulator protecting the hot terminals of the PZTs from shorting against
the second aluminum plate. The thickness of the adhesive layer was controlled by placing
1 mm thick spacers on the corners and applying pressure on the specimen while curing.
The final assembly was cured at 66oC for one hour. The thickness of the adhesive layer
after curing was measured at approximately 1 ± 0.2 mm.
Data Acquisition System
MDO3014 Oscilloscope
Signal Generator

Laminated Specimen
Voltage Amplifier

Figure 6-1: Experimental setup of plate-like laminate specimen.

The specimen was supported by small foam blocks placed at its ends to isolate the
floor noise from transmitting to the specimen during testing. The full setup is shown in
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Figure 6-1. The actuating transducer, labeled as PZT-1, was connected to a KEYSIGHT
33500B Series waveform generator with a Krohn-Hite 7602M Wideband Amplifier to
boost the applied voltage. Both d35 PZT transducers were connected to a Tektronix
MDO3014 Mixed Domain Oscilloscope to simultaneously record voltage signals across
the actuator and the sensor. The specimen was tested in pitch-catch orientation by the
5-peak tone burst signal at 30 kHz. That is the same actuation signal used in FE analysis
for comparison purposes.

6.2.2. Comparison of experimental and numerical results
Validation of 3D FE model: The specimen was tested with 5-peak tone burst signal
modulated with Hann window with a center frequency of 30 kHz as displayed in Figure
6-2. The received signals from experiment and 3D FE simulation were superimposed in
Figure 6-2 in a single plot for comparison. There are two main flexural wave packets in
the received signals and they are the actuation wave packet and the reflection from the
boundaries. The first arrival ripples are expected to be electromagnetic waves transmitted
to the sensor through the wires. By comparing experimental and FE waveform signals in
Figure 6-2, it is obvious these ripples do not appear in FE signal because the FE
multiphysics model only supports the analysis of piezoelectricity which combines the
electrical and structural fields in the laminate structure.
The first wave packet in the FE signal is slightly attenuated as compared to the one in
the experimental signal, but their frequency and arrival time match well. On the other
hand, the reflection wave packet is significantly over-damped in the FE signal, and this
may be due to the numerical damping factor that was imposed on the 3D model to ensure
the solver’s convergence to the correct solution with a reasonable number (5-10) of
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iterations. It is worth noting from Figure 6-2 that the difference between the baseline
signals from experiment and simulation is relatively significant to indicate damage
presence especially when both signals are obtained from presumably pristine structures.
a)

b)

Figure 6-2: Comparison between experimental and 3D FE waveform signals: a) time domain; b)
experimental time-frequency spectrum.

The experimental received waveform signal and its time-frequency spectrum were
plotted in Figure 6-2. The time-frequency spectrum shows the center frequency of the first
wave packet at about 30 kHz with a frequency range of about ±10 kHz. The frequency
range was maintained while the signal was slightly dispersed especially for the first wave
packet as it traveled a short distance than the reflection wave packet.
Validation of 2D FE model: Ultrasonic multiphysics models often require high
computational time due to the necessity for a fine mesh to capture high-frequency waves.
Reducing the computational time while also maintaining reasonable accuracy is often a
desirable choice in numerical analyses. Therefore, 2D multiphysics analysis of the
laminated structure conducted in Chapter 5 is validated here.
The waveform signals received by the bondline-embedded d35 sensor from
experiment and 2D FE simulation were superimposed in Figure 6-3. The first arrival
packet was represented with reasonable accuracy in 2D analysis. The FE signal however
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reached the sensor faster than the experimental signal with a time difference of about 6.8
µsec resulting in 1169.5 m/sec group velocity for the FE flexural waves. Several factors
can potentially contribute to various discrepancies between numerical simulation and
experiment. A possible factor that may have contributed to the lead time of the FE signal
is the assumption of plain strain state which yields z - invariant flexural waves, straightcrested flexural waves in the laminate structure. Therefore, a beam-like specimen is also
considered in the subsequent section to further investigate this difference as well as the
directionality of flexural wave mode.

Figure 6-3: Comparison between experimental and 2D FE waveform signals received by d35
PZT sensors.

Figure 6-4: Phase velocity (left) and group velocity dispersion curves of a laminate plate with 3
mm thickness.
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The dispersion curves of the laminate structure given in Figure 6-4 were calculated
using the commercial program, DISPERSE. The ToF and associated group velocity for
flexural waves from analytical calculation, experimental measurement, 3D FE simulation
and 2D FE simulation are shown in Table 6-1. The ToFs from all methods match very
closely, confirming the propagation of flexural waves in the structure.
Table 6-1: Properties of flexural wave propagation.
ToF (µsec)

Group Velocity (m/sec)

Analytical

103.4

1112.7

Experiment

105.1

1094.2

3D Model

104.5

1100.5

2D Model

98.33

1169.5

The overall behavior of flexural waves obtained from 2D FE simulation and experiment
was comparable indicating 2D model is reasonably accurate for detection analyses of
joint defects in laminate structures. A good agreement between analytical, FE, and
experimental results was achieved supporting the capability of FE modeling to represent
the dynamics of the laminate structure with bondline-embedded d35 piezoelectric
transducers. Numerical FE and experimental results all indicate an antisymmetric
(flexural) wave propagation mode generated by a shear-mode PZT in the bondline of a
laminate structure.

6.3. Beam-like Specimen
6.3.1. Specimen preparation and experimental setup
In this experiment, the laminate specimen consisted of two d35 PZTs sandwiched
between two 6061-T6 aluminum sheets that were bonded together with a layer of
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adhesive. The aluminum sheets were machined to 305 mm x 15 mm x 1 mm in size to
study the directionality of flexural wave mode by comparing the voltage signals. This
experiment was intended to validate the directionality of flexural waves experimentally.
Shear-mode d35 PZTs were adhered to one aluminum sheet that would serve as a
common ground using the conductive epoxy. The d35 PZTs were placed 130 mm apart
with their polarization direction align along the aluminum length. The same conductive
epoxy was used to attach thin wires to the individual hot terminals of the PZTs. The
adhesive thickness was controlled by placing 1 mm thick spacers on the short edges
(vertical boundaries) and applying pressure on the specimen while curing. The adhesive
layer thickness was measured after curing at 1 ± 0.2 mm. A fully prepared specimen is
shown in Figure 6-5.

15 mm

87.5 mm

130 mm

87.5 mm

2

1

Figure 6-5: Fully prepared sample with two square d35 PZTs embedded within the bondline.

The experimental setup to test the beam-like laminate specimen is shown in Figure
6-6. The d35 PZT transducer labeled as PZT-1 was connected to the waveform generator
and the output signal was amplified using the voltage Amplifier. Also, both d35 PZTs were
again connected to the Oscilloscope to simultaneously record voltage signals across the
actuator and the sensors.
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Voltage Amplifier

y
x
PZT-2

PZT-1

Figure 6-6: Experimental setup for testing a laminate specimen.

6.3.2. Directionality of flexural waves
Throughout this analysis, a 5-peak Hann windowed tone burst signal at 30 kHz was
applied to the actuator. The waveform signals produced by the bondline-embedded d35
PZT sensors from experiment and 2D simulation are provided in Figure 6-7. The elastic
waves traveled 130 mm and the time of flight for the first arrival wave packet from the
actuator to the sensor was measured to be 119.2 µsec and 110.1 µsec for simulation and
experiment respectively. Furthermore, the experimental signal also reached the sensor
slightly faster than the FE signal with a time difference of about 9.1 µsec resulting in
1089.5 m/sec group velocity for the FE first arrival and 1180.7 m/sec group velocity for
the experimental first arrival respectively. As expected, the waveform signals obtained
from the beam-like specimen show better agreement to the 2D FE model signals. This
analysis combined with the previous wave propagation analysis confirms that flexural
waves have strong directionality in laminate structures.
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a)

b)

0.1594 V

0.1482 V

Figure 6-7: Waveform signals sensed by d35 PZT transducers: a) experiment; b) simulation.

Dispersive effects on wave propagation are dependent on the frequencies of both the
carrier signal and the modulation window resulting in distortions of both the shape and
magnitude of the propagating signal. To qualitatively examine the dispersion effect in this
analysis, the time-frequency spectrums of sensed signals were determined and displayed
in Figure 6-8. The dispersion effect is slightly noticeable in the spectrums due to the short
distance between the PZT transducers. By closely inspecting the spectrums, it can be
observed that the dispersion effect is more noticeable on the second wave packet than
on the first wave packet and that because the reflection wave packet traveled longer
distance than the first major arrival wave packet.
a)

b)

Figure 6-8: Time-frequency spectrums of voltage signals sensed by d35 PZT transducers: a)
beam-like specimen; and b) 2D simulation
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6.4. Frequency vs. Sensing Voltage Relation
There are several factors that can influence the behavior of actuated flexural waves
in laminate structures such as actuation frequency, structural stiffness, and geometry of
PZT transducer including its thickness and area. A parametric study was performed
investigating the relation between the actuation frequency and the senor output voltage
using the validated model. The actuation voltage was kept constant throughout this study
and structural deformation was inspected in the model. This was performed by keeping
the geometry constant and varying the frequency using simulation and experiments. In
this analysis, the beam-like specimen was used.

Figure 6-9: Maximum sensor voltage amplitude versus actuation frequency.

The results for the maximum voltage in the sensed signals from simulation and
experiment are plotted in Figure 6-9 for comparison. The experimental results were
obtained from the same specimen presented in Figure 6-5. Likewise, the simulation
results were based on a 2D FE model that was performed by following the modeling
procedure discussed in Chapter 5. It can be noted from Figure 6-9 that as the actuation
frequency increases, the amplitude of the voltage decreases resulting in weaker voltage
signals. The flexural mode was found strongly attenuated above approximately 40 kHz in
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the received signals. This frequency range is considered relatively small and that can be
attributed to the structural stiffness constraining the movement of d35 PZT actuator as
well as the size and shape of the actuator. Structural damping can potentially attenuate
the signal, but the distance between the transducers considered too short to cause
significant reduction in the magnitude of voltage signals.

6.5. Summary and Conclusions
The sensing and actuation properties of d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers internally
embedded within the bondline of laminate structures were investigated experimentally. A
plate-like laminate specimen with two d35 PZT transducers embedded within the bondline
in a pitch-catch configuration was prepared and tested. The wave propagation analysis
validated the results from multiphysics FE simulations for the ability of shear-mode PZTs
to actuate and sense flexural waves in laminate structures. The group velocities of
experimental and FE voltage signals showed that the elastic waves generated by the d35
PZT actuator exhibit the characteristics of flexural waves across the thickness of the
adhesive layer. Furthermore, the voltage signals obtained from experiment and simulation
were found in good agreement supporting the effectiveness of d35 PZT transducers to
actuate and sense flexural waves while being embedded in the bondline of laminate
structures.
A beam-like specimen was also prepared to examine the directionality of flexural wave
mode. The results from this specimen and plate-like specimen were found to be
comparable confirming the ability of bondline-embedded d35 PZTs for generating
directional waves. The frequency versus sensing voltage relation was also investigated
by varying the actuation frequency and monitoring the amplitude of the received signals
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using FE simulations and then validating the results experimentally. The results from
experiment and simulation indicated that there is an inverse relation between the
actuation frequency and the maximum sensor voltage.
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Chapter 7
Selectivity and Parametric Study of Bondline-embedded d35 PZT
Transducers
This chapter presents a parametric study into the sensing and actuation properties of
d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers that are embedded inside laminate structures. The
parametric study includes the effects of d35 PZT transducer size on the strength of
actuation and sensing output signal. The selectivity of d35 PZT sensors was also
investigated by generating multiple wave modes in the laminate structure and inspecting
the output signals.

7.1. Parametric Study
In Figure 7.1, a doubled-layered aluminum structure with two d35 PZT transducers
were simulated. The modeling procedure discussed in Section 5.3 was followed here in
to conduct the parametric study. The aluminum substrates have a thickness of 1 mm and
a length of 300 mm. The d35 PZTs are placed 130 mm apart and 125 mm from the
boundaries with their polarization direction aligned along the length.
d35 PZT Actuator

125 mm

d35 PZT Sensor

150 mm

125 mm

Figure 7.1: A double-layered aluminum structure with two d35 PZT transducers placed in the
bondline.

The thickness of the adhesive was kept constant in this analysis in order to maintain
constant structural stiffness throughout the analyses while varying the thickness and
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length of d35 PZT transducers. However, the geometry of both transducers was varied
simultaneously for each simulation. A 5-peak Hann windowed tone burst signal with a
center frequency of 30 kHz was used throughout this study.

7.1.1. d35 PZT thickness
To analyze the thickness effects on sensing and actuation of bondline-embedded d35
PZTs, the maximum in-plane shear stress generated by the actuator and the maximum
voltage produced by the sensor were plotted against the PZT thickness as the thickness
was varied from 0.1 mm to 1 mm in 0.1 mm increments. Inspection of Figure 7.2a reveal
that the actuation strength of d35 PZT shows complex behavior. Small thicknesses show
the strongest actuation which diminishes as thickness increases until a thickness of 0.5
mm is reached. At this point there is an abrupt drop in actuation strength with minimal
variation as thickness continues to increase. In Figure 7.2b, an opposite behavior was
observed from d35 PZT sensor for the same thickness indicating that thicker d35 PZT
sensors can produce stronger output voltage signals than thinner d35 PZTs.

a)

xy

, kPa

Voltage, V

b)

Figure 7.2: Influence of thickness: a) maximum in-plane shear-stress generated by d35 PZT
actuator, and b) maximum voltage produced by d35 PZT sensor.
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The low voltage amplitudes at thickness greater than 0.5 mm in Figure 7.2b can be
attributed to the low actuation strength of thick d35 PZT actuators. The abrupt shift in
actuation shown in Figure 7.2a was further examined by analyzing the structural
deformation of 1 mm and 0.5 mm d35 PZT actuators. The normal displacements
displayed in Figure 7.3 were obtained from a set of nodes located at the left vertical edge
of both d35 PZT actuators. It can be observed from Figure 7.3 that 1 mm d35 PZT actuator
generates higher axial (x) displacement but lower lateral (y) displacement than 0.5 mm
d35 PZT actuator indicating a radical change in the response of bondline-embedded d35
PZT actuator when its thickness reduced below 0.5 mm.
0.5
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0.25

0.25

0
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-0.25

-0.5
-5

0

ux, mm
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-0.5
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0

0.5

1

uy, mm

1.5
10 -3

Figure 7.3: Comparison of through-PZT thickness displacements for 1 mm actuator (red solid
line) and 0.5 mm actuator (blue dashed line).

Furthermore, the total deformation of the actuators embedded in the bondline of the
laminate structure are displayed in Figure 7.4. The results indicate that 1 mm d35 PZT
primarily exhibits shear mode actuation to produce flexural waves while 0.5 mm d35 PZT
shows flexural mode actuation. This general behavior is believed to be a combined effect
of the change in electric field intensity in the actuator as the thickness changes along with
the stiffness ratio of the actuator relative to the structure. The results indicate that the
stiffness ratio is the main factor for the transition in the behavior of the bondline-embedded
PZT transducer at 0.5 mm. It should be noted from Figure 7.2 that there is an optimal
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stiffness ratio for which d35 PZT actuators generate strong flexural waves in a laminate
structure. Further investigation is necessary as outlined in Chapter 10.

Figure 7.4: Total deformation of bondline-embedded d35 PZT actuators with thicknesses of 1
mm (left) and 0.5 mm (right).
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of through thickness displacements and in-plane stresses of flexural
waves at 30 kHz with varying the thickness of d35 PZTs.

The distributions of through thickness normal displacements and in-plane shear stress
for 0.1 mm, 0.5 mm, and 1 mm actuators are also provided in Figure 7.5. The effect of
varying PZT thickness on each normal displacement component is not linear showing
higher change on lateral (y) displacement than axial (x) displacement. However, the
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lateral (y) displacement of flexural waves is expected to have little influence on d35 PZT
sensors especially when the propagating waves have a long wavelength of 39 mm as in
this case. A d35 PZT sensor is fundamentally efficient in sensing in-plane shear stress
because these waves align well with its natural vibration mode as shown in Figure 3.18.
Therefore, d35 PZT sensors are not expected to be capable of sensing in-plane
symmetric axial (x) displacement. This concept will be further examined in the next
section.

7.1.2. d35 PZT length
The length of bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers was also varied from 1 mm
to 15 mm. The maximum shear stress which represents the actuation strength herein was
monitored while varying the PZT length and plotted in Figure 7.6.

b)

Voltage, V

xy

, kPa

a)

Figure 7.6: Influence of length on: a) maximum in-plane shear-stress generated by d35 PZT
actuator, and b) maximum voltage produced by d35 PZT sensor.

As can be noted from Figure 7.6a, the actuation strength increases and reaches its
maximum level at 10 mm and then decreases as the actuator approaching 15 mm in
length. To analyze the sensing performance, the maximum voltage produced by d35 PZT
sensors were recorded and plotted against their length in Figure 7.6. d35 PZT sensors
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have higher sensitivity for the propagating waves when shorter d35 PZT sensors are used
as can be discerned from Figure 7.6b.

7.2. Selectivity of d35 PZT Sensors
When ultrasonic waves propagate through a structural defect, the interaction of waves
and the defect often cause wave scattering and mode conversion. Therefore, a laminate
structure with a surface notch was simulated using FE multiphysics analysis to
demonstrate the selectivity of bondline-embedded d35 PZT sensors to different modes
propagating simultaneously in a structure. In Figure 7.7, a laminate specimen with two
d35 PZT transducers (3 mm x 0.1 mm) internally embedded in the bondline and d31 PZT
sensor (6 mm x 0.25 mm) mounted on the surface.
50 mm

Sensors

0.5 mm

2.1 mm

Actuator

0.5 mm

125 mm

150 mm

Figure 7.7: Notched laminate structure with two d35 PZT transducers embedded in the bondline
and d31 PZT sensor mounted on the surface.

A square surface notch of 0.5 mm width and depth was introduced at 50 mm from the
actuator. The distance between the transducers and the location of the notch was
determined such that the scattered modes would not overlap for demonstration purposes
of d35 sensor’s selectivity. The d31 PZT was integrated in the model to highlight the
selectivity characteristics of d35 PZT sensor by comparing the sensed waveform signals
obtained from both d35 PZT and d31 PZT sensors. The material properties of the laminate
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structure are given in Table 1 of the Appendix. A 5-peak Hann windowed actuation signal
at 250 kHz was applied to the actuator to generate flexural (antisymmetric) waves in the
laminate structure. The dispersion curves including phase velocities and group velocities
of the fundamental Lamb modes were calculated using DISPERSE. It can be noted from
the dispersion curves in Figure 7.8 that at 250 kHz actuation frequency, the symmetric
mode is expected to travel faster than the antisymmetric mode.

6
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1
0
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1000

1500

2000
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Figure 7.8: Phase velocity (left) and group velocity dispersion curves of a laminate plate with 2.1
mm thickness.

In Figure 7.9, the voltage signals from pristine state (black) and damaged state (red)
are superimposed for comparison purposes. The propagating waves were collected
without a notch identifying this state as pristine state and the damaged state defined with
the notch being inflicted on the surface. As can be quickly noticed, the signals from
surface-mounted d31 PZT sensor exhibit multiple modes propagating in the structure
whereas the signals from bondline-embedded d35 sensor only shows sensitivity to the
antisymmetric signal that was present in both pristine and damaged states. In the d31
sensor signal, two extra wave packets were generated due to the presence of notch as
shown in Figure 7.9a. The first wave packet did not appear in the signal from the pristine
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sample and was identified as a symmetric mode that resulted from mode conversion, that
occurred at the notch. The next wave packet was very similar to the pristine signal and
was an antisymmetric mode. The third wave packet was the reflection of the symmetric
mode from the boundary.

a)

b)

Voltage, V

S0 from notch

S0 from
boundary

Voltage, V

A0 actuation signal

Figure 7.9: Sensor signals from pristine state (black) and damaged state (red) at 250 kHz from:
a) d31 PZT sensor; b) d35 PZT sensor.

The time-frequency spectrum for damaged state in Figure 7.10a shows that all wave
packets had about the same center frequency. The results of d35 PZT sensor in Figure
7.9b and Figure 7.10b shows a complete absence of the symmetric modes in voltage
signals and in the time-frequency spectrum. This observation suggests that d35 PZT
sensors have strong selectivity to sense antisymmetric waves while rejecting symmetric
waves. The d35 PZT sensors are mainly sensitive to in-plane shear stress that are found
to be negligible on the surface of the structure. As a result, the interaction between shear
and the notch is expected to be small as shown in Figure 7.9b. The damage effect in the
d35 signal is relatively small and manifested in the form of phase shift and magnitude
reduction. On the contrary, normal displacements are found to be significant on the
surface of the structure. This makes surface-mounted d31 (and d33) PZT sensors
sensitive to any distortion in the profile of normal displacements indicating the location of
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d31 sensor on the surface very effective. Based on this observation, joint defects are also
expected to interact with stronger in-plane shear in the bondline yielding more accurate
information about the integrity of bondline than surface mounted PZTs.

b)

a)

Figure 7.10: Time-frequency spectrums of voltage signals obtained at 250 kHz from a) d31 PZT
sensor and b) d35 PZT sensor.

In summary, the results suggest that d35 PZT sensors offer a valuable merit by largely
capturing antisymmetric wave modes in the media. Multimodal superposed waves of
differing modes can coexist in the plate resulting in complex patterns that make
interpreting the data to characterize defects a challenging task [16,59]. The selectivity of
d35 sensors give them a useful advantage in signal processing because it makes the
interpretation of the data more efficient and the outcomes more reliable. This advantage
also enables a simple comparison between reflected and transmitted waves from pristine
state and damaged state. Filtering symmetric modes in received signals significantly
reduced the complexity of signal processing and this could potentially enhance the
process of SHM as well.
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7.3. Summary and Conclusions
A parametric study was performed where the thickness and length of d35 PZT
transducers were varied while monitoring the actuation strength and the sensed voltage
signal. The size of bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers was found to have a
significant influence on the actuation strength and the sensing ability of d35 PZT
transducers. It was found that thicker and shorter d35 PZT sensors can produce stronger
signals compared to thinner and longer d35 PZT sensors.
On the contrary, d35 PZT actuators were noticed to exhibit the opposite response to
d35 PZT sensors with more complex behavior when thickness and length were varied.
This demonstrated that the design of d35 PZT sensors and actuators to be embedded
within a bondline for ultrasonic inspection favor differing geometries. This created an
optimization challenge if a given transducer is intended to function as both an actuator
and a sensor generating strong actuation without compromising sensing ability.
Therefore, finding the optimum pair of d35 PZT transducers can maximize signal to noise
ratio and the wave propagation distances which are essential in building a robust
structural health monitoring system.
The selectivity of d35 PZT sensors was also investigated in simulation by comparing
voltage signals obtained from a bondline-embedded d35 PZT sensor and surfacemounted d31 PZT sensor. Mode conversion from wave interaction with a surface notch
provided a collection of symmetric and antisymmetric waves in the laminate structure. It
was found that d35 PZT sensors offer a selective hardware filter that primarily captures
antisymmetric wave modes in the laminate structure while suppressing symmetric wave
modes. It is known that complex superposition of wave modes often results in difficulties
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in damage detection and signal analysis. The selectivity of d35 PZT sensors could be
employed in signal processing to make the interpretation of the data more efficient,
reducing uncertainty and leading to more reliable analysis outcomes.
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Chapter 8
Detection of Joint Defects in Laminate Structures
This chapter investigates the effectiveness of flexural waves to detect joint defects in
laminate structures using bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers in the bondlines.
Finite element (FE) method was used to simulate multilayered structures with various
defects including void, crack, and disbond in order to study the influence of damage on
the propagation of flexural waves in bondlines. The sensitivity of flexural waves to
damage is then quantified through the calculation of damage index for each damage
case. The relation between flexural wave sensitivity to damage and actuation frequency
is considered next. An experimental specimen with void was also considered to validate
FE simulations. This chapter concludes with summary of the main findings.

8.1. Introducing Damage in Bondlines
In Figure 8.1, the modeling procedure of 3D multiphysics analysis discussed in section
5.3 was followed here to simulate laminate structures with various joint defects. The
material properties of the multilayered structure and the bondline-embedded piezoelectric
transducers are given in Table 1 of the Appendix. Three damage cases including void,
vertical crack, and disbond introduced in the bondline were considered to study the
influence of damage on antisymmetric waves generated by d35 PZT actuators. The
amount of interaction between the propagating waves and the inflicted damage was
quantified using a damage index based on root mean square deviation method. More
details on the modeling for each damage type is discussed in the next section.
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67.5 mm

115 mm

3 mm

67.5 mm

d35 PZT Sensor

d35 PZT Actuator

10 mm

(a)
5 mm

1 mm

(b)

0.5 mm

(c)

Figure 8.1: 2D model of a multilayered structure with a damage located at an equal distance
from d35 PZTs: a) disbond, b) vertical crack, and c) center void.

8.1.1. Damage modeling
In Figure 8.1, the structure was modeled with no damage to obtain a baseline signal
for comparison with damaged state. The modeling procedure of the three damage cases
are discussed in this section with some details. In conventional ultrasonic testing,
disbonds often produce very low ultrasonic contrast meaning low reflection and high
transmission resulted from close contact between the adjacent parts even though they
have little or no bond strength [21].
To simulate a disbond in the adhesive joint, a group of contact elements highlighted
in Figure 8.1a was defined to allow joint separation via setting unilateral contact option
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on. The disbond at the interface region is 10 mm long located at 50 mm from the
transducers. Because a gap can form and the contact area at the interface disbond may
change as the waves propagate through the media, that renders the problem to be
nonlinear.
Mode-I crack (opening crack) was also considered in this study through the application
of infinite friction on a group of contact elements in the bondline creating a vertical crack
with rough contact. Due to infinite friction coefficient, there is no sliding among the
adjacent elements. The crack was made through the thickness of the adhesive layer as
shown in Figure 8.1b.
A common damage in adhesive joints is a void. In Figure 8.1c, a group of structural
elements located at 50 mm from the transducers were removed introducing a 0.5 mm x
5 mm void at the center of the bondline.

8.1.2. Damage index
A damage index was calculated for each damage case to quantify the distortion in
received signals due to the presence of damage using Eq.(8.1). The damage index used
for this analysis is based on the root mean square deviation (RMSD) method [39] and can
be expressed as

DI dam 
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(8.1)

In Eq.(8.1), Xi is the pristine state at the ith measurement point, xi is the damaged state at
the ith measurement point. The results from the FE models discussed herein are
presented in the next section.
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8.2. Results
In all damage cases, the actuation signal was kept the same throughout the analysis
for comparison study. In Figure 8.1, the 5-peak tone burst signal was emitted from the
d35 PZT actuator. The waveform signal obtained from the laminate structure with no
damage being introduced in the bondline was used as a baseline signal (pristine signal)
and plotted as pristine state in Figure 8.2. Similarly, the signal from a damaged state was
denoted as damaged signal in the waveform plots. The scatter signal which was
determined by calculating the difference between the pristine signal and the damaged
signal was also displayed in Figure 8.2.
To quantify the sensitivity of flexural waves to joint defects, three parameters including
damage index, signal attenuation, and phase shift were calculated for each damage case
by considering the first wave packet in the pristine and damaged signals. Reflections were
disregarded in the analyses because they are often complex superposed waves yielding
higher uncertainties in the analysis of damage characteristics. Results summary of each
damage case is provided in Table 8-1.
The normal displacements and in-plane stresses of flexural waves were also
calculated for a set of nodes along the thickness located at 100 mm from the left boundary
to capture the effect of damage on the propagating wave mode while also avoiding local
damage defects on the response. Distributions of flexural waves for pristine state and
damaged states are plotted in Figure 8.3. The shaded region in Figure 8.3 represents the
position of the adhesive layer with respect to the upper and lower substrates. When
flexural waves propagate through a defect, it may cause wave scattering, mode
conversion, phase shift, and attenuation yielding distortion in received waveform signals.
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The amount of distortion from such a defect depends on several factors such damage
type, location, size, shape, and characteristics of actuation signal including frequency and
modulation method.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of signals (right) between pristine state and damaged state, and
scattered signals (Left): a) disbond, b) vertical crack, and c) void.
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Table 8-1: Results summary for each damage state of laminate structure.
Joint Defect

Damage Index

Signal Attenuation

Phase Shift

Disbond
Crack
Void

1.647
1.500
0.468

33.66%
26.75%
13.11%

154.6o
113.4o
20.6o

a)

Position, mm

Position, mm

b)

c)

Position, mm

Position, mm

d)

Position, mm

e)

Figure 8.3: Comparison of through-thickness displacements and in-plane stresses of flexural
waves at 30 kHz for four states: pristine, disbond, crack, and void.
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A common trend can be observed from the results in Figure 8.2 that flexural waves
are sensitive to all investigated types of joint defects discussed herein but at various
levels. In Figure 8.2a, it can be noted that flexural waves exhibit high sensitivity to disbond
causing significant phase shift and attenuation in the received signal resulting in high
magnitude scattered signal. The waveform signal obtained from the laminate structure
with disbond has a phase shift of 154.6o and attenuation of about 33% of the pristine
signal. The damage index which lumps the effects of damage on flexural waves was
calculated 1.647 showing a strong interaction between the flexural waves and disbond.
By inspecting the distributions of flexural waves in Figure 8.3, disbond in the bondline of
the laminate structure disrupted the antisymmetric profile of axial displacement resulting
in nonlinear effects in the normal axial stress especially near the interface region.
Because flexural waves are governed by axial particle motion in the direction of wave
propagation, the lateral displacement shows negligible effect with little distortion in the
normal lateral stress. The distribution of in-plane shear stress indicates disbond caused
shear stress reduction of 10% in the adhesive layer counterbalanced with increase in the
substrates. This high sensitivity can be attributed due to the nonlinear effect of disbond
resulted from the nonlinear friction between the crack surfaces. The two surfaces of the
disbond interact with each other repeatedly in axial motion when the flexural waves
transmit through the disbond. The amount of interaction between the two sides of disbond
can dictate the amount of distortion in the propagating flexural waves. The results suggest
that flexural waves are effective in detecting this type of defect.
The waveform signal obtained from laminate structure with vertical crack was
noticeably attenuated and delayed as can be seen in Figure 8.2b. The mechanism
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responsible for noticeable distortion in the signal is the intermittent opening and closing
of the crack surfaces varying in the contact length during the propagation of flexural
waves. This phenomenon is often referred to as breathing crack. The two surfaces of the
crack close when the compression part of the signal transmits through the crack and open
during the transmission of the tensile part. As a result, the velocity of flexural waves
changes while transmitting through the crack due to variation in the contact stiffness
between the crack surfaces. The damage index was determined 1.5 with signal
attenuation of 26.75% and phase shift of 113.4o. The nonlinear effect of the contact
stiffness due to intermittent opening and closing of crack surfaces yields unique
characteristics manifested in the distributions of flexural waves.
In Figure 8.3, the axial distribution shows vertical crack caused a profile inversion of
flexural waves along the thickness and noticeable distortion near the interface regions.
Similarly, it caused a significant reduction in shear stress along the thickness of the
aluminum substrates whereas the adhesive layer received the maximum shear stress.
On the other hand, the distributions of lateral displacement and normal stresses show
little effect of vertical crack on the propagation of flexural waves. One common behavior
between disbond and vertical crack which has contributed to their high damage index is
the nonlinear interaction of flexural waves with these defects yielding nonlinear effects
and varying compatibility conditions at the interface that can be used as mean for damage
detection.
Despite the fact void damage appears severe in the laminate plate, the flexural waves
show less sensitivity to the presence of voids compared to other considered defects. It
can be seen in Figure 8.2c that the received signal from laminate structure was attenuated
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and slightly shifted due the presence of center void. The damage index of void is 0.468.
The attenuation and the phase shift in the received signal are 13.11% and 20.5 o,
respectively. As can be also observed from Figure 8.2c, the signal attenuation has most
of the contribution to the damage index value while the phase shift considered
comparatively small.
Furthermore, this is reflected on the distributions of axial displacement and normal
stresses in Figure 8.3 showing no difference between pristine state and void state. On
the other hand, the center void in bondline caused the maximum distortion among joint
defects in the later displacement profile, but that distortion is not significant either because
the difference between the extreme values is very small. Furthermore, the lateral
displacement of flexural waves is expected to have little influence on d35 PZT sensor
especially when the waves has a long wavelength such as 39 mm in this case. Also, d35
PZT sensors fundamentally are not capable of sensing in-plane symmetric axial
displacement.
On the other hand, the distribution of in-plane shear stresses in Figure 8.3 indicates
the presence of void increased the magnitude of shear stress along the adhesive layer
while the aluminum substrates experienced the opposite effect. Because flexural waves
exhibit flexural particle motion with minimal displacement (zero) at the neutral axis,
placing void off center is not expected to significantly improve the sensitivity because the
interaction of flexural waves with voids is constrained by the wavelength of the actuation
signal. Smaller sensitivity to void can be attributed to the long wavelength (39 mm)
resulting in weak interaction between the flexural waves and the 5 mm-void. Actuation
signal with shorter wavelength is expected to enhance the interaction between flexural
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waves and defects with linear effects such as voids and notches while longer wavelength
is more effective for defects with nonlinear effects such as disbonds and cracks [60].
Among all distributions, the in-plane shear stress consistently shows noticeable
distortion for all joint defects considered herein supporting the suitability of using d35 PZT
transducers for detection of joint defects. Joint defects with nonlinear effects such as
disbond and vertical crack resulted in complex profile of flexural waves in the adhesive
layer and near the interface regions making the location of d35 PZT sensors in the
bondline to capture these effects very effective. A d35 PZT sensor is fundamentally
efficient in sensing in-plane shear waves because these waves align with its natural
vibration modes. Any disturbances in the antisymmetric profile of in-plane shear waves is
expected to yield distortion in the sensed signal.

Figure 8.4: Damage index for void, vertical crack and disbond at different actuation frequencies.

Another important parameter to damage sensitivity is the characteristics of actuation
signal including number of counts, frequency, windowing method, etc. To investigate the
relation between the actuation frequency and damage sensitivity, the 5-peak actuation
signal was used in the simulation along with four different center frequencies: 20 kHz, 30
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kHz, 40 kHz, and 100 kHz. This analysis was conducted for all four damage cases. The
damage index for the selected actuation frequencies are displayed in Figure 8.4. It is
obvious that type of damage and actuation frequency are strongly related to the value of
damage index.
Similar findings were reported by Kundu et al [20] in which they found the first
antisymmetric mode was the only Lamb mode that can sense the presence of weak
bonds. Also, it was noted the A0 mode was only sensitive when the phase velocity was
less than a certain value. The phase velocity dispersion curve of a multilayered structure
can reveal the relation between the actuation frequency and phase velocity and that can
further verify this finding [1].
Additionally, it can be observed from Figure 8.4 the actuation frequency is inversely
proportional to the sensitivity of flexural waves towards damage with the exception for the
center void. The response of disbond and vertical crack to flexural waves is quite the
same. The void however tends to show different behavior compared with other damage
cases, but this behavior is also expected to vary according to its location, size and shape

8.3. Void Specimen
According to the results discussed in Section 8.2, voids were found the most
challenging to detect using low frequency flexural waves. Therefore, an experimental
specimen with void for damage detection analysis. This specimen was proposed to be
utilized for a pristine state and damaged state because it has been shown in the literature
that creating two identical specimens is a challenge due to variation in manufacturing and
material properties [61]. Thus, before adhering the aluminum substrates together, two
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PTFE (Teflon) wedges were puffed with graphite powder to weaken the bond between
the wedges and the adhesive. They were implanted at the middle of the adhesive joint at
an equal distance from the d35 PZT transducers to create artificial void through the width
of the laminate specimen. The PTFE wedges are 55 mm x 5 mm x 0.762 mm. The shape
of wedges found the optimum to reduce the friction (shear force) to break the joint bond
as well as to increase the grip area while minimizing the chance of ripping the wedges.
The thickness of the adhesive layer was controlled by placing 1 mm thick spacers on the
corners and applying pressure on the specimen while curing. The final assembly was
cured at 66oC for one hour. The thickness of the adhesive layer after curing was
measured at approximately 1 ± 0.2 mm. A fully prepared sample is shown in Figure 8.5.

Upper Substrate
EA9394 Adhesive

PTFE Wedges

Figure 8.5: Fully prepared sample with PTFE wedges to simulate void in the bondline.

The laminate specimen with joint defect is shown under test in Figure 8.6. The
actuating transducer, labeled as PZT-1 was actuated with the 5-peak tone burst signal at
30 kHz that is the same actuation signal used throughout this study for comparison
purposes. The voltage signals received from the sensor were processed to de-noise the
signals and produce the time-frequency response for pristine state and damaged state.
The specimen with PTFE wedges was considered as a pristine state, and the damaged
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state was introduced to the specimen by removing the wedges and actuating with the
same signals used in the pristine state for damage identification analysis.
Data Acquisition System

MDO3014 Oscilloscope
Signal Generator

Laminate Specimen
Voltage Amplifier

Figure 8.6: Experimental setup for testing a laminate specimen with a joint defect.

The waveform signal obtained from the specimen with PTFE wedges was used as a
baseline signal (pristine signal) and plotted as pristine state in Figure 8.7a. Similarly, the
signal from the specimen without the wedges was denoted as damaged signal in the
waveform plots. The pristine and damaged waveform signals were plotted together in
Figure 8.7a. The scatter signal which is the difference between the pristine signal and the
damaged signal is also displayed in Figure 8.7b. It can be seen from sensed signals in
Figure 8.7a, there are two main flexural wave packets which are the actuation wave
packet and the reflection from the boundaries.
Damage index, signal attenuation, and phase shift were also calculated by considering
the first wave packet in the pristine and damaged signals. It can be noted that the flexural
waves exhibit noticeable sensitivity to a bondline void resulting in attenuation across the
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damage signal with a value of 8.7% of the pristine signal. The phase shift was calculated
small of about 11.57o. This finding was further verified in 2D FE multiphysics simulation
of the laminate structure with center void in the bondline.
a)

b)
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Figure 8.7: a) Comparison of experimental signals between pristine state and damaged state of
laminate specimen with void excited at 30 kHz; b) scattered signal.

Comparing the effect of a void on the propagation of flexural waves from simulation
and experiment shows that the presence of a void is primarily reflected in the received
signals as magnitude attenuation. The void was found to mainly cause signal attenuation
with little phase shift in the sensed signal. The magnitude of the scattered signal indicates
the amount of distortion that void has inflicted on the flexural waves while propagating
through it. The damage index for the signal obtained from the laminate specimen with
void was calculated about 0.205 validating the effectiveness of flexural waves to detect
void in the bondline of laminate structures.

8.4. Summary and Conclusions
Three damage cases including disbond, vertical crack, and void were introduced in
the bondline of the laminate structure to investigate the effectiveness of flexural waves to
detect joint defects using bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers. Damage index
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based on the root mean square deviation method was calculated to quantify the sensitivity
of flexural waves to joint defects. A common trend was observed in the results that flexural
waves were found sensitive to all investigated types of joint defects but at various levels.
Flexural waves were observed to exhibit high sensitivity to disbond and vertical crack
causing significant phase shift and attenuation in the received signal. This high sensitivity
was attributed due to the nonlinear effect of these defects resulting from the change in
the contact length during the propagation of flexural waves. The flexural waves were
found to show less sensitivity to void compared to other considered defects.
Among all distributions of flexural waves, in-plane shear stress consistently showed
noticeable distortion for all joint defects supporting the suitability of using d35 PZT
sensors for detection of joint defects. It was also observed that joint defects with nonlinear
effects such as disbond and vertical crack result in a complex profile of flexural waves in
the adhesive layer and near the interface regions making the location of d35 PZT sensors
in the bondline an optimal location to capture these effects with minimal loss of energy.
By placing the transducers within the bondline, it provided a direct coupling between the
bondline and the d35 PZT transducers and that has improved the transmission and
sensitivity of flexural waves to joint defects.
A laminate specimen with void for damage detection analysis was tested. By
comparing the effect of void on the propagation of flexural waves from simulation and
experiment, it was noted that the presence of void has mainly caused attenuation in the
received signals. The overall behavior of flexural waves obtained from FE simulation and
experiment was comparable. The results presented in this chapter provide a fundamental
work towards creating embedded, automated damage detection systems for adhesive
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bondlines using flexural waves generated by d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers
embedded within the bondline of laminate structures.
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Chapter 9
Health Monitoring of Bondline Integrity
This chapter investigates the effectiveness of d35 piezoelectric transducers for health
monitoring of bondline integrity using ultrasonic inspection. It begins with describing the
fabrication process of a laminate specimen, and then three-point bending test that was
used to create joint defects in the specimen. The chapter also discusses a flowchart of
the ultrasonic health monitoring experiment that summarizes the methodology used
herein. The sensitivity of flexural waves to joint defects was also investigated using two
damage indices.

9.1. Ultrasonic Inspection
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for ultrasonic inspection of
joint defects, a laminate specimen was designed and fabricated with bondline-embedded
d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers. A surface-mounted d31 PZT was also considered in
this experiment for the purposes of comparison. A quasi-static three-point bending test
was performed cyclically to create joint defects. The waveform signals obtained from
bondline-embedded and surface-mounted sensors were analyzed to evaluate the
sensitivity of flexural waves to combined joint defects. The EMI of d35 PZTs was
continuously monitored during this experiment in order to ensure their pristine condition
is maintained throughout the experiment.

9.1.1. Specimen design and fabrication
A schematic diagram of a laminate specimen is shown in Figure 9.1. The specimen
consisted of two adhesively bonded aluminum sheets and two d35 PZT transducers
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embedded inside the bondline. A surface-mounted d31 PZT sensor was also mounted on
the surface of the specimen for purposes of comparison.
305 mm
135 mm

85 mm

85 mm
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d35 PZT-1
+
15 mm

E3
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P1

d35 PZT-2
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+
z

3
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+

Adhesive Layer

-

P3

2

-

E3

d31 PZT-3

-

+

z

1

(b)

z

6 mm
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Figure 9.1: Laminate specimen with two d35 PZT transducers embedded in the bondline and
d31 PZT sensor mounted on the bottom surface.

In this experiment, the aluminum sheets made of 6061-T6 aluminum material have
geometric dimensions of 305 mm x 15 mm x 1 mm. The d35 PZT and d31 PZT
transducers are made of APC 850 piezoceramic material (equivalent to Navy II). Material
properties of the laminate specimen including shear-mode PZT transducers are given in
Table 1 of the Appendix. The d35 PZT transducers which are 15 mm x 15 mm square
plates with 1 mm thickness were adhered on the surface of one aluminum sheet using
CW2400 conductive epoxy. This aluminum sheet also served as a common ground for
the PZT transducers. The d35 PZTs were placed 135 mm apart and 85 mm from the left
and right boundaries with their polarization direction aligned along the length of aluminum
sheet. Thin wires attached to the hot terminals of the d35 PZTs using the same conductive
epoxy. The aluminum sheets were then bonded together using Hysol EA 9394
nonconductive epoxy in order to protect the hot terminals from shorting against the ground
terminal (the bottom aluminum sheet). The adhesive layer thickness was controlled by
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placing 1.75 mm thick spacers and applying small uniform pressure on the specimen
while curing. The adhesive thickness was measured at 1.8 ± 0.2 mm after curing. A round
d31 PZT with 6 mm diameter and 0.25 mm thickness was then attached on the surface
of the bottom aluminum sheet (ground terminal) using CW2400 conductive epoxy. The
center of d31 PZT was set to coincide with the center of d35 PZT-2 making both
transducers equidistant from d35 PZT-1.

9.1.2. Quasi-static three-point bending
A quasi-static three-point bending test was performed cyclically on the laminate
specimen to investigate the capability of bondline-embedded d35 PZTs for health
monitoring of laminate structures. The experimental setup, including the laminate
specimen loaded in a three-point bending fixture with cylindrical rollers for the loading
nose and supports, is shown in Figure 9.2. The specimen was tested in a pitch-catch
configuration by actuating d35 PZT-1 and sensing with both PZT-2 and surface-mounted
d31 PZT-3 sensors. The reversed path of actuation in which the waves propagate from
d35 PZT-2 to d35 PZT-1 was also conducted for comparison analyses. In Figure 9.2, the
transducers were connected to a Tektronix MDO3014 Domain Oscilloscope to collect
voltage signals across the transducers at no-load condition. The d35 PZT actuator was
excited with a 5-peak Hann windowed signal centered at 30 kHz using a KEYSIGHT
33500B Series waveform generator which also connected to a Krohn-Hite 7602M
Wideband Amplifier to amplify the output actuation signal.
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Figure 9.2: Experimental setup and magnified view of laminate specimen under three-point
bending test.

A close-up view of the laminate specimen under three-point bending fixture is given in
Figure 9.2 along with a schematic diagram shown in Figure 9.3. A quasi-static downward
force was applied cyclically at mid-span to degrade the adhesive joint using a mechanical
test machine (3369 Instron Universal Machine). The load was applied at a constant
displacement rate of 1.35 mm/min (quasi-static). The displacement at mid-span was
measured constantly throughout the experiment using the displacement transducer
embedded in the mechanical test machine. After the load was quasi-statically applied and
the mid-deflection reached a certain threshold, the load was gradually removed at the
same rate. The test was then paused to obtain the electromechanical impedance
response of d35 PZT transducers and to perform ultrasonic inspection. This cycle was
repeated while incrementally increasing the mid-span deflection by 0.1 mm till 3.3 mm
mid-span deflection was achieved. After each loading cycle, the specimen was then
unloaded but was not removed from the fixture to maintain accurate and consistent
displacement measurements throughout the experiment.
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Figure 9.3: Laminate specimen under a quasi-static three-point bending force applied cyclically
at mid-span.

As shown in Figure 9.3, the specimen was subjected to a quasi-static load at midspan. The applied load was expected to induce bending stresses coupled to transverse
shear stress in the laminate specimen. Thus, to maintain a pristine condition for the d35
PZTs and their surrounding bonding region during the test, the span between loading
supports was set 50 mm and 42.5 mm distance from the PZT transducers. Flexural rigidity
was used to define the failure state of the laminate specimen and consequently to set a
threshold for terminating the test. The flexural rigidity of a beam under a three-point
bending configuration similar to the laminate shown in Figure 9.3 is given as [62]
 L3   F 
G fn     n 
 48    n 

(9.1)

where: Gfn is the combined flexural rigidity of the laminate specimen at nth loading cycle ,
L is the length between loading supports, F is the mid-span load at nth loading cycle, and
δ is the mid-span deflection at nth loading cycle. The applied load to the specimen was
defined by controlling mid-span deflection in order to avoid high crack propagation rate
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and catastrophic failure of the specimen while increasing the damage severity. In this
experiment, the deflection at the mid-span was increased to failure with increments of 0.1
mm while voltage measurements captured the PZT sensors at no-load condition.

9.1.3. Experiment flowchart
Figure 9.4 shows a flowchart of the ultrasonic health monitoring experiment that
summarizes the methodology implemented herein to investigate the ability of d35 PZTs
to monitor and assess bondline integrity. The experiment consists of three major tests
which are performed sequentially starting with the application of three-point bending load
followed by a sine-sweep for measuring the EM impedance of d35 PZTs and concluded
with ultrasonic inspection in a pitch-catch orientation. The next cycle is then repeated with
higher mid-span deflection, and the test continues until failure.
The health monitoring experiment was automated to sequentially perform all tests
cyclically and the tests are succinctly described in the following steps:
1. Apply an increasing quasi-static load on the specimen until mid-span deflection
reaches δn, then remove the applied mid-span load.
2. At no-load condition state, actuate d35 PZTs with a voltage frequency sweep (Vi)
from 200 kHz to 1600 kHz by measuring the voltage (Vo) across a sensing resistor
(Rs = 100 Ω) and the PZT element, then calculate the impedance (𝑍 = 𝑅

).

3. Apply Fast Fourier Transform method and band-pass filter to the harmonic signals
and identify the first EM frequency, 𝑓

, for each d35 PZT.

4. Continue the test if the difference between the baseline frequency and the
measured frequency is less than α which is set 1% of the baseline frequency.
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Figure 9.4: Flowchart of ultrasonic health monitoring experiment.

5. Perform ultrasonic inspection by actuating bondline-embedded d35 PZTs with a
5-peak signal centered at 30 kHz.
6. De-noise senor signals using Discrete Wavelet Transform with Coiflet wavelet
performed at level 6 wavelet decomposition and applying the universal threshold
2ln(. ), to the wavelet coefficients.
7. Determine the maximum voltage, Vmax of the first arrival in sensor signals and the
phase shift, ϕmax with respect to baseline signals.
8. Calculate damage index values based on PCC and NSE methods using equations
given in Table 2-1.
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9. Repeat loading the specimen at a higher mid-span deflection by β increment,
given 0.1 mm herein.
10. Stop the test when mid-span deflection reaches δmax that is calculated based
flexural rigidity of the laminate specimen.
For analysis of bondline integrity, the first wave packet was selected because later
waves represent reflections that are often complex superposed waves yielding higher
uncertainties in the outcomes. It should be mentioned that the width of the first wave
packet was identified by assuming the width of the actuation signal is close to the width
of the first arrival. Despite flexural waves being highly dispersive, the dispersion effects
are expected to be relatively small given the short distance between the transducers.

9.2. Results and Discussion
9.2.1. Wave propagation analysis
Health monitoring of real-life systems such as structures often requires a cluster of
baseline signals that represent normal operating conditions. To mitigate environmental
effects, the experiment was performed at near constant conditions to perform health
monitoring of the laminate specimen. The experiment was also performed at no-load
condition to produce baseline signals that can be utilized for the analysis of damage
detection in the subsequent sections. The first propagation path (PZT-1 → PZT-2) is
dictated by exciting d35 PZT-1 and sensing via d35 PZT-2 as shown in Figure 9.1. The
elastic waves generated by d35 PZT-1 are simultaneously sensed by d31 PZT-3 and this
propagation path is labeled as (PZT-1 → PZT-3). The opposite propagation path (PZT-2
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→ PZT-1) is also considered by actuating d35 PZT-2 and receiving signals via d35 PZT1.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9.5: Waveform signals obtained for wave propagation paths: (a) PZT-1 → PZT-2; (b)
PZT-1 → PZT-3; (c) PZT-2 → PZT-1.
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In this experiment, a 5-peak Hann windowed voltage signal centered at 30 kHz was
used to actuate bondline-embedded d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers and was kept the
same throughout the pitch-catch ultrasonic inspection. The received signals by PZT
sensors mounted on the surface and within the bondline of the laminate specimen were
captured at a sampling rate of 10 MHz. The sensor signals are shown in Figure 9.5.
The bondline-embedded d35 PZT actuators are expected to generate antisymmetric
(flexural) waves which are coupled with transverse shear strain. As can be observed from
the received signals in Figure 9.5, there are two main wave packets. The first wave packet
which travels the shortest distance to the sensor is the first arrival followed by its
reflection. Signals from both d35 PZT and d31 PZT sensors appear to have similar
response, but they were intrinsically generated with different dynamic mechanisms. The
d35 PZT sensor signal was a result of shear strains induced by the flexural waves across
the thickness. The shear strain however is negligible at the proximity of free surfaces.
On the contrary, the signal received by d31 PZT sensor primarily resulted from the
normal strains carrying the energy of the flexural waves on the free surfaces. A 1%
threshold of the maximum voltage was used to determine the ToF of the flexural waves.
The ToF and group velocity were calculated for the waveform signals received by PZT
sensors and are summarized in Table 9-1. The ToF of d35 PZT signal sensor shown in
Figure 9.5a is 116.6 μsec with a group velocity of 1157.8 m/sec. The same propagating
waves were also captured simultaneously by the surface-mounted d31 PZT sensor
showing slightly slower signal with a ToF of 118.2 μsec. This indicates that the same
wave mode being captured by both d35 PZT and d31 PZT sensors. The small difference
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in ToFs captured by d35 PZT and d31 PZT sensors is attributed to different geometric
and electromechanical properties among the sensors.
Table 9-1: Summary of wave propagation results at no-load condition.
Wave propagation path

Time of flight (μsec)

Group velocity (m/sec)

PZT-1 → PZT-2
PZT-1 → PZT-3
PZT-2 → PZT-1

116.6
118.1
116.4

1157.8
1143.1
1159.8

The reversed wave propagation (PZT-2 → PZT-1) for bondline-embedded d35 PZTs
in Figure 9.5c shows the flexural waves have a ToF reaching the sensor at about 116.4
μsec which matches well ToFs obtained for other sensors. The variation in sensing
mechanisms between surface mounted and bondline-embedded d35 PZT sensors further
justifies the small difference in ToFs between d35 PZT and d31 PZT sensors.

9.2.2. Joint degradation
As previously mentioned, the laminate specimen was subject to a three-point bending
to initiate and propagate joint defects in the bondline. The bending load applied at midspan was controlled through known mid-span deflection of the laminate specimen. The
load is expected to induce bending stresses across the thickness of the laminate with
maximum normal stresses in the surface and maximum transverse shear stress at the
neutral axis. A plot of the applied load versus deflection is shown in Figure 9.6. The
downward mid-span deflection was increased from 0 to 3.3 mm in 0.1 mm increments. It
can be noted from Figure 9.6 that the laminate specimen has an initial peak indicating
flexural strength of about 1450 N at which a mixed-mode (flexural) crack developed and
located 21 mm from the applied load. The mixed-mode crack was formed at about 45
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degrees plane as result of the adhesive layer between loading supports being subjected
to both normal and transverse shear stresses.

Damage 1
(Mixed-mode cracking)

(b) Pristine state

Damage 2
(Disbonding)
(c) Flexural cracking
Pristine state

(d) Disbonding

(a)

Figure 9.6: (a) Load-deflection response at: (b) pristine state, (c) flexural cracking at 0.9 mm
mid-span deflection, (d) disbonding at 3.3 mm mid-span deflection.

The purpose of this test is to degrade the adhesive joint beyond the mixed-mode
crack, accumulating higher level of combined damage. For this reason, the test continued
and past the initial peak, producing disbonds (slippage) among the laminate layers. While
loading the specimen to the next cycle at 1 mm mid-deflection, a small disbond of about
5 mm was also observed along the bondlines. As can be noted from Figure 9.6c and d,
the disbond initiated at the onsets of the mixed-mode crack and propagated further while
increasing the mid-span deflection. In Figure 9.6a, the slope (F/δ) of load-deflection data
which dictates the flexural rigidity of the specimen was calculated 2.6 N-m 2 via linear
regression analysis in the deflection range between 0 – 0.9 mm. This has been followed
by a significant drop in the flexural strength by more than 65%. By increasing mid-span
deflection from 1 mm to 3.3 mm, its flexural rigidity significantly reduced and continuously
decreased beyond 1 mm mid-deflection. Furthermore, flexural rigidity provides an
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indication of damage severity, particularly disbonding among the laminate layers. The
three-point bending test was stopped when flexural rigidity reached almost zero.

9.2.3. Electromechanical impedance
EMI method was used to inspect and ensure that no damage occurred to bondlineembedded d35 PZTs and their bonding regions during the three-point bending test. This
analysis is of considerable importance, as the subsequent analyses involved the same
PZT transducers for detection of joint defects.

d35 PZT-1

Log of | Z( ) |

Log of | Z( ) |

d35 PZT-2

(a)

(b)

Figure 9.7: EMI response of bondline-embedded d35 PZTs with a frequency range containing
the first EM resonance for: (a) d35 PZT-1, (b) d35 PZT-2.

The EM impedance of bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers were recorded after
each individual cycle at no-load condition. By assuring pristine state for d35 PZTs,
distortions in received signals can be mainly attributed to bondline integrity. Despite
residual stresses that accompany plastic deformation in localized areas such as at the
applied load or at the loading supports can modulate the propagating waves in the
laminate, the distortion in received signals is expected to be relatively small when
compared to the effects that may be caused by joint defects. In this analysis, the first EM
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frequency was monitored, therefore each d35 PZT transducer was excited with a
frequency sweep from 200 kHz to 1600 kHz. The impedance response from both
transducers are shown in Figure 9.7. The first EM resonance was collected repeatedly
after each loading cycle from bondline-embedded d35 PZTs throughout the experiment.
The mean and standard deviation of the first EM resonance were calculated for d35 PZT1 to be 912.8 kHz and 0.0194 kHz respectively. Likewise, d35 PZT-2 has a mean of 918.8
kHz and standard deviation of 0.114 kHz. The results indicate that the d35 PZTs have
maintained a pristine state throughout the three-point bending test.

9.2.4. Ultrasonic inspection of joint defects
As shown in the flowchart in Figure 9.4, the EM impedance is followed by ultrasonic
inspection in a pitch-catch scheme of actuating d35 PZT-1 with 5-peak signal centered at
30 kHz and sensing voltage signals simultaneously via surface-mounted d31 PZT-3 and
bondline-embedded d35 PZT-2 sensors. The same actuation signal was then used to
excite d35 PZT-2 and the propagating waves were picked up by d35 PZT-1. The sensed
waveforms were first de-noised using Discrete Wavelet Transform with Coiflet mother
wavelet performed at level 7 wavelet decomposition. After identifying the first wave
packet, the maximum voltage and the phase shift with respect to baseline signals were
determined for each individual cycle of mid-span deflection.
The waveform signals at 1 mm and 3.3 mm mid-span deflections were compared
against the baseline signals for each corresponding PZT sensor and are given in Figure
9.8. The results show that the signals received at 1 mm mid-span deflection lead the
baseline signals by about 60 degrees but associated with relatively small attenuation
compared to baseline signals. At 3.3 mm mid-span deflection, an opposite behavior was
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observed in which the recorded signals lag the baseline signals with about 80 degrees
and with substantial attenuation in amplitudes.

PZT-1→ PZT-2

PZT-1→ PZT-2

(a)

(b)

PZT-1→ PZT-3

PZT-1→ PZT-3

(c)

(d)

PZT-2→ PZT-1

PZT-2→ PZT-1

(e)

(f)

Figure 9.8: Comparison of waveforms collected at 1 mm deflection (left column) and 3.3 mm
deflection (right column): (a) and (b) PZT-1 → PZT-2; (c) and (d) PZT-1 → PZT-3; (e) and (f)
PZT-2 → PZT-1.
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The flexural waves generated by bondline-embedded d35 PZT actuators traveled
through the laminate specimen governed by maximum axial strain on the surface, mainly
captured by the surface-mounted d31 PZT, and maximum shear strain at the neutral axis,
sensed by bondline-embedded d35 PZTs. It can also be observed from the results in
Figure 9.8 that the signals obtained from d35 PZT sensors show higher attenuation
compared to the d31 PZT sensor signal. The d35 PZT signals show higher voltage
reduction by about 10% compared to d31 PZT signals. This can be attributed to the
optimal location advantage of d35 PZTs being internally embedded within the adhesive
layer, resulting in direct coupling to the bondline.
Sensor waveform signals collected during the experiment were processed to
determine the maximum voltage in the first arrival and the phase shift with respect to the
reference signals. The results are shown in Figure 9.9. It can be seen from Figure 9.9a
that the voltage amplitude displays little change until 2.3 mm deflection at which it shows
a start of sharp decline in the amplitude reaching about 0.05 volt for d35 PZT-2 sensor.
Over the mid-span deflection 0 – 3.3 mm, there is about 70% voltage reduction in the
measured signals compared to the baseline signal. On the contrary, the phase shift in
sensor signals (Figure 9.9b) indicates increasing trend until 0.9 mm (prior to the mixedmode crack) and lagging baseline signals by about 50 degrees followed by an abrupt
drop by 110 degrees, leading the baseline signals by 60 degrees. After 0.9 mm mid-span
deflection, the sensed signals show an increasing trend crosses to the positive phase and
extends past the initial peak and reaching 85 degrees at 3.3 mm deflection.
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PZT-1→ PZT-2
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PZT-1→ PZT-3

PZT-1→ PZT-3
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PZT-2→ PZT-1

PZT-2→ PZT-1
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Figure 9.9: Maximum voltage amplitude (left column) and phase shift (right column) from
waveforms: (a) and (b) PZT-1 → PZT-2; (c) and (d) PZT-1 → PZT-3; (e) and (f) PZT-2 → PZT1.

Similar trends were also observed from the signals received by the surface-mounted
d31 PZT sensor as shown in Figure 9.9c and d. It can be observed from the results that
the phase shift in d31 PZT signals also show significant drop at 0.9 mm mid-span
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deflection. The higher voltage amplitude generated by d31 PZT sensor compared to d35
PZT sensor was attributed to the variation in electromechanical properties as well as
differing mechanisms of sensing elements and the forces acting on these sensing
elements. As previously mentioned, the normal strains induced by the d35 PZT actuator
are small in the adhesive joint and maximum at the free surface, where d31 PZT sensor
was mounted. However, the shear strains are negligible at the surface and maximum at
the neutral axis, where d35 PZT sensors were embedded. The surface-mounted d31 PZT
sensor measured maximum normal stresses while d35 PZT sensors measured the
maximum shear strain in the bondline. In Figure 9.9e and f, similar trends were observed
in which the mixed-mode crack in the bondline resulted in significant effect on flexural
waves transmitted through it with negligible voltage drop.
To evaluate bondline integrity, two damage index methods based on PCC and NSE
were used to measure the difference between baseline signals and the measured signals
over the first wave packet. It can be observed from the results in Figure 9.10 that PCC
increases as the deflection increases until reaching initial peak at about 0.9 mm at which
the mixed-mode crack was fully developed in the specimen. This was followed by a
decreasing trend in the damage index value reaching a local low at 2.3 mm. That also
followed by increasing trends reaching the maximum index value at 3.3 mm deflection.
This behavior was observed from all embedded sensors in the specimen. The NSE
damage index is less sensitive to phase shift in the signals and exhibits constantly
decreasing trend from 0 – 2.3 mm deflection suggesting change in energy of the received
signals is relatively small. This behavior reversed to an upward trend indicating significant
drop in the signal energy reaching its maximum at 3.3 mm mid-span deflection. This
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behavior can be observed from d35 PZT sensors as well as d31 PZT sensor with minor
variation.

Damage index

PZT-1→ PZT-2

(a)

Damage index

PZT-1→ PZT-3

(b)

Damage index

PZT-2→ PZT-1

(c)
Figure 9.10: Damage index values based on PCC and NSE methods for signals received by: (a)
d35 PZT-2; (b) d31 PZT-3; (c) d35 PZT-1.
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The damage index values of PCC in Figure 9.10 reveals the interaction level of flexural
waves with the damage. It can be noted from Figure 9.10, despite the increase in damage
severity of the laminate specimen, the values of NSE and PCE shows decreasing
behavior until loading cycle reached 2.3 mm. This trend could be due to the change in
damage characteristics resulting in low interaction between the flexural waves and the
bondline damage. Flexural waves tend to interact much less with linear defects such as
voids than with nonlinear defects such as disbonds and cracks. The high sensitivity of
flexural waves to nonlinear defects is often attributed to the change in the contact length
of a defect during the propagation of waves [60,63,64]. Therefore, when the mixed-mode
crack initiated over the mid-span deflection 0 – 0.9 mm, the crack has the characteristics
of a nonlinear defect that has strong interaction with flexural waves. Thus, the PCC
damage index from all sensors shows an increasing trend till the mix-mode crack fully
developed at 0.9 mm mid-span deflection. The decreasing trend beyond 0.9 mm suggests
the damage evolution was not favorable to flexural waves and reaching its maximum
growth at 2.3 mm deflection.
Despite higher deflection has exacerbated the level of damage, both damage indices
predicted low values suggesting flexural waves have minimal interaction with damage at
2.3 mm mid-span deflection. Over the deflection range 1 – 2.3 mm, the laminate specimen
is expected to be accompanied by plastic deformation causing the mixed-mode crack to
gradually develop into a large void such that the crack remained open at no-load
conditions resulting in less interaction with flexural waves. Despite the presence of
disbonds at early stage over 1 – 2.3 mm mid-span deflection range, it is expected the
contribution of disbonds to voltage waveform distortion is minimal as the results suggest
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that disbonds were either zero-volume disbonds (also known as kissing bonds) or were
comparatively not long enough to interact with 36 mm wavelength flexural waves.
The damage index values from both NSE and PCC reveal a turning point at 2.3 mm
with sharp upward trend until failure. It was noted that the flexural rigidity of the specimen
constantly decreased while the disbond grew resulting in longer disbonds which were
expected to be the main source for the noticeable distortion in the received waveform
signals over the mid-span deflection range 2.3 – 3.3 mm. Despite plastic deformation
could have some effects on the propagation signals but expected to be small. This finding
agrees well with state-of-the-art ultrasonic wave interaction with defects supporting that
elastic waves including flexural waves have higher sensitivity to nonlinear defects such
as cracks and disbonds than linear defects such as voids [60,63–65].
By inspecting Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10, it can be noted from the results that the PCC
damage index is more sensitive to phase shift while the NSE damage index is more
sensitive to amplitude of voltage waveform signals. Despite the existence of a combined
defect in the bondline, the amount of distortion inflicted on the propagating flexural waves
is determined by the dominant type of defect. In this study, the defect type has not been
controlled thus multiple joint defects were present simultaneously. That also imposed a
challenge to correlate change in waveform signals with a certain type of defect. The
presence of different types of defects also imposes high uncertainty on identifying the
type of damage by solely using damage index which represents a lump sum of damage
effects on propagating waves. In real life structures, however, damage is often composed
of two or more types of defects, making the proposed methodology appropriate for this
study.
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9.2.5. Influence of preload condition
In this analysis, actuation of bondline-embedded d35 PZTs and the sensing of elastic
waves in the laminate specimen has occurred at a preload condition such that the midspan load was not fully removed during ultrasonic inspection. An application of a small
load on the specimen is expected to alter the characteristics of the combined defects and
consequently the propagation of ultrasonic waves.

PZT-1→ PZT-2

PZT-1→ PZT-2

(a)

(b)

PZT-1→ PZT-3

PZT-1→ PZT-3

(c)

(d)

Figure 9.11: Comparison of signals (left column) and scattered signals (right column) at nopreload condition of 1.3 mm loading cycle: (a) and (b) d35 PZT-2 sensor; (c) and (d) d31 PZT-3
sensor.

In Figure 9.11, the waveform signals were picked up by the bondline-embedded d35
PZT and the surface-mounted d31 PZT for the three-point bending cycle of 1.3 mm midspan deflection at no-preload condition. The received signals were superimposed with
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baseline signals for comparison purposes, and the scattered signals which are the
difference between the measured signals and the baseline signals were also calculated
and displayed in Figure 9.11.

PZT-1→ PZT-2

PZT-1→ PZT-2

(a)

(b)

PZT-1→ PZT-3

PZT-1→ PZT-3

(c)

(d)

Figure 9.12: Comparison of signals (left column) and scattered signals (right column) from
specimen with 50 N mid-span preload at 1.3 mm loading cycle: (a) and (b) d35 PZT-2 sensor;
(c) and (d) d31 PZT-3 sensor.

Upon application of 50 N on the specimen and then performing ultrasonic inspection,
the received signals along with the scattered signals for each sensor are shown in Figure
9.12. Despite the small magnitude of the applied load, the analysis indicates a significant
difference between received signals from preload condition and no-preload condition. It
can be noted from Figure 9.11 and Figure 9.12 that the captured signals at preload
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condition are lagging the baseline signals with significant phase shift and voltage
reduction as compared with received signals at no-preload condition.
The damage index based on PCC and NSE methods were also calculated for both
loading conditions with results given in Table 9-2. The damage index values indicate that
the damage exists with high severity at 1.3 mm mid-span deflection. The applied load at
mid-span produces normal stresses across the thickness between loading supports, thus
the propagating waves are anticipated to be modulated and be reflected on the received
signals. However, this resulting distortion from a small applied load is also expected to be
relatively small. The results strongly suggest that the applied load on the specimen
caused a geometric change to the bondline damage resulting in significant distortion to
the propagating waves.
Table 9-2: Damage indices at 1.3 mm mid-span deflection.
Wave Propagation
Path
PZT-1 → PZT-2
PZT-1 → PZT-3

0N
PCC
0.5644
0.5398

50 N
NSE
0.1790
0.1657

PCC
1.2886
1.1829

NSE
0.6947
0.6724

As previously discussed in Section 9.2.2, the mixed-mode crack was observed and
fully developed in the bondline at 0.9 mm mid-span deflection, and that was followed by
plastic deformation causing the crack to remain open resulting in low distortion in received
signals over the range 1 mm – 2.3 mm mid-span deflection as shown in Figure 9.10.
Therefore, in the preload condition at 1.3 mm mid-span deflection, the applied load is
anticipated to open the mixed-mode crack and disbonds while the flexural waves
transmitted through the bondline causing higher scattering of the propagating waves.
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The results in Table 9-2 indicates that the damage index values calculated for
bondline-embedded d35 PZT sensor are consistently higher than the surface-mounted
d31 PZT sensor in both preload conditions. As mentioned earlier, the location of d35 PZT
sensor in the bondline allows effective sensing of shear strains which interact profoundly
to nonlinear defects as this finding was supported in literature [20,22].

9.3. Summary and Conclusions
The laminate specimen consisted of adhesively bonded aluminum plates with surfacemounted d31 PZT and bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers was carefully designed
for ultrasonic inspection. The joint defects in the bondline were created via quasi-static
three-point bending test, and electromechanical impedance of d35 PZTs was measured
after each three-point loading cycle to ensure their pristine state maintained throughout
the experiment. It was observed that flexural waves generated by d35 PZT actuators
exhibited strong interaction with joint damage especially nonlinear defects such as cracks
and disbonds, supporting the capability of the proposed methodology for ultrasonic
inspection of adhesively bonded structures. It was observed from experimental results
that d35 PZT sensors have consistently showed higher voltage signal distortion to
bondline defects as compared with the sensed signals by the surface-mounted d31 PZT
sensor. It was also found that Pearson correlation coefficient is more sensitive to phase
shift in received signals while normalized signal energy method more sensitive to
amplitude of voltage waveform signals. The proposed approach provides novel insights
into the benefits offered by bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers for the health
monitoring of adhesive bond joints.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, the main contributions of this thesis are summarized and future
directions of research are discussed. Limitations and challenges of the proposed
approach are also discussed in some details.

10.1. Key Contributions and Conclusions
The response to the research questions presented in Chapter 2 are discussed briefly
herein to highlight key contributions and conclusions of this thesis.
1. Can embedded piezoelectric transducers in the bondline be used to identify the
presence of damage in an adhesive joint through wave propagation?
A novel approach was developed to tackle the challenge of detecting joint defects in
laminate structures using ultrasonic inspection methods. This research has exploited a
relatively new kind of piezoelectric transducers that were studied extensively through
finite element multiphysics simulations and experimental testing. The proposed approach
successfully produced promising results for detection of linear and nonlinear joint defects
that often impose a significant challenge to detect using conventional nondestructive
evaluation techniques. By placing the transducers within the bondline, it provided a direct
coupling between the bondline and the d35 PZT transducers and that has improved the
transmission and sensitivity of flexural waves to joint defects. The effectiveness of this
methodology for the application of structural health monitoring was also evaluated
experimentally. The results presented in the thesis provided fundamental work towards
creating embedded, automated damage detection systems for adhesive bondlines using
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antisymmetric waves generated by d35 PZT piezoelectric transducers embedded within
the bondline of laminate structures.
2. If so, can the proposed technique detect various types of defects such as voids,
cracks, and disbond?
Three damage cases including disbonds, cracks, and voids were introduced in the
bondline of laminate structures to investigate the effectiveness of flexural waves to detect
joint defects using bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers. The root mean square
deviation method was used as a damage index to quantify the sensitivity of flexural waves
to joint defects. Flexural waves were found sensitive to the introduced joint defects but at
various levels. They exhibited high sensitivity to disbond and vertical crack causing
significant distortion in the received signals. However, flexural waves were found to show
less sensitivity to voids compared to other considered defects. The high sensitivity of
flexural waves to nonlinear defects was attributed to the change in the contact length
during the propagation of flexural waves. The effects of defects on distributions of
displacements and stresses were analyzed. Among all distributions, in-plane shear stress
consistently showed noticeable distortion for all joint defects supporting the capability of
d35 PZTs for inspection of laminate structures.
A laminate specimen with void was tested for damage detection analysis. By
comparing the received signals from simulation and experiment, it was observed that the
presence of void has mainly caused voltage attenuation in the waveforms. Another
laminate specimen was also prepared with joint defects created via quasi-static threepoint bending test, with results showing the ability of d35 piezoelectric transducers to
monitor the bondline integrity. The EMI of d35 PZTs was measured after each three-point
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loading cycle in order to ensure their pristine condition maintained throughout the
experiment. A comparison between surface-mounted d31 PZT and bondline-embedded
d35 PZT sensors was also conducted. It was found that received signals by bondlineembedded d35 PZTs have consistently showed higher distortion to bondline defects as
compared with the sensed signals by the surface-mounted d31 PZT sensor.
3. To what extent simulation approach can be beneficial to this study in terms of
validation of the experimental results?
The finite element simulations allowed to explore the feasibility of deploying d35 PZT
transducers and conduct several studies to inform the future direction of laminate
specimen design and testing methodology. A parametric study was performed by varying
the thickness and length of d35 PZT transducers while monitoring the actuation strength
and the sensed voltage signal. The size of bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers was
found to have a significant influence on the actuation strength and the sensing ability of
d35 PZT transducers. Thicker and shorter d35 PZT sensors were found to produce
stronger signals compared to thinner and longer d35 PZT sensors. However, d35 PZT
actuators exhibited an opposite response to d35 PZT sensors. This presents an
optimization challenge to generate strong actuation without compromising their sensing
ability when transducers are used as both actuators and sensors.
The tuning analysis was investigated by varying the actuation frequency and
examining the distributions of normal displacement and stresses across the laminate
thickness. It was also noted that the strength of shear stress can be concentrated across
the thickness of adhesive layer at lower actuation frequencies. This provides an
opportunity to design d35 PZT actuators such that they generate strong in-plane shear
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strains largely aimed to target the bondline region for adhesive joint evaluation. The
frequency versus sensing voltage relation was also investigated by varying the actuation
frequency and monitoring the amplitude of the received signals using FE simulations and
then validating the results experimentally. The results from experiment and simulation
indicated that there is an inverse relation between the actuation frequency and the
maximum voltage.
The selectivity of d35 PZT sensors was also investigated in simulation by comparing
voltage signals obtained from a bondline-embedded d35 PZT sensor and surfacemounted d31 PZT sensor. Mode conversion from wave interaction with a surface notch
provided a collection of symmetric and antisymmetric waves in the laminate structure. It
was found that d35 PZT sensors offer a selective hardware filter that primarily captures
antisymmetric wave modes in the laminate structure while suppressing symmetric wave
modes. The selectivity of d35 PZT sensors could be employed in signal processing to
make the interpretation of the data more efficient, reducing uncertainty and leading to
more reliable analysis outcomes. A beam-like specimen was also prepared to examine
the directionality of flexural wave mode. The results from this specimen and plate-like
specimen were found to be comparable confirming the ability of bondline-embedded d35
PZTs for generating directional waves.
4. Can the proposed technique make use of signal processing methods to detect the
severity of damage? If so, what is the damage detection algorithm?
An investigation into a bondline-integrity health monitoring approach employing d35
piezoelectric transducers embedded inside the laminate specimen was considered in this
work. The laminate specimen consisted of surface-mounted d31 PZT and bondline184

embedded d35 PZT transducers was carefully designed for ultrasonic inspection. The
joint defects in the bondline was created via quasi-static three-point bending test, and
electromechanical impedance of d35 PZTs was measured after each three-point loading
cycle to ensure their pristine state maintained throughout the experiment.
A damage detection algorithm was developed to calculate damage index values
based on Pearson correlation coefficient and normalized signal energy methods. The
damage indices were also used as indicators of damage severity which can be used to
trigger the need to schedule maintenance when the damage index above a certain
threshold. The proposed algorithm was also equipped with discrete wavelet transform to
de-noise experimental signals along with time-frequency analysis to examine the
dispersion effect of the ultrasonic waves. It was found that Pearson correlation coefficient
is more sensitive to phase shift in received signals while normalized signal energy method
more sensitive to amplitude of voltage waveform signals. It was observed that flexural
waves generated by d35 PZT actuators exhibited strong interaction with joint defects
especially nonlinear defects such as cracks and disbonds, supporting the capability of the
proposed methodology for ultrasonic inspection of adhesively bonded structures. It was
also observed from experimental results that d35 PZT sensors have consistently showed
higher voltage signal distortion to bondline defects as compared with the sensed signals
by the surface-mounted d31 PZT sensor due to the location advantage of d35 PZT sensor
being in the bondline sensing shear strain waves at the neutral axis of the laminate
specimen. The proposed approach provides novel insights into the benefits offered by
bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers for the health monitoring of adhesive bond
joints.
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10.2. Future Work
Future work will include experimentally validating the parametric study of d35 PZT
size while being embedded in the bondline of laminate structures. Furthermore, the
selectivity of d35 PZT sensors to antisymmetric wave modes and rejecting symmetric
modes needs to be experimentally verified through comparison of voltage signals from
surface-mounted d31 and bondline-embedded d35 PZT sensors. Because this work is
expected to be of importance for SHM of adhesive joints, testing the ability to use flexural
waves generated and sensed by bondline-embedded d35 PZT transducers to detect
defects in composites should be performed as well. Placing PZT transducers in the
bondline also provides protection for the transducers from environmental, chemical, and
physical hazards.
While measuring the bond strength of laminates is still under investigation, embedding
sensors in the bondline could provide an opportunity to address this challenge. Future
work will require investigating the effects of embedding sensors on the bond strength as
well. Design of optimization and miniaturization of shear-mode piezoelectric transducers
are of considerable interest to accelerate their integration into ultrasonic SHM systems.
Furthermore, experimental work was mainly limited to a low actuation frequency range
due to large thickness of PZT transducers, thus further investigation concerning the
relation between actuation frequency of thinner PZTs and sensitivity of waves to joint
defects need to be considered as well.
The feature extraction methods used herein were relatively sufficient to detect damage
and estimate its severity. It was observed the superposition of multimode Lamb waves
could present a challenge to isolate existing individual modes and analyze their
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characteristics. Therefore, extracting the damage characteristics from multimode
waveforms requires a robust signal processing algorithm to accomplish this purpose with
minimal uncertainty. This challenge often compounds when multiple defects with different
damage characteristics exist between two transducers in the structure. Furthermore,
more information about existing damage characteristics such as location and severity will
require to develop algorithms that involve measurements for multiple features and be
correlated to fatigue diagnostics and prognostics of structures.
The ToF method was implemented to identify the propagating modes in the media
and location of defects. A threshold was used to determine the arrival time of a
propagating mode. The majority of the error however found in damage localization and
uncertainties in group velocities of propagating modes was attributed to the thresholding
method. A promising method to overcome this challenge is to use time-frequency
approach in order to track the center frequency of wave packet rather the arrival time.
In health monitoring of bondline integrity, the defect type has not been controlled
thus multiple joint defects were present simultaneously. That imposed a challenge to
correlate change in waveform signals with a certain type of defect. Extracting specific
features caused by each type of damage in waveform signals is expected to be a
challenging task and would require more sophisticated signal processing techniques. The
amount of distortion inflicted on the propagating waves determines the dominant type of
defect. Thus, the presence of different types of defects also imposes high uncertainty on
identifying the type of damage by solely using damage index which represents a lump
sum of damage effects on propagating waves. In real life structures, however, damage is
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often composed of two or more types of defects, making the proposed methodology
appropriate for this study.
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Appendix
Piezoelectric Material Properties of PZT-5A polarized in z - direction,
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In Eq.(1) and Eq.(2),  o is the vacuum permittivity and has a value of 8.854 μF/m.

Table 1: Material properties of shear-mode PZT, Hysol EA9394 adhesive epoxy, aluminum
6061-T6.
Property

Unit

Symbol

PZT-5A

Adhesive

2

Y11

61.0

4.24

Aluminum
68.9

109 N/m2

Y33

53.2

4.24

68.9

109 N/m2

G12

22.6

1.46

25.9

109 N/m2

G13

10.5

1.46

25.9

1

v12

0.35

0.45

0.33

1

v13

0.44

0.45

0.33

kg/m3



7600

1360

2700

8.854 µF/m

 11

1851

------

------

8.854 µF/m

 33

1581

------

------

10−12 m/V

d35

584

------

------

m/V

d31

−171

------

------

10−12 m/V

d33

374

------

------

9

Young’s Modulus

Shear’s Modulus

10 N/m

Poisson’s ratio
Density
Dielectric permittivity

Piezoelectric
coefficient

−12

10
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